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$47.50

Finest Blue
Steel Finish

PANZER
MODEL

.22 LONG
RIFLE CAL.

AUTOMATIC

MILITAR MODEL
AUTOMATIC

Finest Blue
Steel Finish

New All Steel Automatic
Pistols. Milled, hand

honed. Mint!

Finest Blue
Steel Finish

Chrome finish, $26.95. Chrome engraved
finish, $29.95. Capacity, 8 rounds.

MAXIM
MODEL
.25 CALIBER
AUTOMATIC

STUKA
MODEL
.22 SHORT
or LONG CAL.
AUTOMATIC

Chrome finish, $29.95. Chrome engraved
finish, $32.95. Capacity, 8 rounds.

Finest Blue
Steel Finish

Chrome finish, $28.95. Chrome engraved
finish, $31.95. Capacity, 6 rounds.

A big 24-oz. ultramodern military style
automatic in your choice of .32 or .38 cal.
Chrome finish, $49.95, chrome engraved
finish, $54.95. (8-shot cap.) or .22 L. R.
(lO-shot cap.)

SPECIAL SALE$49.95

TO ORDER:
Send check, cash or money orders. $5 deposit brings you any gun,
Shipped F.O.B. Hollywood. EASY PAYMI!:NT PLAN. Just $2 down, up
to a year to pay. DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

BOLOMAUSER
MACHINE PISTOL

$49.95

HY
HUNTER'S

ORIGINAL FRONTIER

DERRINGERS

.22 Long Rifle Cal. 8-shot, semi·automatic.
Complete with one magazine
Extras: 16·shot Qver-and-under magazine,
$6.00. 4·power telescopic sight and mount,
$12.50. Compensator, $4.00.

Exact shooting replicas of the 1800's over·
and-under Frontier Derringer.
.22 sh, L., L. R. Blued finish $16.95
.22 sh, L., L. R. Deluxe chrome $19.95
.22 Magnum, blued $21.95
.22 Magnum, Deluxe chrome $24.95
.38 Special Deluxe chrome. $39.95

A special small deadly accurate automatic
for camping, home protection.
Capacity, 6 rounds.

.22 Long Rifle Cal. Semi-automatic 8-shot,
7 1h" barrel. Extras: 12" barrel (manually
interchangeable), $12.00. 16-shot over-and·
under magazine, $6.00. Special pistol
scope and mount, $14.95.

HY HUNTER
Firearms Mfg. Co., Inc.
301 HUNTER BLDG. DEPT. 310
8255 SUNSET STRIP
HOLLYWOOD 46, CALIF.

A modern shooting reproduction of the Civil War Workhorse.
The most accurate military rifle of its day. Sale price $84.95.

FAMOUS
ORIGINAL

:~~~~ii~~~:;;~.~~~~ FRONTIER
Authentic Sh:t~~ r:~d~~~~f~:
gun that won the West. Original full size,
40 ·oz. solid steel working parts .
.22 S., L., L. R. 5 1h" bbl. $39.95
.22 Magnum 5 1h" bbl. $39.95
.45 Colt Cal. 5 1/ Z " bbl. or 7'/z" bbl. .$69.95
.357 Magnum Cal. 5 1/ Z " or 7 1h" bbl. $74.95
.44 Magnum Cal. 5lfz" or 7 1h" bbl. .$79.95

~~
STINGRAY
.25 CALIBER
AUTOMATIC
$22.50

.22 Long Rifle Cal. 8-shot, semi-automatic.
Complete with one magazine. Extras
(shown mounted): 16-shot over-and-under
magazine, $6.00. 4-power telescopic sight
and mount, $12.50. Compensator, $4.00.

BLACK -POWDER SHOOTERS SPECIAL SALE
REMINGTON MODEL 1863 .58 CAL. RIFLE

'---";)-'~""'1\ \

CHICAGO CUB .~._.....".__
FOLDING TRIGGER
REVOLVER )

Finest blue $16.95
finish

6-shot revolver of 1890's era in .22 short
caliber. A unique collector's item never
before offered. In chrome finish, $19.95.

ORDER ANY OF HY HUNTERS GREAT NEW GUNS$5 DELIVERS ANY GUN 100% GUARANTEED . BY MAIL
ON THIS PAGE

THE LATEST IN SUPERIOR FIREARMS FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD • ALL NEW MINT GUNS!
NEW! 22 CALIBER

M1 CARBINE!
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Handle shell only 3
times! Easy swing

down front loading;
Jam·proof shot

dispenser; No heat
sizing needed;

One-stroke adjust
able crimp
re-sha pes and

re-sizes shell
to fit

all guns.

Addreu _

EXCEL, INC. 9375 Chestnut St.
Franklin Park, III.
Please rush my Xl-333 loading Press with dies for

loading gouge shells.

o Enclosed is my check ·or money·order for $89.95
so that I will receive my Xl-333 postpaid.

o Send my XL-333 C.O.D. lor $89.95 plus postoge.
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Pleose fiJI in the nome of your favorite I
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PARKER: America's Finest Shotgun
By Peter H. Johnson

(Stackpole Co., Harrisburg, Pa., 1961. $6.50)
From pre-Civil War background and Civil

War use, to and through Remington take
over and prod uction, this is the story of
Parker guns and gun making, including num
bers made in each ,grade, prices of models
when offered, and a chapter on buying and
collecting Parker guns today. If you ow~ a
Parker or want to own one (as who doesn t),
here i~ a thorough evaluation of what you
have or what you can get. If your interest is
only in the general story of gun develop
ment, here is a hitherto unwritten chapter
of that story, and a valuable addition to any
"arms library."-E.B.M.

THE CONVENIENT COWARD
, By,Kenneth Shiflet

(The Stackpole Co., Harrisburg, Pa. $5.95)
With 220 members of the Seventh United

States Cavalry dead on the Little Big Horn in
"the 'most complete defeat the American
Army ever experienced," the American public
(,md particularly the newspapers) needed a
scapegoat. Somebody had blundered. Custer?
Perish the thought! He was one of the dead,
an'd aren't men who die in battle always
,heroes? Custer's second in command, Marcus
A. Reno, was the most "conveiIient" culprit,
and the newspapers branded him "coward."
Told as fiction but with the ring of history,
this is the story of Marcus Reno before,
during, and (too briefly) after that battle.
Like it or not, accept it or not, your picture
of the misnamed "Custer Massacre" is less
than complete until you have read it.-E.B.M.

IDon't Overlook Page 66!

book. It is well written and amply illus·
trated; it is full of the too often neglected
complete know-how, and if the reformed case
does not come out the way it should, Capt.
Nonte cannot be blamed for it. He covers
not only the tools and how to use them, what
brass to use and what this particular brass
can be converted to, but there is also a com
plete and lengthy list of case forming. data.
This last section alone is worth the pnce of
the book, and I personally am very glad to
have this volume handy at my loading bench.
Gun bug, l1an'dloader, wild catter-whatever

'your leanings, this is the book you should
have.-R.A.s.

, WILDERNESS COOKERY
By Bradford Angier

(Stackpole Co., Harrisburg, Pa., 1961. $3.95)
'From ,pooch in a pouch to roast muskrat,

ftom crow-or better called rook in this case
-to fish dinners and stews, from pan broiling
to the secret process of making Brunswick
stew, it is all here in one handy volume.
Bradford Angier knows more about wilder
ncss cooking, preserving of meat, fruit,
vegetables, and bread than' any other man
alive and he tells the innermost secrets of
being a camp cook in simple terms, so
simple in fact that anyone can understand
and follow the directions, even if they can't
hard boil an egg at home. ' Even if you only
carry a couple of sandwiches afield, Angier
has certain ideas on, this subject too, and
for those of us who cook in camp, the book
is as important 'as 'a container of salt and
some matches.-R.A.s.'

CONFEDERATE ARMS
By Wm. A. Albaugh III and

Edw. N. Simmons
(Stackpole Co., Harrisburg, Pa. $12.50)

I am tremendously impressed with the
quantity of difficult research that must have
gone into the preparation of tbis large, hand
somely illustrated and printed volume. It
would need a better Civil War buff than I to
"pinpoint" it (though some doubtless will;
I have never seen a gun book-or even arti
cle-that was completely safe from the crit
ics), but certainly every Civil War buff will
have to buy it, and so, I suggest, should
many others whose interest is more general.
Worth the price to anyone interested in reo
search is the extensive (83 pages) Directory
of "makers, gunsmiths, dealers, men, places,
and items connected with Confederate ord
nance." It is my opinion that the gun world
is deeply indebted to the Stackpole Company
for its many contributions to the literature of
our interest-of which this book is certainly
not the least.-E.B.M.

THE PISTOL SHOOTER'S BOOK
By Col. Charles Askins

(Stackpole Co., Harrisburg, Pa., 1961. $8.50)
First printed in 1953, this is revised and

brought·up·to-date edition of a popular text
book for handgunners. Charles Askins is a
former National Pistol Champion, winner of
hundreds of medals and trophies in national
and international competition, and an officer
with extensive experience as a sbooting in
structor and coach in civilian, law enforce
ment, and military programs. But this is
more than just an instruction manual; it is
good reading. Written in the breezy Askins
style with which GUNS readers arc so famil
iar, it could hardly be otherwise.-E.B.M.

CARTRIDGE CONVERSIONS
By George C. Nonte, Jr.

(Stackpole Co., Harrisburg, Pa., 1961. $7.50)
As the name of the book implies, this is a,

technical work. Captain Nonte is a ballistics
expert and handloader, and has been fasci- '
nated by the subject of cartridge conversion
for many years. Although not a book to read
of an evening, it is the most complete book
on the subject and it is written 50 that a,ny
one can understand it.

,Nonte's deep knowledge of the subject
becomes apparent when one picks up' the

YOUNGER BROTHERS
By Carl W. Breihan

(The Naylor Co., San Antonio, Texas. $5.95)
Carl Breihan, who is a well-versed writer

-of western history, has done a very fine job
with the history of the Younger brothers.
The author has carefully explored the history
of the time, and the flavor and pace of the
wild west is strongly apparent. So strongly,
in fact that it becomes difficult to put the
book d~wn. On the whole, a very fine history
of the notorious Younger boys' that should
appeal to many readers, not only to the
western history buffs;-R.A.s.
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Congressman Walter L. McVey
3rd District, Kansas

I believe the Second Amendment is our greatest guarantee of protection from Com·
munist subversion. Unfortunately, many people, some of whom are well-meaning, pro
pose to weaken or destroy it by restricting ownership of arms. Unwittingly they would
weaken the backbone of our national defense. Criminals will always have arms, but
honest citizens will not do so unless they possess the right to possess and bear arms.

Congressman Bob Dole
6th District, Kansas

I believe this Amendment is of significant importance as the Second Amendment
extends to alJ of the citizens the right to bear arms for their self-defense and for the
preservation of their forms of government. Yet, our concept of the "militia," today is
limited to the regular army under enlistment or conscription or the ational Guard.
It would seem to me that reasonable restriction by state law does not contradict the
attitude of the Amendment.

Congressman Arnold Olsen
1st District, Montana

I think that hand guns and rifles represent the self reliances of our American people
-particularly out in Montana and the West. In the urban areas many sportsmen keep
and bear arms and call themselves meat hunters. In truth and in fact they are meat
hunters and they enjoy the several hunting seasons for upland birds, water fowl, and
big game-deer, elk, moose, and bear, to name a few of the prey of the meat hunter.

Further, in the rural and more remote areas these same guns, as well as serving the
meat hunter, also serve to preserve law and order to protect life and property. In many
places in Montana and in the West, the duly elected and acting peace officers are
many miles removed from the place that needs protection from lawlessness and law
breakers. Guns in the hands of lawful citizenry are fundamental authority in support
of law and order in those kind of circumstances. I would contest any infringement on
the right of the people to keep and bear arms.

Congressman Donald C. Bruce
11th (I ndianapolis) Dist., Indiana

I BELIEVE IT IS the Constitutional right of every American not convicted of
a crime of armed robbery or violence to be the owner of firearms. The moves to
legislate against private ownership of firearms are contrary to the American belief
and to our Constitutional rights. It would only strengthen the hand of the criminal
element who are able to get firearms by one means or another, and it would disarm
the populace completely. I shalJ vigorously oppose any (orig. emphasis) such legisla
tion which would either call for the regislration of firearms which are not now required
to be rcgistered or for the curtailment of the rights of ownership of such firearms. I
can't think of any (orig. emphasis) better way to prepare the possible take-over of our
government than to disarm the populace.

Hon. Archie Gubbrud

Governor of South Dakota

In South Dakota we have no conflict between the Second
Amendment of the Federal Constitution and the laws of the
State of South Dakota. The rights stated in the Second Amend·
ment have not been infringed upon or modified in any way.

The only legislative trend involving firearms ill- the State of
South Dakota has been directed towards firearm training and
gun handling safety for our younger citizens of the state.

As Governor of the State of South Dakota, it is my wish to
see the younger generations become proficient in firearms use
and to recognize and practice the elements of firearms safety. I will always support
sound legislation directed towards the fulfillment of these objectives.

Hon. Donald G. Nutter
Governor of Montana

AT THIS TIME I know of no legislation pending in the Montana Legislature which
would in any way restrict the use of guns in the State of Montana.

"Beginners Guide to
Handloading" tells
what is needed, why
it is needed and how
it is done. Write today
for your copy. No
obligation.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
Send check or M. O. Ship.
ping charges extra. 1.4
deposit on C.O.D.'s

ORDER
TODAY

• Accuracy guaranteed to 1/10 grain.
• Chrome plated easy to read beam.
• Big 325 grain capacity.
• Hand honed tool steel bearings.
• Exclusive positive control, lock beam

design for faster weighing.
Shpg. wt. 4lbs.

Heavy Duty,
semi-alloyed
steel frame.
For full length
resizing and
bullet swaging.
I ntercha ngea ble
Shell holders. Full
3Yz inch stroke with
favored downward leverage.

Chrome·plated, hardened,
full length sizing and seat·
ing dies. Thread size Y.·14.
Regular $13.50 value. For
most rifle and pistol cali·
bers. Shpg. wt. 2 Ibs.

PROVEN DESIGN
AND QUALITY FOR

TOP PERFORMANCE

POWDER SCALE: $6 95

FREE!

K. 1. Wells, !nc.
DEPT. IE, HOWARD LAKE, MINN.

Readers Note: All Congressmen may be addressed at "House Office Building," and all
Senators at "Senate Office Building," both at "Washington 25, D. C." Address all
Governors at: State Capitol, name of capital city, name of State.
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GUNS faces the future with a confidence
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GIL HEBARD GUNS

DON'T MISS THIS NEW CATALOG!
BIGGER AND BETTER THAN EVER!

168 jam-packed pages devoted exclusive
ly to the pistolman. Over 630 illustrations.
Articles by top shooting and reloading
au thorities: Blankenship, McMillan, Joy
ner. Reeves, Weinstein, Toney, Cartes,
White, Weston, Shockey, Clark, Gibbs,
Hebard. These alone worth many dollars
if published in book form. National Rec
ords. all latest products and prices, hun
dreds of score improving items and tips.
Clark, Shockey, Pachma~r, Colt custom
guns, Ruger, Hammerli, HI-Standard, S&W,
Colt, Sig, Browning, Iver Johnson, Cros
man target and field gilllS.

The Pistol Shooter's "Bible" and stand
ard reference book. No catalog like it! A
MUST for competitive pistolmen or anyone
interested in handgunning.

Double your money back guarantee if
you don't agree it's the biggest pistol shoot
ing value ever for $1.00. Mailed Immediate
ly in protective envelope. Postpaid $1.00.

ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!
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EDITOR'S

H
ORRIFYING to anyone who loves the shooting

sports are the reports ("Sports Illustrated," Oct.
23, 1961; "True," Nov., 1961) of the shocking be
havior of duck hunters in assorted hunting resorts

from Ohio to Texas. On the testimony of Fish & Wildlife
observers and waterfowl biologists, not just a few but actu
ally a majority of the gunners patronizing certain private
shooting club preserves were guilty of sins against sports
manship that ranged from minor to sickening. George Lay
cock ("Bums In The Bulrushes," Sports Illustrated) says, "The
gentlest statement anyone could make is that the average
hunter, when he wades into the boggy world of waterfowl,
becomes a liar and a bumbling cheat." I resent the word
"average," but I confess its justification on the basis of the
evidence presented.

"Sky-busting" (blazing away at fowl far out of gun range)
was practically universal, according to the observers. It would
be charitable to attribute this mark of the novice to ignor
ance, which it is in some cases; but many veterans were
proved guilty also. Bad enough that such shooting robs other,
better hunters of shots by keeping the ducks flying wild; but
this is only part of it. Such shooting causes countless cripples
(half again more cripples than birds retrieved, according to
on-the-spot checks), and it paves the marshes with spent shot
that is deadly poison to feeding birds. Without actually
breaking a written law, the sky-buster may kill (by wounds
or poison) several times his legal limit.

A high percentage of hunters observed actually did kill,
and retrieve, well over their legal limits, either filling bags
for less able gunners or trying to sneak the birds out past the
check stations. Some shot but either refused to retrieve or
else stomped into the mud such birds as teal or widgeon, so
that they might fill their limits with prime mallards or canvas
backs. Calling such men sportsmen is as much a misnomer
as would be the application of the same term to the back
alley hoodlum who bludgeons an old lady with a rock.

I have never been less than proud of my membership in
the fraternity of shooters and hunters. Never-until now.
But the men pictured in these charges are not our brothers.
They deserve banishment from this and every brotherhood of
sportsmen, no matter what their financial or social status.

We have, in recent months, seen some improvement in
the publicity given guns and shooters, coupled with a greater
willingness on the part of the public to "listen to our side"
of the perennial anti-gun legislation problem. But we can
expect little sympathy if we permit ourselves to be smeared
by the filth of such actions as these. And smeared we have
been (witness these two article5 in two high-circulation maga
zines) and will be, for the simple reason that one sinner makes
news; a thousand non-sinners don't. These bad apples taint
us all. It is up to us to cull them out.

The fact, and it is a fact, that both of these articles relate
to private shooting clubs does not mean that private shooting
clubs are all bad, or that any need be bad. It does mean that
private shooting clubs must not be permitted to believe that
the fees they charge place them beyond the law or permit
them to admit swine under the guise of sportsmen.

THE

ORDER BY MAIL

~..""U/o'tld:t ?iHe4t
SLEEPING BAGS
?~!EddieBAUER sleeping bags
are rated the finest by expedition leaders,
guides, mountaineers, foresters, authorities
everywhere. ALL TYPES: Singles, Twin
Sets, Mummies, Station Wagon Bags.

FR EE I. NEW 64-PAGE
CATALOG

BEFORE YOU BUY any sleeping bag out
door clothing or insulated underwear,' GET
THE FACTS about insulations. Read what
authorities say.

SEND FOR YOUR COpy7~!
Includes tents & other camping equipment.

ORDER AND (!omftau!
NO RISK! Compare with others of similar
quality: If you do not agree you save
about 1/3 and that ours are finer in every
way, return for prompt. full refund •••
including shipping costs both ways.
ORIGINAL & GENUINE. Made exclusively
in our own factory under U.S. Patents.
Sold direct to you only ... never through
dealers, never under other brands.

KNOXVillE 6, IlliNOIS
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BUllET: Norma 180
gr. s.p. Dual-CorelN

design has exclu
sive tapered jacket
and special can
nulure that posi
tively controls ex
pansion. Special,
exclusive core de
sign insures perfect
expansion, together
with maximum
penetration. Field
tes ted for over 2
years under actual
shooting conditions.

·I·~.~ ~ ~
~ ,.......

I

.308 NORMA BELTED MAGNUM

Range, yds. 0 100 200 300
Vel. (f.s.) 3100 2881 2668 2464
Egy. (f.p.) 3842 3318 2846 2427

Want more handfoading
info? Send 10¢ for "Gun-
bug's Guide." Box GM: 1

"This new factary cartridge makes
magnumizing my .30/06 easy and
inexpensive," he says happily. lilt
gives me .300 Magnum ballistics an
a .30/06 length case ... plus top
quality reloadable brass and the
magnificent new Norma Dual-Core 'N

bulle!!"

SOUTH LANSING, NEW YORK
. Div. of General Sporting Goods Corp.

In Canada: Globe Firearms ltd., Ottawa'
- George l. McNicol ltd., Vancouver

By R. A. STEINDLER

makes it resistant to the ravages of time and
usage. The safety is silent, effectively locking
sear and bolt. It is a handsome and well bal
anced gun that makes shooting the .308
Magnum a pleasure. Although recoil is a
highly personal matter and sensitivity to it
varies from man to man, in shooting the gun
most of the afternoon, recoil was not felt any
more than experienced with a .30-30 or an
'06, despite the fact that only a thin rubber
rifle pad is used on the gun. For those who
are especially sensitive to kick, a regular re
coil pad would seem indicated.

In summary: A flat-shooting, highly accu
rate gun and cartridge combination for big
game.

Accuracy with factory loads is
very good, recoil not punishing_

The Latest in Handloading:
XL 333

This latest loading tool is based on the
moving bar system of the earlier Dunbar
tools, but offers a number of advantages not
found in most other tools. The XL 333
operates from three statiuns and operation is
extremely simple. The tool is basically a shot
shell loader, but five minutes with wrenches
and the tool is -converted to load either rifle
or handgun ammo. The advantage of such a
conversion lies in the fact that the hand
loader needs to buy but one tool, and that
resizing and seating dies can be kept mount
-ed when" the tool is used for metallics.

The major h,mdicap in most of the current
shotshell -tools lies in the fact that wad pres-

- sure -is -not clearly e~ough indicated and
many loaders exert too much pressure on the
wads, -thus getting poor -results from their
tool. The XL333, orice the pressure is estah
lished and the to-ol is set for the desired wad
pressure, has an ing~nious -system to avoid
excessive wad pressure. A tiny light operated
from -a single small battery goes on the mo
ment the desired pressure is exerted.

three rounds in the ma-gazine and one in the
chamber and all Kodiak guns have hinged,
engraved floor pll\tes. These guns; by -the
way, are built on the FN 400 series -actions
and have 24 inch sporter barrels -m-ade froql
heat treated, chrome-molybdenum steel with
12 groove swaged ratchet rifling. Trigger pull
on the gun tested was clean and crisp, weigh
ing 4~ pounds. The gun is equIpped with a
folding leaf sight which is factory adjusted 
for 100 yards, but a 4X Nickel _scope in
Weaver mounts was put or\. the gun -for tests.

The stock is designed for scope mounting
and is finished by the "Firekote" process that

The_ .308 Norma Magnum
This is a big game cartridge first and fore

most. The Norma factory loads feature the
wcll-known 180 grain "Dual-Core" bullet that
has acquired an envialble reputation in
Africa, India, and Europe. In the 23- inch
barrel, the 75 grains of special Norma pow
der give a 3,000 fps velocity, and complete
handload ing data for this caliber are now
available from Norma.

The .308 Norma Belted Magnum-the offi
cial name of this caliber-is a highly accu
rate, flat-shooting caliber and has, in exten
sive tests, performed very well. Ammunition
lot #107068 consistently' produced fine
groups right out to 250 yards, and the 180
grain bullet has very good wind bucking
qualities. All shooting for record was done
from a bench, and consecutive -5-shot strings
varied very little in group sizes_ At 25 and at
50 yards, groups measured ~ inches, at 100
yards 1.21 inches, while several test groups
at 200 yards measured slightly under 1.6
inches. Ballistically, the cartridge is very
similar to the _300 H&H- Magnum, but has
the advantage that any sound .30-06 can be
converted to this new caliber. As a matte.r of
fact, Norma has a kit that will help the gun
smith in the conversion job.

The rifle used in testing was the Kodiak
10del 158, the first commercial gun cham

bered for this fine new caliber. Our test gun
has serial number C 4839 and weighs 7
pounds 3 ounces. The Kodiak magnums take
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BUSCADERO OUTFITS
"RAPID FIRE" HOLSTERS
SHOOTERS' ACCESSORIES

DALE MYRES CO.
lOX 7292-L, EL PASO, TEXAS

8538, and were able to group 1.65 inches at
100 yards repeatedly. The Norma ammo is
boxer primed and that means that handload·
ers can now reload this brass and have a
very reliable deer gun and cartridge.

Folding Gun Rest
The CW Folding Gun Rest is easily porta·

ble and can be used for those varmint shots
when a sitting, squatting, or prone position
is possible and where rifle support is needed.
The two legs are equipped with spikes that
easily settle to give adequate support for the
felt-padded upright bar that the shooter grips
to support the fore-end or rifle barrel. This
system has the advantage that the shooter's
hand rather than some saddle arrangement is
lIsed to support the rifle, and that the in·
dividual's shooting level is easily attained.
The rest alone costs $3.95, and with a canvas
holster, cost goes up one dollar. The rest can
be obtained directly from C. I-Janson, 712
East 14th Street, Minneapolis 4, Minn.

Black Powder Rifle
Numrich Arms recently supplied us with

one of their black powder Hopkins and
Allen long guns. This is a single shot, under
hammer gun of the muzzle loading variety
and of .45 caliber, weighing in at a very re
spectable 9% pounds. The over-all length of
the gun is a staggering 49:14 inches, and the
barrel is 32 inches long. The gun comes com
plete with powder and powder measure, lead
and a mold, gun patches and powder solvent,
percussion caps, a special screwdriver, and
instruction manual. The ramrod is fixed un
der the barrel which gives the gun a very
pleasing appearance.

The barrel has a right twist 8 groove
rifling, and construction of the barrel is
extremely heavy, making the gun somewhat
difficult to handle in the offhand position.
But once used to the weight distribution,
shooters will find that holding qualities are
very much like those of other guns, and
shooting the Hopkins and Allen can easily
make a man into black powder addict. There
is practically no recoil, but we sorely missed
the conventional black powder smoke.

The 125 grain lead ball is sped on its way
by a load of 50 grains of FFG black powder,
and accuracy at 50 yards from the off-hand
position averaged slightly under 2 inches.
Our gun, serial number 303, had a trigger
pull of 3%, pounds and the trigger broke
cleanly and crisply without creeF!' or back
lash. Most ingenious is the spring arrange
ment of the gun; the trigger guard is the
main spring and the rear of the trigger guard
serves as trigger spring.

In shooting this black powder muzzle
loader, it is essential to reme~ber that a
badly fouling powder is used and that the
bore of the rifle does require cleaning. This
can, in part, be accomplished by moistening
the patch that is used around the ball, but
best results were obtained when the barrel
was cleaned every so often with a separate
patch soaked with the solvent that Numrich
supplies. This is a neat package deal and the
leisurely fashion of loading, aiming, and fir
ing helps the shooter relax when he does get
the piece loaded and the sights lined up on
the target. Last but not least, this Hopkins
and Allen gun could produce a new family
sport and at a very low cost, especially if the

(Continued on page 63)

In loading shotshells, the single shell is
handled only three times and operator speed
is easily developed, especially when the de
sired wad column is prepared in advance.
Powder and shot delivery is based on the
well-established bar system and an effective
primer catcher makes the handloader's life
even easier. In order of operation, station
# 1 decaps and sizes the case and a new
primer is seated. Move the shell to the center
station, drop the powder, scat wads and drop
shot, and station # 3 crimps the case. The
tool is available in 12, 16, and 20 gauge and
extra sets of dies arc available.

Loading metallic cases, the tool will take
the standard %-14 dies, but powder measure,
dies, and primer holder are not included in
the 18 cost of the conversion unit. Loading
metallics on this tool is not any different
than loading brass on any H-type or turret
press and the XL 333 has ample power to
resize big ri fle cases.

This is a very versatile tool and the am
munition reloaded with it performed well in
all the guns it was used in. Particularly im
pressive was the ease with which a rank be
ginner coul d learn to reload shotshells in a
few minutes and the cost of the tool is within
financial reach of most, especially when one
considers the versatility of the XL 333. The
tool is made by Excel Inc., Franklin Park,
Illinois, and retails for just under $90 com
plete for one gauge.

Embossed Labels
Neatest gadget of recent months, in my

opinion, is the Dymo-Mite Tapewriter which
embosses raised white letters of your choos
ing on adhesive-backed plastic tape for iden·
tification and labeling systems. Your name,
or any legend desired, can be printed and
permanently attached to guns, hunting cases
and equipment, tools, or where-ever needed.

Ammo for Argentine Mausers
Norma recently made a number of shooters

happy by making available their new 7.65
mm Argentine Mauser. ammunition. These
guns have been relegated for some time to
the clunker stage since ammo supplies were
either very short or just not to be had and
existing brass was not reloadable. The new
Norma load contains 48 grains of one of the
Norma powders, and the 150 grain soft point
bullet attains a muzzle velocity of 2920 fps.
Expansion and penetration of the 'bullet is
excellent, thanks to the Tri-Clad construction
that is standard with many of the Norma
bullets and accuracy of the cartridge is very
good. We obtained an issue rifle from Mars
Equipment Corp., Chicago 45, number U

For guns, your name "planted" inside the
grip or butt plates will provide positive
identification until found and removed, and
how many thieves look in such places? The
tapes come in many colors, and the tool has
a blade that cuts them to size. Tapes appear
to be weatherproof, stick fast, and lend a
decorative color note to many sports items.
Model M-5 pictured here costs $24.95. An
other model is pictured in "Shopping With
Guns," this issue.

BIPOD
$17.50

NEW! FREElAWD
"SUPREME" BHCHREST

STAND $30.00

48" RiflE
TRUNK $26.25

<-~,

NEW HARK III BSA. HARTINI INTERNATIONAL .22
Caliber Target Rille, the Supreme in Accuracy,
comlort and workmanship, for RIGHT HAND or LEFT
HAND shooler, without sights $21 0.00

fREELAND
.30 Cal. Kit
$13.50

All ANGLE
TRIPOD $15.25

FREELAND LARGE LEATHER HOLSTER
RUG, FOR HAMMERLI, and 10"
barrelled hand guns ...•.•..•••• $ 9.98

FREELAND B Shooting Mat .••••••••••• 17.50
FREELAND v.. opening Rifle Kit ....••••. 20.00

" Foam Padded Shooting Glove..... 5.25
FREELAND .22 Caliber Cartridge

blocks, 50 hole $2.00, DeWar. . . . . . . . 2.30
FREELAND Sling Keeper. . • . . . • . • . . . • . 1.25

" 48" Rifle trunk................ 26.25
Mid.Century cuff Comb. •...••••. 8.50
Alum. bUll plate ........•..•••. 10.50
bUll plate w /rubber pad .. . • • • •. 13.00
Schutzen hook for above ..••..• , 8.50
OLYMPIC PALM REST 12.50

CARBIDE LAMP. . . . • • • • • • • • • • • .. • .. .. 3.40
Trigger Pull Gauge.................. 5.80
Redding Scale 14.00
MITCHELL #2 Shooting Glasses ....••• 12.00
lOX SHOOTING COAT. 20.00
Win. Model 70's 139.00
REMINGTON 40X rifle ..........•.•• ,139.75
Remington 66 NYlON ........•..••. , 53.95
Mossberg 144-LS 52.45
Sturm Ruger, Single-6 , 63.25
**LEE SONIC EAR STOPPLES, Pair. . ••. 3.95
ACE TRIGGER SHOE, mention gun. • • . • . 2.50
LYMAN 310 Tool, 1 Caliber 16.50
Win. Model 50 Shotgun 12 Go 134.45
S&W Model 41 .22 Automatic •••...•••• 100.00
S&W Chief Special, Regular ...•.••.••• 65.00
HIGH STANDARD SPORT-King .•••••••• 52.95
HIGH STANDARD Supermatic Citation .•• 89.95

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice
Jobbing all the Remington, Winchester, .Marlin, S&V\!.

:~~.erBS~i,"~~gt:tn~a:~s.C:tc;.~~~iT~o~8~r~A:rp~a[Ei:Shen·

FREELAND'S Scope Stands. Inc.
3737 14th Avenue Rock Island. III.
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"Precisioneered")

Save $510 on the
ReBS JR. PRESS

DEPT. E-13. P.O. BOX 729

OROVILLE, CALIFORNIA

Includes: Jr. Press, primer
catcher, removable head
type shell holder, universal
primer arm, and one set of
RCBS reloading dies. Avail
able in following calibers:
222REM / 243 WIN / 270
WIN / 308 WIN / 30-06~'

WCF / 30-30 WCF / 357
MAG / 38 SPEC / 44 MAG /
45 ACP. Ask for RCBS Re
loader Special and specify
caliber. Reg. $45 value ...

now only $3990
Buy from your gun dealer and be sure!

!j,ions. Not all are perfect, even after careful
inspection and quality control. Internal brass
defects can give indications of excessive pres
sure with normal or moderate loads! Don't
forget this fact. That's why loads in the
borderline maximum pressure range (which
also varies quite a bit with identical com·
ponents) may indicate pressure in only onc
to 10 or more rounds out of 100. This can
happen with brand new hulls as well as
much-fired brass.

Some brass defects are not dangerous, and
some are. Certainly troubles are inten'sified
by hot loads. Fired brass changes in grain
structure and other qualities. The more times
it's fired, the more it changes.

By KENT BELLAH

Normal load; hot load which blew primer;
excessive charge blew case, wrecked rifle.

Lacking test equipment and pressure bar- You'll quickly note pressure indications in
rels we have to load "by gU,ess and by gosh,", cases with softer or thinner heads: Soft
by working up loads for individual pieces, heads, occasionally found in a lot of normal
with our components. This works dandy, ex- brass, gives everything froni slightly expand-
cept on rare occasions. Speer, Lyman, and ed heads to blown primers, hard extraction,
other manuals list a huge variety of tested a locked bolt, or even brass extrusion. II
loads. Both manuals are necessary, and both depends on the pressure, head softness and
warn to use max loads with caution. I've thickness. It's always cause for concern,
repeated these sage warnings so often in this generally appearing with heavy charges for
column that you may fail to heed them. Let's a particular gun, or in switching lots or
get at the causes of pressure, and discuss the makes of components. Check a different make
cures. Then you won't be flabbergasted when of case, working up the charge. Pressure
Ii listed load locks the bolt on your rifle. may vary considerably with different com·

Manuals are a wonderful guide, but they ponents. Some lads are surprised to find
are a guide only. Loads are not specific for their pet rifle won't take "moderate" listed
your gun and components. Change one com· loads, or as much powder as some other grins.
ponent and pressure may increase or de- Soft case heads may indicate excessive
crease. Pressure figures may be far from pressure with "normal" loads in modern Hi-V
correct for identical loads in, your gun. Top, cartridges. In extreme cases a blown primer
loads may require 5 or 6 grains 'less powder may release enough gas to blow off an ex
than listed. Some lads use routine loads in' tractor or floor plate, and lock the bolt. It
the pressure range of "blue pills," and never seldom injures the shooter, but it's too close
know 'it. A good lot of cases may neve'r give for comfort, even in high quality rifles. Re-
troubIe. A single weak case can cause plenty gardless of pressure, such loads are entirely
of trouble ! You can check out your top loads too hot for that particular shell.
by slowly working up the charge. If. no in- I had worked up a fine "moderate" load of
dication of pressure appears with a 5% great- 37 grains 4064 with 55 grain bullets in a fine
er charge and identical components, your custom Swift. When I switched makes of
load is "safe," or at least we'll assume it is. cases the action locked with a few rounds.

Safety still depend's on the brass shell. So Taking my own advice I switched back to a
long as the case holds in every respect, pres- new lot of the original make. The trouble
sure may be as much as 50% more than,the contim;ed. Lab tests proved a few hulls in
S.A.A.M.I. limit without givi-ng any trouble. both makes had soft heads. Switching to a
Brass varies in quality, and manufactured new lot of the original make corrected the
shells vary still more! Shells in the same lot trouble. This was soon after WW II when
do not all have equal strength. They vary a quality control was not as good as it is today.
bit'in grain structure, hardness and dimen- (Continued on page 62)

Excessive Pressure
ALL HANDLOADERS experience indica

1""\. tions of excessive pressure at one time
or another if they fool with enough guns and
loads. Sometimes the exact cause of excessive
pressure is difficult to pin-point. Sometimes it
even' baffles experts. Pressure isn't a dirty
word. It's ne'cessary for Hi-V performance in
modern cartridges that are wound up tight.
Once in a blue moon a factory round runs
excessive pressure, or indicates it. The Sport
ing Arms & Ammunition Manufacturers' In
stitute set maximum limits for all cartridges.
I wish we hull fillers were half as careful to
not exceed the acceptable pressure range as
multi-million dollar factories!
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ROSSFIRE

Expert Pistolman
As a corollary to W. A. Carver's article in

GUNS of August, 1961, entitled "Deadly At
Twenty Paces," it might be of interest to ob
serve that Carver is a History Teacher at
Sandusky, Ohio, High School. He holds de
grees of Bachelor of Arts and Master of Arts,
each with honors. His hobbies are metal
working and pistol shooting. .

Carver is eminently qualified to discourse
on the subject of muzzle loading pistol shoot
ing. He has established many n~tional rec
ords has been National ChampIOn several
time~, and adapts or makes his own equip
ment.

At the 1961 Spring Shoot of National
Muzzle Loading Rifle Association he wo~ a
six-event aggregate with a score 19 pomts
ahead of second place winner. The four top
places in the aggregate were won wit~ barrels
adapted by Carver, being shot by him, Bob
Kiser, John Kromer, and Jim Nieman. In a
re-entry match, Kromer shot 100-4x at 25
yards and 94-3x at 50 yards, the latte~ the
best score ever fi'red at 50 yards in natIOnal
competition. .

In 1960, and again in 1961, at the InVita
tional Turkey Shoot of Henry Ford Museum
at Greenfield Village, Dearborn, Michigan,
in a one-shot-event, Carver won a turkey each
year firino- a pistol and competing against
Ken~ucky "'rifles used by other competitors.

Ladow Johnston
Toledo, Ohio

Letters We Like
Just o-ot through reading my September

issue otGUNS. The two articles, "Today, A
Gun May Save Your Life," and "Buy Your
Gal A Gun," should be cut out and framed.
These were the best articles I've read in any
mao-azine for a long time. I can't praise
GU~s magazine enough. It's the greatest
thing since the invention of the firearm. Your
advertising is tops, too. You're doing a very
fine job, keep up the excellent work.

G. E. Dempsey
Fennimore, Wisc.

I have just finished reading Tom New
bmo-h's excellent article, "Today, A Gun
Could Save Your Life" in your September
issue. I would appreciate it very much if
you would send me the author's address so
that I could send him a note of congratula
tions and comment. Thank you.

James L. Meyers
Bridgeton, N.J.

Cono-ratulations to Detective Tom New
buro-h'" Chicao-o police, for his straightfor
ward 'article in your September issue. Arti
cles like this from thinking law enforcement
officers can certainly do a great deal to re-

move some of the ancient gun laws that
clutter our books and only protect the crooks
and hoodlums. I hope to see more ~f ~llls
type of article, as it may stir the publIc mto
some action.

J. R. Wells
Alexandria, Va.

The story by Tom Newburgh was the be~t

ever read. It should be read by every bUSI
ness person, law enforcing officer-and espe
cially law makers.

Morton' R. Bossler
Seattle, Wash.

Havino- read both the McCalls article,
"This V:ry Day A Gun May Kill You," and
now Tom Newburghs' "Today A Gun Could
Save Your Life," I am convinced that there
are at least a few law enforcement officers
who don't feel that every man or woman who
owns a gun is a dangerous mentally incom
petent criminally inclined person.

I want to congratulate the editors of GUNS
Magazine for printing this article.

W. J. Bassett
Yakutat, Alaska

Your excellent magazine has printed an
article which should answer the anti-gun and
anti-gun legislation cranks: "Today a Gun
Could Save Your Life," by Tom Newburgh.
This gentleman is not only an experienced
police officer with an unusual viewpoint as
to the honest citizen and firearms, but he has
the ability to express his viewpoints. I'm
sure all gun enthusiasts (myself included),
and some non-gun supporters, would agree
with him.

I know it is dreaming, but I'd like to see
Mr. Newburgh give talks based on his ar
ticle to every State Legislature and in the
Congress of the United States, to stress the
importance of the freedom of all honest
people to own fire-arms and be able to ~se

them if necessary. With more people lIke
Mr. Newburgh writing and talking to State
and Government officials as well as to the
public, we might someday bring about a re
peal of laws like the Sullivan Law of. New
York, and laws in other states that disarm
the honest citizen and make it easier for the
criminals to operate safely.

Lyndon E. Fish
So. Burlington, Vt.

Minutemen
"Minutemen" is an organization' of sport's

men interested in gun craft, hunting, and
target practice. Readers interested in this
plan, please contact: Minutemen, 613 East
Alton Street, Independence, Mo.

Patrick E. Kelley
Kalamazoo, Michigan

"Some Like 'em Short"
Just wanted to compliment you for the

article about the short Martini Pup.
I have a Winchester 62 pump .22 rifle, not

a Pup, but short enough. It m~asures 2611:;"
overall, with a 16%" barrel; with the law m
mind, it was cut this way. The 62 is a. very
accurate little job, and once one gets used to
the lack of a buttstock, the rest against the
cheek is good enough. It's fine for snap
shooting, and, or, rapid fire.

Howard Jones
Cleveland, Miss.

Letters Wanted
I am a member of the Wellington Outdoors

Shootmg Society and would be very glad to
hear from your readers who are also inter
ested in hunting, ammo collecting, and simi
lar hobbies.

Your magazine is very informative and
interesting.

Gordon Douglas Sylvester
1 Cameron Street, Kaiwharawhara

Wellington, New Zealand

For a long time now I have been a keen
reader of GUNS and find it an excellent
publication. Many of the articles are of
particular interest to me in my hobby and
interest.

However I would like to contact re2.ders
who are, 'like myself, keen on collecting
military arms and relics, souvenirs and tro
phies of WW II.

My private museum is fairly large and
comprises items from two wars, from button
to machineguns, and contains several 100
pieces. My collection was awarded a Gold
Medal in the 1957 Royal Adelaide Exhibition
for "an exhibition of outstanding merit as
judged by world standards."

I would like very much to make contact
with over-seas collectors.

Good luck to your fine magazine.
Albert F. Lawson
25 Reywell Street

West Croydon
South Australia

Sticks To Facts
1'1r. Chatfield-Taylor's article, "The Right

Rifle For You" (July, 1961, page 6) is un
usual in that it is not biased. Sticking to
facts the article advises the layman, very
simpiy, to use a reliable big game cartridge,
with the stress on accuracy rather than on
high velocity or size of bore. ~.

Thanks for a fine magazine that sticks to
its subject. I always look forward to the
brown envelope with GUNS inside.

John W. Horst, Gun Maker
Canon City, Colorado

Rule Britannia
About 20 years ago, England was at war

with Germany and fighting for its very ex- .
istence, living in constant fear of invasion.
The British were notoriously anti-gun; they
have disarmed the people throughout history.
When weapons were needed to protect the
home land, there' were only 75,000 in the
whole country, and this included antiques.
The militia was armed with flintlocks and
swords.

On August 3, the Home Office appealed to
Britons to turn over their arms, and the
promise of amnesty brought forth 20,368
guns and 427,830 rounds of ammunition.
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Add ress _ .

Name _ .

FR EE!
PACHMAYR GUN WORKS, INC.
1220 S. Grand Ave., Dept. G·l
Los Angeles 15, Calif.

Gentlemen: Please rush me your FREE brochure.

STOCK BENT UP
OR DOWN AN INCH
This stock has been bent upward frorrl 3th" heel to
2!fl" drop by Pachmayr gunsmiths. If you have a
gun with excessive stock measurements. let Pach
mayr's skilled gunsmiths correct the problem. Yes,
controlled cast-off or cast-on, too. Prices for this
exclusive service start as low as $37.50 for Doubles
and Over & Unders. $12.50 for Pump Actions.

Marksmen discovered long ago that for
real shooting accuracy. grip adapter's
wide shallow curve cuts muzzle sway
and counteracts tendencies to flinch.
Developed by Pachmayr over 35 years
ago. Easy to install.. Avallable for
~~;gr~~~~~yo~\~ ~g~~~ar Colt & S&W

City and State .

~--------------------------

William H. Wilson
Millington, Tenn.

George E. Fairchild
Lewiston, Idaho

I hope some day to live in the U.S.A. In
the meantime, I would say to all you gun
fans, "Don't let the anti-gun people take
your guns away from you, because apart
from protection against things, there can be
no doubt that an armed citizenry, as has
been pointed out in your magazine repeat
edly, is vital. Who would send guns to you
if your country were invaded? In fact, where
would your country be today without armed
citizens? Still under British rule!

Kenneth R_ Clarke
London, England

More Gun Legislation
• In your July issue (Crossfire) I note with
approval your intestinal fortitude in casting
the spotlight of publicity on HR613, the
Anfuso bill.

There is a bill currently in committee
known as HR7390, sponsored by Representa
tive John B. Dingell of Michigan. This bill
would call for the 11 per cent federal excise
tax on component items used by reloaders.
The revenue derived would be earmarked for
maintenance of government conservation.

The reloading industry is still in its swad
dling clothes and the revenue derived' from
this bill would not be particularly significant.
It would be taxation without representation
for a large number of shooters in this coun
try. Consider the fellow who merely plinks,
shoots target, trap, skeet, competitively or
otherwise, not using government lands. He
would be taxed equally, if he were reloader,
with those who did hunt government land.

The sometimes misguided, sometimes
alarmist, and sometimes downright subver
sive elements want firearms abolished, regis
tered, or otherwise controlled are making
deep inroads through a legislative process
and are posing a decided threat to a right
guaranteed to us in the Bill of Rights in the
constitution.

I applaud your stand on the Anfuso bill,
and ask that you continue to cooperate with
those of us who deplore anti-firearms legis
lation.

A V oiee From England
I've been an interested reader of your

magazine for some time. I think it is a fine
magazine, and· I have spent many happy
hours reading sUi}h copies as I can obtain.
There is nothing to compare it with on this
side of the water. This is hardly surprising,
as the word "gun" is a "wicked word" here,
and to even talk about them seems to class
you as a potential bank robber. It is almost
impossible to obtain a p'ermit from the
police, especially for handguns, even if re
quired without ammo and just for collection
purposes. I did manage to obtain a permit
for a .22 match rifle when I belonged to a
club, but when this disbanded, I had to
return that. So now I read about guns and
study the pictures in your magazine and thus
keep up with the ho~by that way. What
wouldn't I give to get my hands on some of
the guns shown in your magazine!

Although I am a married man with chil
dren and 30 years of age, a law·abiding Eng.
lish subject, I am not trusted with firearms.
The reason (?) given for this attitude is that
they might fall into the wrong hands! This
of course means that all the thugs over here
can go about robbing with violence, knowing
full well that people cannot hit back. Funny
thing is that the thugs seem to have no
trouble getting guns. Outlawed Guns

Now we come to· defence of our country. Frank C. Barnes' description of outlawed
I remember my .. fa~her_.joJnJllg4 )Jle JIQ!ne .,.._g-ttDs<{()et,,J%i-issue1><.was.a"good-remindert--~."''' it...~"to
Guard (WW II). 'Most of the men in those of the simple-mindedness of many legislators.
dark days were armed and drilled with Some ivory·tower do-gooders or professional
broom sticks because the government never viewers-with-alarm doubtless approached con.
had a rifle to give them. What if the Nazis gressmen with an argument like this: "If we
had invaded then? Where would we be now? didn't have guns, nobody would get hurt and

After a while they received arms of an no crimes would ue committed."
makes and calibers, a lot of them from the I would like to see all single·shot firearms
U.S.A. My father was given a model 1892 removed from under the National Firearms
Winchester. When the war ended and we no Act. A hold-up man would think more than
longer could be "trusted" with guns, we tried twice before trying to use one in his busi-
to retain that Winchester, but to no avail. ness. On the other hand, the utility guns are
It had to be given up, and God knows what comparatively inexpensive; and a person
happened to it. Probably smashed and burnt. with limited funds, wanting both a rifle and
You would have thought a lesson was a pistol, could do worse than settling on a
learned, but no. Even now, when our Army light utility gun.
is being issued new guns, the old ones are The H & R "Handy Gun" has most appeal
shipped out of the country as fast as possible to me, and the firm should be encouraged to
and, judging by the ads in your magazine, revive it. Besides the well known short- and
most of them go to the United States. Per- medium-range 50-to-a·box cartridges avail-
haps our government is hoping that if the able when the gun first appeared, think of
need ever arises, you will ship thes guns back the additional variety it could have now: .22
again! I don't know, but I do know that if Rimfire Magnum, .357 Magnum, .22 Hornet,
we were anowed to buy them over here, I and others.
would feel a lot safer. I never did feel safe
with' a broom stick!

We Hope So Too
As an English reader of your excellent

magazine, I would like to thank you for
publishing such a varied work on the sub
ject of firearms. Of particular interest to me
is the battle which has been waging for the
past few years on the subject of legislation.
No doubt you are aware of the situation as
it stands in Britain. Let us hope that the
American people can realize, in plenty of
time, the folly of such a state of affairs.

A. 1. Donaldson
Sunderland, England

These guns were handed over because the
owners did not have permission to own them.

Alas, how history repeats itself.
Richard Rosenthal

Newark 12, New Jersey
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M UCH HAS BEEN written about game
and clay birds "flying through" holes

in a shot pattern. Proof is offered in the
form of patterns made on a pattern board
where spaces containing no shot - are fre·
quently large enough to permit unscathed
passage of large objects. Further proof is
produced afield by many an inexplicable
failure of a bird to die when the gunner was
"dead on." All this is consoling, because all
that is necessary to correct the unpleasant
situation is to improve the pattern. It's the
fault of the gun, not the shooter.

For so long that my mind runneth not to
the contrary, eyes and ears have been as:
sailed by the unrefuted doctrine that an
even, dense pattern is essential to successful
shotgun shooting. A nationally known expert
puts it this way: "The goal in all field shoot
ing is balanced loads, critically evaluated
from the standpoint of gunning efficiency.
Your pattern board is the final arbiter." That
is a mighty interesting statement. The more
carefully I analyze it, the more it seems to
be over-simplified. However, to date, no
sensible person of my acquaintance has
openly questioned the doctrine, orally or in
print. Is it true?

With fifty-one years of shotgunning bowing
my shoulders, and witli quite a few bouts
with th.at terrible demon called recoil addling
my brain, certain suspicions beset me
suspicions that the situation is a lot more
complex than the expert makes it seem. So,
with my neck out a foot, I mix my metaphors
and go out on a limb. Sawyers assemble.

In my humble opinion, and assuming use
of North American factory loaded ammuni
tion or a reasonably assembled hand load, all
the time and money expended by 99 per cent
of all shotgun shooters in patterning their
guns is wasted. Worse, it is detrimental.

Having voluntarily placed myself in oppo
sition to all known authorities, no quarter is
expected. Perhaps, among the multitude of
gunners who annually kill their meat in
ignorant happiness, a few simple souls may
smile in silent sympathetic agreement. More,
I cannot ask.

As an example of contrary opinion, I cite
the nationally known expert, Mr. Francis
Sell (June 1959, GUNS Magazine) whose
meticulously recorded experiments and re
sults on his ingenious patterning board in
spire respect. That his findings are worth the
powder in one shotgun shell to the mighty
mass of shotgun shooters, I doubt.

For another example, my mind turns to
the dean of modern shotgunners, the late
Major Charles Askins, who, by long experi
mentation, proved that it was possible to
prepare a load for a Super Ten gauge gun
that would produce better than 90 per cent
patterns. He also proved his own aIiility to
utilize those patterns to make remarkably
long range kills on wild fowl. But he never
claimed that his findings were of more than
limited value to a few devotees of perfec
tionism.

In the past, I, myself, have asserted that
it is possible to improve the performance of
any shotgun by a carefully tailored hand
load; but, like the Major, I have never be
lieved or stated that it would benefit ap
preciably the average shooter. Now, after

, more thought, I wish to qualify my former
statements by interpolating that performance

IS PATTERN IMPORTANT?
By COL. GEORGE W. BUSBEY

can be improved on the pattern board-I am
not sure that it applies to killing game ex
cept when the true expert is doing the shoot
ing ... maybe.

Inconsistent? Maybe, but so are the birds.
They "fly through" factory load patterns;
possibly they fly through the best patterns
that any pattern board ever registered. A
friend of mine, Judge Donald E. Martin,
Salmon, Idaho, once told me that he could
shoot through the hole of a doughnut tossed
in the air, every time. He said that he knew
it because he had done it many times and
never had found a mark on the doughnut.

Reverting to the "even, dense pattern" on
the 40 yard pattern board, let us examine
the facts.

o. All the shot did not arrive at the
board simultaneously.

b. Not all the arriving shot were killing
shot.

CIVILIAN 'MINUTEMEN'
It is with real pleasure that we reprint

the following from the September, 1961,
issue of "Winchester News:"

More rifle practice by civilians, es
pecially young people, is necessary to
improve our national defense.

A recent Department of the Army
report stated: "It is (our) conviction
that the increased emphasis on other
phases of national defense should not
be permitted to obscure the impor
tance of the final role that the rifle
man will play in possible future con
flicts."

The report recommends that all
Services be called upon to make avail
able their marksmanship facilities and
to assist in establishing organizations
to aid civilian marksmanship training.
It also recommends that the Armed
Forces provide expert Instructors to
train competent civilians and Reserve
personnel as instructors in rifle marks
manship. The report further sugCJests
that funds be made available for a
broad program of public Information
on the sublect, and for the construc
tion of 5 multi-purpose ranges near
large population centers.

This recognition of the importance
of marksmanship is of real signifi
cance, but it can have little value
unless the necessary funds are made
available by Congress. You especially,
as a sporting arms dealer, have a
vital interest in insuring the future of
rifle shooting. You can help a great
deal by writing to your Congressman
in favor of the report's recommenda
tions, and enlisting your family and
friends to do the same.

It was his skill with the musket that
stood the Minuteman at Concord in
such good stead. The continued exist
ence of our country may some day
again depend on skillful men armed
with rifles. Write to your Congress
man now.

c. Had the travel" of those shot not been
interrupted, they could, conceivably, have
arrived on a pattern board at 55-60 yards
still evenly distributed but not forming s~

dense a pattern. Nor, conceivably, could all
the shot have arrived at so nearly the slime
time as they did at 40 yards. Conceivably, a
quail, a teal, perhaps even a White Fronted
Goose, might have "flown through" the
spreading, lagging, wearied pattern without
collecting, shall we say 17 or 12 shot?

On the other hand, suppose that a certain
barrel habitually tossed 82 per cent of its
total shot into a 30 inch circle at 40 yards,
but 50 per cent of them bunched in one
quarter of the circle, with the others patchily
distributed over the remainder. And suppose
that the ability of the average shooter be
like the average range, goose, wind, light,
and shooter-veracity: unpredictable. Then, by
the laws of averages, he might kill more
geese at longer ranges-say, 55-60 yards
than he could have done with .the finest
patterning shotgun in the world.

It is my considered opinion that the shots
which penetrate the vitals of a flying bird
are the shot that kill, and that the more shot
the more certain the kill. Am I, then, rec
ommending uneven or patchy patterns? Well,
no, but: whereas, myoId Lefever throws
remarkably even patterns from its modified
right barrel, its performance with the left,
full choked, barrel closely approximates that
of the hypothetical gun just used as an
example. With light or heavy loads-un
tested on any pattern board-it kills game
for me at "long" ranges. I trust it, and have
never attributed a miss to a patchy pattern
through which a bird flew.

Perhaps a tiny amount of reaming by a
competent gunsmith might improve the even
ness and overall density of its patterns, but
I will never know. And before I sent it to
the technicians at Ithaca for its 30 year
rehabilitation plus some of Mr. McGraw's
fine engraving, I stipulated that any altera
tion of the interior of either barrel would be
considered an unfriendly act.

My points are: a. Even patterns must
change to non-killing patterns at some inde
terminate number of yards, whereas, an un
even, patchy pattern might retain killing
density much farther;

b. Time and money spent on remunerative
activities is fine but, for 99 per cent of all
shotgunners, patterning is not remunerative.
Why? Because few will take the time to d~

it properly, and still fewer will correct de
fects in patterns by tedious search for aD
improving load. But all will pounce upon aD
observed defective pattern and use it as an
alibi for misses, forevermore. .

c. The ability of tp.e average shotgunner is
not equal to that of the poorest pattern apt to.
be thrown by any good gun or load.

My advice is: get acquainted with your
gun by shooting it at flying targets with the
firm belief that gun and load will perform
excellently. If you must take a short flyer at
patterning, you might follow the idea of a
cynical old pheasant killer named Jack Quill
Ian who sarcastically told me, thirty-three
years ago: "Hold her like a rifle and aim at
that clay bank. If you can still see dust
crossed, she patterns real close."
risin' after you get your eyes un-
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** ~5 caliber 32" 8 groove super
accurate barrel

* Walnut stock
* Sights-open rear, Lyman #4 front

* Brass ferrules, cap protector

Discounts to
dealers of 3

FOR U..S. ENFIELDS
The. biggest improvement in 46 years!

f;()(;MfJI(Q¥KIKG-tI¥RJr

~
Simply insert in your bolt

Corrects the two serious faults of the
Enfield action-long, slow firing pin fall~.

and cock on closing design. Our unit re
duces lack time (the great accuracy im
prover) up to 72%, cocks rifle on the up
turn of fhe bolt just as in Winchester,
Remington, Springfield, Mauser and
others. This gives for better, (and faster,)
feeding, far better extraction. Regular
safety works as usual. Normally a $15
to $18 conversion. OUR .UNIT, READY TO
INSTALL IN YOUR BOLT IN 2 MINUTES
AT THE UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE OF
$4.95 ppd. (For 1914 or 1917 Models
only-state which-not for British SMLE)

TRADES? - SURE!
All American Made'

We Buy Your Guns

POWDER HORNS

~rn~~~@ ~@ID~nffiW ~lli@@fifi!IlW ~nfi
IDEAL FOR HUNTING, PLINKING,
TARGET & MATCH SHOOTING
all at lower cost than .22 L.R. .
Now you can join in America's fastest
growing sport-Shooting the "old smokers".
Reasonably priced-all American made.
Lowest cost big bore shooting possible
less than .22 LR.

You Get-ready fa shoot immedately
The fine Hopkins & AI/en underhammer per
cussion rifle
A .45 caliber bullet mold

.Flask with quarter pound of black powder
Box of 100 percussion caps
Powder measure-maple ramro·d
Instruction booklet on how to load, fire, and

best enjoy muz- •dE.
zle loading shoot- _.IP~'·
ing OfIfY·tfl-t. • .. ;" .
COMPLETE KIT, 12 ~ I
Rifle an.d everything needed i 1
for immediate shooting ..•
(shipped Exp. chgs. collect)
•• , ........•.....•..•.•.•. ONLY $44.50

SEND long, self addressed, stamped en
velope for additional free informationI

w/50 Grain Measure
Specially made &
priced to go with
ollr Hopkins &
Allen Rifles & oth
ers. Natural horn

beautifully polished & marbled. With carry strap,
measure-12 to 14", ready to use 55.95 ppd•

One or I,DOO-modern or antique, send full details
and best cash price today.

~..-I"

cOlI'!plete with slide &
screw $3.75

REMINGTON MODEL 24
.22 Automatic Extractors-Un-
available for Years 53.75

U. S. CARBINE
MAGAZINES

NEW HIGH SPEED FORMULA takes seconds
to apply ... beautifies & protects. Deep blue
permanent fin ish actually penetrates the steel.
Used by gunsmiths and gun factories every.
where. Guaranteed to be the best cold blue
you ever used-or your money back.

3 GUN SIZE $2.DO ppd.
INDUSTRIAL-GUNSMITH SIZE

1 Pint $1.50 ppd.

FREE Water (& dirt &
tobaeco) pro01 rubber cap
glv,n W/IL magazine.

JlISTANTGVN BLUE

• 5 shot capacity-required by law for hunti~g, fits
flush with Guard-streamlines aupeara"ce. Solid
machined bottom-not u raw" appearing oversized
fold overs that some are seiling S"2.45

• 15 shot, in original wrap, only $1.00 ea. or 2 for SI.75
• 30 shot. ubanana" clips only $4.95 or 2 for $7.951

~ fO~~!~!,8~~~S~~~u. ~~~lr~a~F~;nt
Pistols. Also fits many Kentucky's & others.
Illustration exact l/4 size-center to center

screw hole to pin 314", unused, minor rust_ $5.95 ppcf.

WiNCHESTER· MODEL 90- & 06
'w

~.~~~
CONVERSION KIT

FOR ALL 1903 SPRINGFIELDS
Handsome conversion unit allows year 'round USe of
YUlll' rllvol'lle rille. even after biR' game season is past.

~i'I~t'~!)~~lI1;~~ ~~~y~i~al\O~i~eudlt.121f~hFc~n~~~g~nr;>~h~g~~
better hut feels hetter while shooting. (Just slide out
unit to change hack to .30-0G). Full sized, but short
actin~ holt, with precision rifled harrel !iller gives
super accuracy. Each unit, In diSplay box, contains
.22 bolt, barrel liner, trigger ~uard & 7 shot magazine.
nolts have adjustable headspace feature guaranteeing
years or accurale shooting. Over 2.000 hnppy users,
Volume sales tumble price to a LOW, LOW $19.95 ppd.Extra magazines .:. $1.75 ppd.

inner mag. tubes, .22 cal... unused, complete, $3.45 ppd. '

WINCHESTER

FIRING PINS G· m --~
'92 Model ..........••••.••.•.••..•..... $2.9S
'73-38 & 44/40 mdls $3.75
'73-2S & 32/20.mdls $3.75
Hi & Low Wall, state if rim or center fire .. $2.95

=~~~~~~~ERDUST t~ S

LINKS FOR '73
WINCH ESTERS

Brand new, either right. or left. State which.
$3.7S. SPECIAL! Pair for $6.50..

:;.....

Speed Lock-Safety Pin
lIAs recommended in Guns and Guns & Ammo/I

~)J)J)}))JjjmJJJJj1J&oth; i 7~~::·s
FOR SPRINGFIELD 1903 RIFLES -

One piece safety firing pin, with crisp speed lock action.
Just seconds to install, no laborious taking apart of old

~I~~~~ .f:~e ~;~l~~r ~;~e ~r~ s~Yfd ~~~:ryd Sh~ul~~r. r~~:
time "reduced by nearly 500/0' Speed mainspring ofspecial Austrian steel $3.75

Permits forging Mauser,
Springfield, Jap, & other
bolt handles low for scope
mounting and smooth sport·
er appearance. Takes only
minutes & produces a far
better job than cutting &
weldin~. No need to cool
bolt WIth water-blocks abe

sorb heat so bolt is unharmed. One set lasts for hundreds
of jobs. Our own make & design-equal to usual $17 to
$20 sets. Fully guaranteed-with instructions, ONLY $9.95
pillS 55e pp.

I

These barrels are
rifled in the same
way our now fa
mous round muzzle
loader barrels. Not
broached or "but-.
toned" but actually
rifled. Guaranteed
hard straight shoot
ers, the very best
blanks available any
where.

O~~*
BARREL BLANKS ;::;

C
MUZZLE LOADING
BARRELS - Eight
groove rifled! One
turn in 56", .45 cali
ber . Handsome &
smooth-tight groups
assured. 15/16" across
flats. 32" long, ONLY
514.85 + 85¢ - OR
FULL 42" long • • •
519.50 + 51.10 ship
ping.

EXTRA HEAVY 22 CAL BARRel BLANKS

("
Full 11/16" diameter, straight, rifled blank-G
grOf)ve (or super accu.·aey. 27" lung-Ial'ge diameter
ma!(es ndllptahle for most rim or center tire actions.
1 turn in 14" only $7.95 plus 70¢

tChamberln:cfor .2g L.R. only, add $1.00)

11Jut:JM7g(!l3t7@~~f?~
0&8 f!)§J!}}!f1U!ID

.44 CALIBER BARRel BLANKS

(FULL OCTAGONAL)
45-70 BARREL BLANKS

For use in ret)l'l.rrellng 'Vinchesters. Marlins, Sprln~.
fields, Kennedy's. Whitney'S, Remington Rolling
Blocks, . Hepburns, Ballards, etc.. etc._4 groove,
1 turn In 22". 15/10" across flats. J:'ull 32" long

ONLY $14.50 plus SSe.

e
27" long x 15/16" dla. Used for .44 Special, Mag.
num, 44/40 High alloy steel, adaptable to Win
chester '92, 1873, Marlin models. 12 groove rifling,
ideal for custom pistol barrels etc. $8.50 plus 70e
post.

~""""::::=::::=~::;;~:::::--
• MUZZLE LOADING
• 45/70
• .4S AUTO

ROUND
MUZZLE LOADING BARRELS

FULL- 48" long-A5 calihcr. rifled 1 turn in 56",
straight length hlanks. Ilk" O.D. These barrels
urc rilleu-(NO'!' huttoned or hroached) which is
the only way to ol)lain proper groore depth. Eight
grooves mal{c for suner accuracY.ONLY $17.95 plus
$1.50 Pf). & hdlg.
SAME. ONLY 32" LONG $9.95 plus 95¢ pp.

4S/70 BARREL BLANKS
straight rilled lengths. 32" long, l~" o.d. 1 turn
in :!2". heautiful 4 groo\'c rHUng, used for re
barreling WinchesLers, l"Iarlins. \Yhltneys. Spring
flelds etc. Unheard of price or $9.60 plus 95¢.

Quickly instalIed fit! ONLY $295
::~~J S;r~ntStT:::::~ u\\l\\m\$\b •
with slR'ht. Rear ~
sight with both Iiwindage &. elevation
built in. Both In·
stalled hy simply As found on Colt --
tlghtenin::t Allen set Sporting Rifles --
screw. ~ront .560
J.d •• renr .775 J.d.
Plenty of wall thickness tor reaming to all popu
Jar sizes. Blued, ready to install. ONLY $2.95
for complete s~~l_ __ _ __.

NEW REMINGTON MATCHMASTER BARRELS, for use
as banel blanks or on Hemington guns in tne 5UO series,

~~;m~~:·~d f~~ / ~26~' I?i~~e~r'grg~~e P~:~1~~~ :t?~ ~~~~~i
trued. tested and serial numbered by nem ington. The
pride of Remington's barrel makers. Even if you do not
NOW have a gun for rebarreling, you will tn the future
-may we sUg'Jfest you pick up I or 2 of these at this
exceptional pl'lce befol'e they are gone? High strength
sleel, suitable for center fire calibers, fine for target
pistol barrels. Originally made for the 513 Targetrifles $pecial $4.95 plus SO¢ post.

38 SPECIAL-.357 MAGNUM-9 MM
LUGER BARREL BLANKS

Beautiful 6 groove, .357 groove dia., 1 turn in
16", full 26" long, .940 o.d. Used for converting
old 92 Winchesters into .357 magnum rifles (or
.38 special), custom barrels for Colt, S&W,
Lugers, etc. 58,50 plus 70¢ post., or L2" lengths
54.95 plus 40¢ post.

.22 R.F. MAGNUM
barrel blanks-22" long, 19/32" on shank, 3,4"
shoulder tapering to 9/16" at muzzle. Chambered,
blued. Made by one of the World's largest barrel
makers, discontinued contour-only $3.95 plus 50¢
Post.
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I remember a day in Colorado when I got
an object lesson on how not to get venison.
I had killed a fair mule buck the day before,
so I strapped a six-pistol under my left
shoulder (just in case something tried to
bite me, you understand), and climbed a
high ridge just west of our cabin. It was
a brilliant day, warm, with snow only in
patches. I followed the ridge north a mile
or more to where it became a nose between
two canyons, and there I sat me doon to
bask and soak in the joys of hunting. For,
make no mistake, I was hunting-not to kill,
but to see. That mile of ridge travel had
taken me three hours. I'd seen three deer,
inspected a bobcat's pad·marks, watched
three hunters work the slope below me.
Twice, I'd heard the echo of distant shots.

("Three hours to walk a mile?" you say.
"The man must be decrepit!" Not so. The
best hunter I ever knew once told me, "If
you move faster than cold molasses when
you're where game is, you ain't hunting. Stop
every step, and look, and listen. Even then,
you're likely driving game before you.")

I had a sandwich in my pocket, and I ate
it. Why does food taste so good under such
conditions? With the last bite in my mouth,
I caught a flicker of movement in the left
side canyon. I stopped chewing. A buck
eased past a thicket and slanted up-slope
toward me, silent as a shadow, stopping now
and then to scan the canyon behind him. A
small breeze blowing toward me kept my
scent from him, and he passed within fifty
yards of me, over the nose of the ridge and
down into the opposite canyon... When he
was gone, I looked back into the canyon from
which he had come and saw three more deer,
a buck and two does, trotting toward me.

.. _And behind them, far down the canyon,
were two hunters. At least I'm sure they
thought they were hunters. Far as they were,
by now even my poor ears could hear what
the deer had been hearing for many minutes;
the sounds of sturdy tramp-tramp.tramp 'prog
ress through brush and over brittle litter,
over rocks that rolled and rattled. Even
worse, I could hear voices. Rods apart on
opposite slopes of the canyon bottom, those
men were calling back and forth ~o each
other.

They too passed within less than a hundred
yards of me, and never saw me. The nearer
man stopped to light a pipe on a snowy spot
where the buck and two does had stopped,
and where their tracks must certainly be
visible; but he never looked down_ With bis
pipe going, he said to his partner (a good
forty yards distant), "I think we were
gypped, Joe. What they charge for an out·of
state license-and I haven't seen a sign of
game in two damn days!"

Except by sheer accident, unless some
other hunter spooked a deer straight over
him, he wasn't likely to see game, in any

Luger
Mauser
Ortgies
Sauer
Webley

TNAll
AND

TANGET

Browning
Czech
Dreyse
Schmeisser
Llama

Others

T ET'S GET IT on the record right here in
L the beginning that I don't claim to know
it all about gunning, either trail or target.
Let me add smugly-neither does anybody
else! What's more, a good many of the
things that I (and they) do know are prob
ably wrong. But when a man has shot, trail
and target, for forty-some·odd years, at many
targets, under many conditions, he does get
to believe that ways that have worked for
him are not as wrong as they might be,
whether they are perfect or not. Hence this
column. And because I do have some friends
I hope to keep, let's keep it anonymous. 1£
you agree with me, my name doesn't matter;
and if you don't, no name would convince
you. Shooters are like that, and God bless 'em.

But a very high percentage of the lads and
lassies (how times have changed!) who go
into the woods each year with guns are not
shooters-nice people, able people, smart
people within their fields of knowledge, but
not shooters. Some admit this, seek advice,
and profit from it. Others seem to assume
that anything as primitive as hunting must
"come naturally," without instruction or ex
perience.

WONDERSIGHT • With Th~7:d~~~e:d?~~~~~~rometer •
The FDL Long-Range WONDERSIGHT Is especIally designed for mounting
on S&W Revolvers having swIng-out cylinders. • NO GUNSMITHING IS
~~~~S:~~~ight i~~~eeJig~ ~fr~~1~~~~t:~i~1l~ ~!!t~tri~~~6Jbli~I~J~
can also be attached to COLT Revolvers. DrillIng one hole with ;=47 drill
and tapping with "3-48 plug tap Is all that Is required. WONDERSIGHT
can be conveniently elevated for extremely long range. • ADJUSTABLE
WONDERSIGHT-a solution to ballistic problems. • $4.95 postpaid.

FIREARMS DEVELOPMENT LABORATORIES
P.O. BOX 692. GRAND PRAIRIE. TEXAS

Write today for 28-page book.
Prices, illustrates grips for all
American makes, pit's many for
eign.

Franzite Grips Are Sold Under Our Guarantee

FREE
CATALOG

REIVER GUNBOX KITS

Non-Breakable. Guaranteed

with top grain cowh.ide
Black Leather Holster

~g~H $19.95
Choice of .38 S&W or .45 ACP Cal
iber, British made, all steel. 50 rds.
Ammo $2.95. $5 deposit for C.O.D.

~ti~a:e31~~,~;.ac~:t~~~aC~t;:

Non-slip and precision-fitted, FRANZITE GRIPS are
the most durable made I Beautiful colors; smooth,
checkered, staghorn and fancy carved; truly distinc
tive. Long-wearing, unaffected by moisture, per
spiration, most mineral and vegetable oils. Will not
chip or peel. Luster, color are permanent.

Conventional or conversion styles. Also target grips,
with or without thumb rest. Available for all popu
lar guns in: Ivory, Pearl, Onyx, Agate, Walnut,
Black and Staghorn fin ishes. Low cost, $2.50 to
$8.00-5ee our complete catal09!

For All American, Many Foreign Cuna

ORDER BY MAil

,",ULIUS REIVER CO.
4104 MARKET ST. WILMINGTON 99, DELAWARE

For
Colt Remington
Great West'n Ruger
H & R Savage
Hi-Standard S & W
Iver-Johnson Walther

And Many

SPORTS, INC. 5501 Broadway, Dept. CH-l Chicago 40, III.

Model 1016

$16.45
Gum 16" kif

Special Offer! Limited Supply

Pearl l)
Handle
Six Shooter
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~eePingo with the recent
. p:a:'it~ of shooting black

powder percui=ision shotguns-the type
of shooting- enjoyed by our grnncl~

fathers and g"l'eat grandfathef;s-we
offer a limited Quantity of modern
Iig-htweig-ht percussion doubles in
popular 20 g-aug-e. These European
made g-uns are manufactured with
modern materials and are proof tested
for all forms of black powder shoot.
ing'. Barrels finely blued and finished,

~~t~heb~~: B~Yiessl;et~i;;~~'n~l_rf~'n~~~
~~O~~u;i~~a~~~dt;h~~~ef~~fir;,\lii ~,~rh
a strong-er, safer modern version of
Gran' Daddy's old timer.

Only $39.50, 2 for $74.50.

For Rifle and Pistol Practice

MANNLlCHER SCHONAUER

R~:,:::, ,:" :~RBINES 1&\
Breda markings. ~

These arms are ... except for milital'y stork
and sights . . . virtually identical in desil!D
to the world-famous line of fine Mannlicher
Schonauel' rifles and carbines currently b€in~

manufactured. This design, featuring the exclu-
sive Mannlicher-Schonauer fully enclosed. 5-shot
rotary mag-azine, has remained practically un
changed for more than half a century, and is
currently being used in all modern commercial
models (Which sell for over $200.0Q)-N.R ..'\.
Good or Better. Original Bayonets w/scabbard,
$2.95 each. Ammunition: 6.5x54 M.Sch. Soft
Point (Non-cor.) $12.50 per 100. Military tar~

get ammo $6.50 per 100.

For the Indoor-Outdoor Thrill of a Lifetime

EVANS Hit-'n-Spin 22_ Cal. & Pellet Gun

SHOOTING GALLERY

Very some targets used on our large Park &
Carnival Galleries. When hit, several fast revo~

lutions are made-target stops and resets itself.
Comes completely assembled except for legs;
screw them in and you are all set to go. The
ideal Christmas gift for the shooter. Available
at Sporting Goods Stores. If your dealer's stock
is depleted, have him or~

. de~ _.~~om ,u_s.. a.t o~ce'lil .or ~$,1.4.9 ..S
order direct ::$1 95

Built primarily to be used by the
native hunters in Africa and Asia.
roarC'f,I~~~h~~~\,g~;fo~~~ i:n~rOa~·-~;.sct;l~
leut shooter.

"

MATCHED SETS

1 RIFLE & 1 CARBINE

Bolh $5450
RIFLE ONLY, . $27.50

2 for only $49.50

CARBINE ONLY 832.50
2 for only $59.50

Offered for the first time in America, g'enuine l\'lannlieher
Schonauer actions. This popular turning-bolt action with
front lugs utilizes the time-tested Mannlicher-Schonauer
fully-enclo~ed 5-shot rotary magazine With time-suving
unloading stud. These actions are the original Mannlicher
Schonauer design on which the latest commercinl M.S.
sporting rifles and carbines are currently being built.
With new barrels and stocks, these actions make liP
into the highest quality rifles in the world today in a
large variety of calibers. Why not have YOUR custom
spor-ter built on this rugged, dependable M.S. Action.

WORLD: FAMOUS MANNLlCHER· SCHONAUER ACTIONS

F Leu
Medium Weight Percussion Musket
with 38" full stocked banel, With
ramrod. Percussion n1uskets, similar
to these, were extensively manufac~
tured in Europe for export to the

g~~1fg"U~~~~ 8g{i~~?ee::c1h~J1:1~ast~~
such muskets ran the blockade and
were used to great effect by the South
at Pittsburgh Landing, the Wilder
ness and Gettysburg. Only $33.50.
2 for $60.00.

FINE, IMPORTED FLINTLOCK AND
PERCUSSION MUZZLE LOADERS

CENTURY ARMS, INC.
54 LAKE STREET • ST. ALBANS r VERMONT

full Satisfaction Guaranteed

Easy to Rea Pans & Ready-Cut Kits
NOW AVAILABLE! Complete plans and ~lts for
these and 20 other handsome Gunberth* models.

Quick Answers on How to Select
the Gun Cabinet Best for You I

'Vhich type of gun cabinet is best for you 1 Should
you install lights? Should it be "solid" lumber?
Exactly what do you need? You·'ll have clear-cut.
answers in the New and EXClusive • • •

"Handbook"·CATALOG on Gunberths*
Gh'cs you comDlete details on all Plans, Kits
and Hardware ... a big and beautifull)' illus
trated ··Handbook"-Catalog. Finished cabinets
in 82 different styles and finishes also available.

Write for your Copy NOW! Only $' .00 ppd.
($1.00 is refundable in credit with first order!)

COLADONATO BROS., Dept. G4L, Hazleton, Pa.

Cal..303

BRITISH
RIFLES"

•

SEE PAGE 66 FOR SPECIAL CHRISTMAS GIFT OFFER!

"FAMOUS
MILITARY

••

Rubber gun mounts available at SOc
,P,fL pair. ,Converts ,_gallery into a
handsome display and rifle rack. .

ITALIAN M91 TERNI (Beretta)
RIFLES and CARBINES

in Matthed Sets

Late-st issue. 303 Short Lee Enfield
No.4. 10-shot, dlo'tachable maga
zine. Precision calibrated sights.
World's fastest bolt action. Cur
renUy in use. Used by hunters the
world over. (Good to V,G.) Free
"as issued" sling. Only $12.95.
2 for $24,50. Selected models
$2.50 ea. additionaI.lO-shot Maga
zine: $2.75 ea. 2 for $5.00. Orig
inal bayonets With scabbard $1.25
ea. 2 for $2.25.

EVANS PARK & CARNIVAL DEVICE CORP.
1509-11 N. Halsted Street, Chicago 22, Illinois

These famous arms were standard
issue of the Italian Army in both
World 'Val's!
Carbine and Rifle full stocked; oi.~1er
Carbine with Original folding

~~~~ngm~1g~(~t.Ma~~~ic::e~ma~tio~~
Light-fast~powerfuI. Fair to Good,
~~:,ii~~~ii~l~,iar;,i~\~cher $8.50

Ca~I~?g~ '~{th'Spring.' $8.50
Bayonet $9.50

AMMUNITION: 6.5mm Italian, Top
Quality, $4.75 per 100. $35.00 per
1,000.

Issued by the British Gov't to Royal
Irish Constabulary, Used in the
Irish Rebellion, both by the R.Le.
and the Black and Tans. Each with
ori::rhw.l R.LC. markings and Brit
ish proof marks. BdL 20112", de
tachahle 6-$hot m8g"azine. A rare
collector's item and an excellent
shooter. Shoots standard .303
ammo. $24.50 each. 2 for $45.00.
Selected models $3.50 additional.

.303 Lee Enfield Model 1896

CAVALRY CARBINE!

'. Thr~tching models

For only $22.50

p

Beyond the point of pulling a trigger, it
can be a different story. Men as '''green'' as
this, woods-wise, are green in other ways
also. Having seen little game, the sight of
game excites them. Excited, they shoot-at
any distance, sometimes at the wrong tar·
gets. Then, my charity ceases and I take
cover and call down curses on them. Not
only because they might hit me, but because
they spoil the good name of hunting.

If you are a novice hunter, this is not just
an old' man's rambling anecdote; there are
lessons in it. You don't have to be a ted
Indian, or an Australian bushman, in the
woods to be a successful hunter; but you
don't have to be a blundering fool, either.
Step softly and seldom, with the eye to what
your foot will land on. Note which way the,
wind is blowing. Your nose won't know the
difference, but the deer's will. And save your
chatter for the bull·session at camp, later.
Listen to the woods and mountains. They
speak with sweet voices.

country; not as long as he hunted down
wind, and moved through the woods with
the finesse of a tractor, and talked to men
on another mountain!

And yet that man had spent good money
on this excursion. His gun was a good one,
scope sighted, still with the new shine on it.
His clothing came from a good store. He
had doubtless come' a good distance; and,
as he said, he'd paid for his license... He
didn't need a license. He needed a teacher.
I don't know about his shooting; he may
have been a target expert. But he was no
woodsman.

Up to the point of pulling a trigger, I
have no quarrel with non-woodsmen who go
hunting. I hope this man had a fine time
on his vacation, and a fine time at home
later, bragging about it. I'm quite sure he
didn't get any game, so the country was no
poorer for his visit; in fact, his fee would
help pay for herd management that would
insure game for me in the future.

There are lessons in books; learn them.
Read a book about the game you plan to
hunt. Learn a little about its habits. Re
member that some of its senses are infinitely
keener than yours, others possibly not as
keen. Think a little. It will be a long time
before you can emulate the man who said he
"Thought where I'd go wuz I a deer, and

,there I went, and there he wuz." But you
can avoid spooking all the deer out of the
woods ahead of you. And when you do really
sneak up on a deer some morning, you'll
never forget it. Whether you shoot him or not
doesn't matter. Seeing him is enough. And
se~ing him, up close, before he scents~
you, is the deed of a real hunter. ...
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"LaAD aN SDNAY~

SBaaT ALL' IE"
By LOUIS WILLIAM STEINWEDEL



:...--:.~

T HROUGH THE TENSE, armed camp that was Civil War Washington,
two rifle-carrying figures strode to what is now a picturesque tourist

promenade-the Mall, then a jumbled mosaic of weeds and miscellaneous little
wooden buildings dominated by a dour, sawed-off hunk of marble which had
been deserted as a monument to George Washington when the money ran out.

The two had just propped up a board and begun an impromtu shooting
match when an impressive looking Union officer, saber clattering as he ran
toward them, started yelling for them to "Stop that - - shooting!" But the
officer's face faded to an ashen hue as he recognized the tall man with the rifle.

"I'm sorry, Mr. President," he gasped. "I had no idea ... I didn't think ..."
Without altering his shooting position, Lincoln smiled and waved the now

red faced soldier away. The Civil War Chief Executive was busy with one of
his less known but highly significant tasks as a war-time Commander in Chief
-testing his companion's new invention, the Spencer seven-shot repeating
rifle. Those few apprehensive moments were, for the anxious Christopher
Spencer, the prize of months of negotiating with influential friends who worked
diligently but diplomatically to arrange this historic firing of seven quick shots
by Abe Lincoln. Even then, the event might not have taken place but for

Mementos of hard-fought battles and routed Southern troops consist of the rapid-fire Spencer
. carbine with its rimfire cartridge and the feared tubular magazine. Tro?per cap is authentic.

A FEW SHOTS "SOLD" LINCOLN,

A FEW THOUSAND CONVINCED THE' SOUTH OF

THE SPENCER'S EFFECTIVENESS

--~----------



Among the 'guns in this frontiersmen's arsenal hangs
the Spencer carbine-the gun you could load on Sunday
and shoot all week-on wall behind man at rear right.

Lincoln's personal interest in test-firing many of the guns
that were submitted to the Ordnance Department. Intrigued
by the inventor's fervid promises that this was the gun that
would shorten and win the war, Lincoln convinced himself
by personal test that Christopher Spencer's repeating
tubular-magazine rifle was the arm sorely needed by his
beleaguered armies.

Curiously, orders for thousands of Spencer rifles had
appeared on government requisitions as early as June of
1861, some 26 months prior to Lincoln's dramatic test and
acceptance. Early in the first year of the war, the Navy
had run some tests on Spencer's miraculous new gun, in
cluding prolonged firing, clogging the joints with sand,
and exposing it to the corrosive effects of salt water. The
pleased examiner reported, "I regard it as one of the very
best breechloading arms I have ever seen," and on the basis
of this recommendation-a glowing one indeed for a stoic,
conservative Ordnance examiner-the Navy bought 700
rifles, Spencer's first big order.

Subsequent Navy and Marine orders eventually rose to a
profitable 10,000 guns and millions of cartridges; but the
Army had practically ignored the gun-up to the time of
Lincoln's personal test of it on the Mall. Whereas Naval
Ordnance recognized the merits of a gun which was virtu
ally impervious to the elements, which delivered a rapid
fire that was overwhelming in the day of the muzzle loader,
and which used safe, waterproof cartridges, Army Ord
nance, headed by General James W. Riply, needed a nudge
from the President himself before accepting the obvious.

Colonel John T. Wilder, a pre-war manufacturer turned
soldier, had the farsighted plan to form "mounted infantry"
which would be able to move about rapidly on a campaign
of harassment against the Confederate army, and which
would be armed with the best gun available--the Spencer
repeater. Surprisingly enough, higher-ups saw fit to provide
Wilder with mulepower for his novel idea, but neglected
to present him with any firepower beyond the ordinary
muzzle loader. Understandably irked, Wilder got around
this obstacle in a somewhat unorthodox manner. Realizing
that his men would be willing to pay for the guns them
selves if they had the money, the colonel agreed personally
to underwrite a loan for $100,000. The deal was made, and
eventually, the Government reimbursed Wilder for his
"strategic investment." Wilder's men almost single-handed
ly won the important battle of Hoover's Gap in Tennessee
by delivering 50,000 rounds of fire per minute against the
confused Confederates-winning also the colorful and ac
curate nickname of "The Lightning Brigade."

Supplying your own gun in the less regimented days of
the Civil War was not unusual. Although an attempt at
standardization had been made (Continued on page 43)

English-made trade gun (above) was probably
used against Custer. Note home-made sling on
Spencer carried by fleeing John Wilkes Booth.
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Jerry Hamman with Old Flattop
and Mannlicher-stocked Mauser.

I Call This Rifle

'SMORGASBORD-'
BECAUSE-

By JOHN A. MASTERS

(above) delivered the goods in the
gun requires different handloads.

SWEDISH? YES. BUT BETTER REASONS THAN

THAT NAMED THIS MULTI-PURPOSE SPORTER

I HAVE LONG followed the custom of naming my rifles. "Sub
'Poena" is ~ .25-06, named for its ability to issue an urgent

summons for varmints at long range. "Nutcracker" is a Rem
ington 513:T, my favorite squirrel rifle. But the one I am
fondest of is "Smorgasbord," so named because, like the famed
Swedish dining custom, it offers a variety that cannot fail to
please, regardless of one's shooting taste.

It is probably more than coincidental that Smorgasbord is a
converted Swedish Mauser carbine chambering the 6.5 x 55
Mauser cartridge. It seems at first glance to be out of place among
the several other super.velocity rifles that are its rackmates.

I discovered the 6.5 x 55 Swedish Mauser carbine, sitting
forlornly among a multitude of perfectly blued, exquisitely check
ered creations on a dealer's shelf. I didn't realize it at the time,
but I rediscovered the fun of hunting at the same time.

Jerry Hamman, a hunting crony, and I made the discovery
almost simultaneously. Fortunately, the dealer had a good supply,
and after careful examination, we each selected one. We purchased
Norma brass and a variety of bullets at the same time.

Jerry elected to see what he could do with the materials at
hand. While gunsmith Carroll Williams (Continued on page 52)
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Left to right: The 87 gr. Speer, the 125 gr.
Nosier, the 140 gr. flat base Speer bullet.
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By CHARLES A. BOYD, Jr.

Author's Winchester
.243 downed these two
Dall rams in the area
of Robertson river.

•MINE

IN ALASKA,

A FTER FIVE YEARS of hunting with a .300 H&H Mag
I\.. num, and one year with an 8 mm, as a professional
trapper, prospector, and guide in the interior of Alaska, I
decided to change calibers. I felt that I had acquired
enough shooting and stalking skill to reduce both weight
and caliber-and weight was important in my~work, in
which a heavy pack is a serious handicap.

Having been raised with a gun, I had a fair knowledge
of ballistics, especially with those calibers which I then
considered most suitable. I was particularly interested in
the .257 Roberts and the 6.5 mm Mannlicher-Schoenauer.

Although .257 Roberts ammunition was readily available

MAKE

The excellent performance of 100 grain Nosier bullets is show n. From left to right: Bullets from two caribous, goat, and
several moose. Bullet expansion was good in all cases when hunter did his share in holding for one-shot kills.

-J



Author on Tracy Arm, Holkham Bay, draws a bead on seal's head with
Balvar scope. For bounty hunting, high quality scope is essential.

and a number of companies chambered guns for this
caliber, the heaviest commercial bullet weighed only 117
grains, and I felt that this was too light. (Ammunition
av~ilability was important, since I had not then started to
load my own cartridges.) The 6.5 mm was available in the
160 grain factory loads, but ammunition was hard to find'
in Alaska, and none of the American gun companies
chamber guns in this caliber.

It was at that time that the bottom dropped out of the
fur market, thus affecting my livelihood and also allowing
me some spare time in which I could experiment with try
ing to make a living bounty hunting hair seal' in south
eastern Alaska. It was also the time the 6 mm in the
standard forms, the .243 and the .244, took their bows;
and from reports that came to me, I became convinced that
one of these calibers would make an excellent compromise
rifle for me-eompromise as to bullet weight, availability
of ammunition, and high-velocity power. The fact that the
gun would be made in the States influenced my decision
also. And the reputed accuracy of the caliber, plus its very
flat trajectory, suggested that it might make an ideal seal
hunting rifle. After several months of hair seal hunting,' I
had decided .that the 6 mm is the largest caliber practical

GUNS JANUARY 1962

for this purpose. Larger calibers cause too much tissue
destruction and permit a rapid air leakage from lungs,
thus causing the seal to sink too quickly for recovery.
Although other hunters have differed with me, I found
this to be true' in my bounty hunting experiences.

Since it was claimed that the .243 had the superior
accuracy, and because brass from the 7.62 NATO car
tridges would be readily obtainable, I settled on a .243
Winchester Model 70 Featherweight. The gun was equipped
with a Williams Foolproof receiver sight and a Redfield
Sourdough front sight. I also acquired a Pacific reloading
tool, with dies, and a Redfield powder scale. The choice' of
sights was predicated on the fact that a trapper's gun takes
rough treatment; six months a year on the dog sled in a
sheath, the rest of the year in boats and carried through
brush and timber. Since I literally live by my rifle, I must
have complete reliability in my equipment-but must also
keep in mind the weight. factor. The loading equipment is
light, rugged, and inexpensive, with the advantage that I
can take it with me wherever I go.

All in all, my ,243 Winchester and my handloads have
accounted for 38 head of big game, two wolves, two lynx,
and 200 hair seals, with complete (Continued on page 51)
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WHEN BOY MEETS RIFLE ON CHRISTMAS MORNING, DAD FACES A

SHOOTING FUTURE. HERE'S HOW FOR THE DAD WHO IS LESS THAN AN EXPERT
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strip them of their paper jackets. The bright metal makes
a good aiming point. And tell him not to be choosy about
sizes; big or little, they'll serve at appropriate ranges.

Next question is-where to shoot? In settled areas, if
you just head out into the countryside and start shooting,
you're asking for trouble. In urban and near urban areas,
if you don't know a friendly farmer, why not talk to a
friendly policeman? I did, and the officer not only appre
ciated our checking with him-he knew of a fine sand pit
which would serve our purpose perfectly, and he told us
where to go for permission to use it. (I learned later that
he actually called the owner and. put in a good word
for us.)

We've had similar luck in other where-to-shoot efforts.
Several farme~s, courteously approached, have shown us
where we could find on their land a backstop for our
bullets. I always show my NRA membership card, and
that helps; but the mere fact that a father will be super
vising his son in the proper use of a rifle is. usually enough.

Young George Frost had been dreaming rifle for months
before Christmas. (His dad, Jack, has been with Win
chester-Western for 25 years, so George figured his bid for
a rifle had a pretty good chance of being granted!) GeoIge
had long ago written to the Sportsmen's Service Bureau
(250 East 43rd St., New York 17) for a supply of "Ranger"
targets. Small quantities of these are free; and any three
of them, complete with bullet holes qualifying under the
conditions printed on the back, will earn a junior marks
man an attractive orange NRA Ranger brassard that will

. make him a really "big man on campus" with his age
group. (Not a few much older "youngsters" are proud to
wear these brassards, too. It takes pretty fair shooting to
win them.)

George had started building a target holder too; but the
one he tackled was a little beyond (Continued on page 41)
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"Just hold the sight picture steady, son," and Dad· is
ready to squeeze off the shot. Good teaching will pay
off for boy in future, both on range and on big game.

Dad uses the fact that the target 'way out there won't
stand still to teach trigger control. Right, Dad insists
that the rifle be properly supported by boy's elbow.

By CHASE HUNTER

GUNS

I T'S A GREAT THRILL to give your boy his first rifle.
But that's just the first step. The greater thrill and the

real. fun comes in teaching him to shoot it; and shoot it
he must, for youth is impatient and that new rifle is the
most exciting thing he ever owned.

A lot of boys will get new rifles this Christmas; and a
lot of dads will be faced with the question, "What comes
next?" Because some of those dads are something less
than firearms instructors themselves, here are some tips
that may help.

The boy wants to shoot; you want him to shoot, else
why buy him the rifle? But what, where, and how do
you shoot?

Unless the boy has had previous instruction, he isn't
ready for hunting, even if there is game in season. But
there's no closed season on tin cans, and no bag limit. To
keep the boy busy until you can shoot with him, put him
to .work gathering cans. Suggest that he wash them and

--



AHot-Stove-League Report

By CARLOS VINSON

T HE HOT STOVE league was in session. The
weather was cold and blustery, but around

the crackling pot-bellied heater in Tom Bratcher's·
cross-roads store everyone was as snug as a
tomcat in a clothes closet.

The usual checker game was in progress, and a
couple of guys were arguing politics; but the hot
subject was shotguns. I was in the midst of this
group.

"Can't say that I like these new lighter-than-a
feather wonder guns," commented "Poode"
Smith from his nail keg stool. Smith isa typical

Bobwhite hunting in Tennessee requires fast gun handling,
accurate shooting with a gun that hunter can handle well.
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Despite .newer models and styles, some
men stili use double-barrelled guns.

snorted. "Just a sissy," he grumbled. "I
been shootin' a light-weight plenty, and
it never hurt my shoulder. Fact is, it

. helps my shoulder; puts less of a load on
it totin' the gun from daybreak to bag-
limit." . . .

The resultant ~rgument filled that ses
sion; and the verdict? A draw, as near as
1 CQuld determine. The same thing hap
pened in another session. This one started

.about as follows: (Continued on page 6l)

A. good dog, fine cover, some fast-flying birds, and a smooth-handling gun can
make hunting trip a lasting memory. Winchester's Model 59 has proved itselt

25

small game hunter, as were all the others
in the group. He proceeded to give his
reasons for tabooing most of the ultra
modern featherweights.

"The dadburned things kick too hard .-'
when one shoots high-brass heavy loads
out of them. The companies say 20,
maybe 30 per cent less recoil on these
new wonder light-weights. But I say at
least 15 per cent more recoil when heavy
loads are fed through them. The phoom,
boom, lind recoil of a high brass load
has got to go somewhere, and all of us
that do a lot of shooting out in the
woods and fields know that weight abo
sorbs most of the recoil." After that,
Poode bit off a cud of tobacco and sat
back to give someone else a chance to
say something.

And somebody said something. That's
one thing you can always depend on, in
these sessions. A man opposite Poode

MEETS. NOBODY AGREES. SO

WHAT'S YOUR OPINION?

'THES( ARE VINSON·S OPINIONS. NOT OURS. AND

MAYBE NOT YOURS; BUT WHEN

THE HOT STOVE LEAGUE
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Lannan lost little of his touch overnight,
coming back with 97 on Friday. A premoni
tion of coming events happened in the Pre
liminary. Fifth place winner, after a 98,
was Steve Barringer, who lost even less steam.

One of the most po-pular victories of the
week was that of Fred Harlow in the Class
D 16 yard events Tuesday. Harlow won the
Grand American Handicap in 1908, tied for
it in the 'thirties, then came back this year
at the age of 82 with 196 of 200 targets,
breaking his last 100 straight. He was using
a gunstock that came from a tree he had
planted, and which had grown to maturity,
then was cut down. When the tree was re
moved, Harlow saved a section of the trunk.
Ten years later, he persuaded a friend to
shape a gunstock from the walnut tree.

Space does not permit listing all the
trophy winners in the 62nd Roaring Grand.
Many of the place winners fired perfect
scores in the main event, only to have the top
trophy elude their grasp in prolonged shoot
offs. Here are the top trophy places in the
1961 record books. (Scores and shoot-off
scores in parantheses)

Grand AmeriJcan Handicap-Friday
Champion-Steve Barringer-99
Women-Sharon Kingen-96 (25)
Junior-Douglas Holman-97
Sub-Junior-Roland Rabb-95 (24)
Professional-R. J. Tobin-92

Preliminary Handicap-Thursday
Champion-Elbert Lesley-l00
Women-Gail Pierson-95
Junior-Eddie Leavandusky-96
Professional-Fred Missildine-96

Introductory Singles-I6 yard-Monday
Champion-Tony Biagi-200 (50x50)
Class AA-William Harrison-200 (23)
Class A-Arnold Ecker-199 (25)
Class B-J. Robert Boyd-200 (23)
Class C-John Cain-197
Class D-Frank Gammell-196
Women-Rhoda Wolf-197
Junior-Eugene Clawson, Jr.,-196 (73x75)
Professional-Cliff Doughman-199
Veteran-Men-Fred Hansen-l00
Veteran-Women-Rhoda Wolf-98
Husband & Wife-

Dr. & Mrs. E. Z. Eperjessy-390
Parent & Child-

Bardon & James Higgins-390 (49x50)
Brother & Brother-

Ned and Dave Berlet-394
Class Championship Day-16 yard-Tuesday
Class AA-Vic Reinders-200 (lOOxl00)
ClassA-Andrew Long-200 (49x50)
Class B-Albert Bostwick-199
Class C-Frank Gammell-197
Class D-Fred Harlow-196
Women A-Rhoda Wolf-198

B-Evelyn Eperjessy-196 (74x75)
C-Julie Deckert-l95
D-Ida Fyffe-l9l

Juniors A-Britt Robinson-198
B-Kent Stauffer-198
C-Eddie Leavendusky-195 (23)
D-James Wadill 11-190

Professional-Paul Smith-200
Championship of North America-16 yard

Champion-Tony Biagi-200 (325x325)
Class AA-James Townsend-200 (l74x175)
Class A-Charles Keenan, Jr.-200
Class B-W. G. Redenius-199 (l24x125)
Class C-Van Marker-197
Class D-Alex Naber-196
Women-Dorothy Marker-198 (24)

(Continued on page 43)

T HE 1961 GRAND AMERICAN lived up
to the reputation that only the Grand

has for drama, color, tension, excitement,
and blistering shooting. Name shooters proved
that they were worthy of the designation, and
the expected crop of totally unknowns went
into orbit during the Grand.

In keeping with tradition, Steve Barringer,
Russell, Kansas, a first-time Grand American
Handicap entry, walked off with the big one.
Steve put a 99 on the big board early in thc
morning, in squad 16, and let the field of
2,352 try to beat it. No one did, but six
shooters came close with 98 efforts.

The one-shy scores were turned in by Stan
Carmichael, Bruce Shoup, Howard Noakes,
Carmon Baker, David Berlet, and Dean Noff
singer. Sixteen more hopefuls posted scores
of 97, for a shot at the remaining three of
ten trophy places in the big handicap event.
Johnny Sternberger ran his last 50 straight,
from 27 yards, to join this group.

It might be said that wedding bells gave
Steve Barringer the chance to put his name
among the immortals of trapshooting. Steve
married Peggy Friesen, daughter of well
known Kansas shotgu.nner Carl Friesen, and
came along, more for the ride, with his
father-in-law. Carl managed a class win in
the doubles race to keep peace in the Friesen
family.

Some of the "name" stars whose stars glit
tered brightly. in the 62nd Grand were Tony
Biagi, Vic Reinders, Dan Orlich, George
Snellenberger, John Sternberger, and Glen
Everts.

Tony Biagi broke the Grand barrier with
a victory in the Introductory Singles, with
200 straight plus an extra 50 in a shoot-off,
then garnered the Clay Target Champion
ship of North America with another 200
straight, followed by a record-breaking (at
that point) 325 additional perfect targets in
a shoot-off.

Vic Reinders took AA Class on Class Day,
with a clean 200 plus another century in
extra innings. During the Grand, Vic regis
tered his 100,000th registered 16 yard target.
His average on the 100,000 targets was
.98056!

John Sternberger shaped a blazing climax
to a great year over the traps by taking the
High-Over-All trophy for 976xlOOO (based
on Grand week's 600 16-yard targets, 300
handicap birds, and 100 doubles) and a glit
tering 394x500 win in High-AIl-Around (200
16 yard targets Wednesday, the 100 Handicap
targets on Grand American Handicap day,
and the 100 doubles birds on Saturday).

Glen Everts made it a clean sweep in the
junior division by taking both the High-Over
All and the High-AIl-Around races.

Paul Smith was not to be outdone by
amateurs, so he posted a sweep in the pro-
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fessional division, for High-Over-All, and
High-AIl-Around.

One of the most dramatic events of the
62nd Grand was the special Champion of
Champions tournament, limited to state and
provincial champions.

Eight of the 33 entrants posted perfect
hundreds. The first extra hundred in the
shoot-off left three men still in the running:
Ohmer Webb, Dan Orlich, and George Snel
lenberger. During the shoot-off, George
Snellenberger's mother had died, and his
wife kept the news from him in the hope
that the championship could be decided be
fore he knew. When darkness came, the three
were still deadlocked, and discussing when
to continue the shoot·off. While a tearful wife
broke the news to a great competitor, two
true sportsmen agreed that they would hold
the shoot-off until George could return. A
strict application of the rules would have
eliminated Snellenberger by default.

When George returned Friday, the shoot
began once more, and Webb fell in the first

Tony Biagi

25. Then Orlich and Snellenberger began an
exhibition of precision shooting which led to
500 perfect targets by Saturday. ATA officials
then broke tradition by declaring the two
worthy co·champions. Snellenberger actually
broke 1,000 straight targets on his way to
the hard-won co-championship. He broke
200 in the Indiana state shoot, 200 in a shoot
off, 100 in the Champion of Champions event
at Vandalia, plus 500 more in the shoot-off
with Orlich.

One of the top stories in the typical Grand
man-bites-dog picture was provided by Elbert
Lesley. Lesley borrowed a friend's duck
gun, broke the only 100 straight of the day,
and defeated 1927 shooters in the Prelimi
nary Handicap on Thursday, full dress re
hearsal for Friday's Grand American Handi
cap. Jim Lannan, who credits this writer
with some advice that helped his shooting,
came on strong to take the runner-up spot
Thursday with a 99 and 25 straight, beating
the man who talked him into shooting regis
tered targets (Don Fisher) in the process.
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THESE RIFLES
KILLED YANKS

By LT. WILLIAM H. TANTUM IV, USAR

T HE AVERAGE Japanese sniper was an excellent rifleman,
selected andJrained for the job since completion of basic train

ing. His equipment was, in many respects, superior to that of
snipers of 'other nations, and his training, as far as it went, was
very good.

Main emphasis in the training was placed on concealment, and as
many of us know, the Japanese were outstanding in this art. Con
cealment of the rifleman was aided by the leaf-green uniforms,
green mosquito netting, and covers of helmets and caps that would
permit the use of branches as additional camouflage. Although the
Japanese sniper was full of well-taught tricks, he lacked the imagina
tion that goes with the job.

But what the Japanese sniper lacked in imagination, he made up
for in endurance and tenacity. He accepted hardships and long
immobility with great stoicism, and being tied into the branches of
a high tree for days on end did not alter his effectiveness. Training
was extremely hard and rigorous, and the finished sniper was very
adept in making himself invisible and remaining so. This ability
was aided by some special equipment, notably the climbing spikes
which were issued to all active snipers.

Realizing the relative ineffectiveness of a single sniper, they were
taught never to shoot at enemy parties of (Continued on page 57)

Left: Japanese Model 97
sniper rifle for 6.5mm am
mo. Right, Model 99 (1939)
sniper rifle, complete. for
the 7.7mm (.303) cartridge.

. ...
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HERE ARE TIPS THAT WILL HELP THE MAN WITH

A MODEST BANKROLL PICK THE LOCALE FOR A SUCCESSFUL HUNT •By BERT POPOWSKI

F OR MY MONEY (and I use the phrase advisedly), Alaska is tops of
all our 50 states for big game hunting. But it does take money.

Alaska is "a fur piece" from most of us, the trip itself is expensive, and
you need guides and special equipment. For the Joe without the bulging
bankroll, here are some tips on big game hunting locales that can be
reached at moderate cost. Check with state game departments for license
and seasons; these can change from year to year.

Where you go depends, naturally, on what you want to hunt. So here
is the best advice I can give you, divided on the basis of the commonly
wanted species.

Pronghorn Antelope
The prongies are fleet afoot, own amazing eyesight and, if you

properly care for their meat, are second only to mountain sheep as
excellent dining-table fare. To my mind they're a peerless big-game
animal in every sense. (If you want to read an expanded version of this
thesis, read my book, "Hunting Pronghorn Antelope.")
. Wyoming is the antelope Mecca. The State issues the greatest number

Hunter needs stamina and a hard-hitting
long-range load to bag glue-footed goat•
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of annual licenses (over 40,000 in 1960), has the biggest
native herds scattered everywhere except in mountain areas,
and obtaining a license is dead-easy-if you apply early
enough. Permits for non-residents cost $25, with approxi.
mately 25 per cent of the annual issue specifically held
for visitors.

Wyoming also has it over all other States when it comes
to record heads. At last count, the State's prongies held 98
of the 172 listed records-or 57 per cent.

Montana rates second in its crop of huntable prongies
and in the sum total of annual permits issued to hunt them.
That State offers several arrangements: first, a $100 pack.
age deal which includes deer, bear, and elk, plus the
applicant's choice of three areas in which he can hunt
pronghorns; second, any remaining antelope permits are
sold off at $20 apiece to visiting sportsmen, again on a
first-, second- and third-choice of hunting area.

The package deal is also used in Idaho. The State
charges $75 for its general big-game license, covering deer,
bear, and elk. But only those non-residents who own such
package licenses can, by paying an additional $4, enter
the State-wide lottery for a comparatively few available
antelope permits. The unlucky applicants have this fee
refunded if their tags do not come up in the drawings.

The lottery system of allocating permits is also used in
Arizona and New Mexico, which charge $50 and $40,
respectively. The chances .in both of these States are about
even, with New Mexico holding a slight edge in its number
of available permits.

Antelope can be, and have been, shot with iron-sighted
rifles of virtually all calibers. But for the finest enjoyment
of the sport the hunter needs quality glassware in both
telescope sights and binoculars. I recommend no less than
four-power scope sights, with 6X even better, and binoc
ulars of light weight and 7x35 optical rating.

Shots at 200 yards, if the hunter is reasonably skilful in
stalking the keen-eyed beasts, are about average. However
it is no uncommon experience for a super-wary buck to
permit no closer approach than twice that range. Flat
trajectory rifles are thus indicated, preferably those owning
ballistic properties equal or superior to that of the new .264
lI'lagnum, the .270, the .308, or the .30-06. Handloads or
commercial ammunition, pushing bullets of from 100 to
ISO grains, retain sufficient killing energy up to 400 yards
-if the shot is at all well delivered.

Grizzly and Black Bears

Shooting a grizzly bear in the western States between
Canada and Mexico is generally a lucky accident, with
odds several thousand to one against you. There are some
grizzlies in Montana, plus a handful in Wyoming; but the
hunters who get them would come up kissin'-sweet no
matter what they fell into. Deliberately hunting for one,
and getting it, is highly unlikely.

As a matter of plain fact, the successful hunting of the
common black bear is similarly playing the short end of
the odds. In spite of their tremendous distribution, to the
point where such States as Minnesota, Oregon; Utah, and
Washington consider them as pests, scandalously few of
the blackies are shot except as bonuses while hunting other
game. They like thick and shadow-filled habitat, and are
past masters at using it when resting or pursued. Addition
ally, they've marvelous noses and keen hearing and employ
both to give hunters mostly glimpse shots. But they're
near~sighted, and any hunter who has the wind and sits

still may have a black walk up to him within easy range.
The ten leading western-most States have over 100,000

black bears on hand. Washington is tops with over 35,000,
out of which over 6,000 are annually taken; California has
20,000, yielding only 600 kills; Idaho harvests nearly 25
per cent of its 15,000; while Oregon and Colorado take
less than 1,000 out of the 10,000 blacks in each State..
Montana hunteis do that well, out of a total population of
only 6,000 head.

Oregon and Washington charge non-residents $35 for
bear permits, New Mexico $25, but Arizona and Colorado
levy only a sawbuck. A non-resident hunting California
blacks may take two on his $25 permit. Several western
States allow non-residents who have package-deal licenses
for deer and elk to add bears as an added bonus. These
include Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming, with Utah classing
blacks as predators and allowing year-around hunting of
them.

Healthy blacks go into prolonged hibernation about the
time early-winter snows shut off their major fattening food
supplies of oil-rich nuts and sugar-ripe berries. The .best
bear pelts are usually taken during spring hunts, as soon as
possible after the bruins have emerged from hibernation.

Adult blacks much more often weigh between 200 and
300 pounds, though occasional mastodons of the tribe very
infrequently top double that weight. I believe the largest
black on authentic record weighed 640-odd pounds, which
is a cracking weight even for the regularly larger grizzly.

Blacks are readily killed with (Continued on page 47)

Wyoming is tops for pronghorns, both in
size of trophies and in herd population.
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Scope on handgun is helpful for pot
hunting as shown by beheaded ruffed
grouse hit with .44· Magnum. Scope is
essential for all big game hunting.

This Alaska brownie was downed by
scoped handgun. Author with head
shot seal and scoped Kay-Chuck gun
that made hard-to-see target visible.
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Author's experimental .224 Harvey Kay Chuck reo
volver with Weaver variable scope. Bottom: S & W
.44 Magnum blazed trail to hunting with handgun.

remembered, for the bullet hit him dead center, making an
instantaneous kill.

The distance was about 60 yards; it was in heavy timber
-and the time was sundown.· These light conditions are
not the best, and had I not had a scope it is highly im
probable that I would have made a hit even with the aid of
the solid rest. The scope was a Weaver Kl with crosshair
reticle, with special finer adjustments put in it to replace
the standard six-inch-click adjustment standard for shotgun
use. Unlike iron sights, these scopes do not require strong
light on both the front and back sights and on the target.
With the scope, there need be'light only on the target.
Shooting in bad light, or at night, as when coon hunting,
it is always easier to get off a (Continued on page 42)
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By ALFRED J. GOERG

IF A SCOPE IMPROVES RIFLE ACCURACY.

WHY SHOULDN'T IT DO THE SAME ON A HUNTING HANDGUN?

SOME SAGE-BRUSH philosopher is reputed to have
said, "If it weren't for differences of opinion there'd

be one all-fired popular woman in the world-and an awful·
lot of damned unhappy ones!"

There's never any lack of differences of opinion about
guns and shooting. One top-flight expert is recently on
record with a preachment against hunting anything much
bigger than rabbits with a handgun. Another has recorded
the opinion that a scope on a handgun is as useless as a
periscope on a locomotive. Well, they're entitled to their
opinions; I'm entitled to mine. I like handgun hunting,
not only for rabbits-and I like scope-sighted handguns.

Take this for a sample: .
The sun had already dipped behind the hills when I

pulled into a logging road through heavily timbered coun·
try. Now that the day's heat would subside, the animals
would come out from hiding to browse or to stalk a smaller
creature--depending on the nature of the beast.

The road was fairly smooth, and I stepped up the speed
of the station wagon. Suddenly a lone, three-quarter-grown
coyote jumped onto the road and sped in front of the car.
For perhaps 200 yards he stayed in front; then, when we
arrived at a patch of old growth trees where the underbrush
was nil, he left the road and ran uphill. He would jump up
on a large windfall· and then down the other side.

Where he had left the road I stopped the car, opened the
door, and cocked the scoped .44 Magnum Smith and
Wesson. With a rest on the car top, I .gave the distress call
of a small animal. He heard. it, and stopped for a split
second on the windfall. The rest of that second he never

Why NOT Scope
AHandgun?
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By DICK MILLER

T AKE A MOVIE producer out from behind the camera,
put a shotgun in his hands, let him learn how much

fun it is to shoot a firearm instead of film and you have
a new man! At least, this is what happened to Kal Wein
stein, associate producer for Columbia Pictures, and presi
dent of Plaza Picture Productions, ew York City.

Kal is a veteran of countless sport shorts and movie
travelogues, all from a }:lehind-the-camera angle. But not
once had he picked up a gun and joined in the fun, when
shooting and hunting sequences were being filmed.

All this was changed by the events of one day early this

year. Kal enplaned from his New York headquarters, with
Jim Dee, Director of Shooting Development for Sports
men's Service Bureau, for a business trip to Chicagoland,
to firm up some details of an upcoming Columbia Pictures
Bill Stern sport short on the fun of shooting preserve hunt
ing. The trip began as the usual business trip of a busy
associate producer.

When Kal and Jim met the writer in Chicago, I insisted
that they delay long enough to sample the great pheasant
shooting I had enjoyed at Ed Halter's Pheasant Valley
Hunting Club in nearby Kenosha, Wisconsin. Go to Ed
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Halter's we did, and a shotgun was put in Kal Weinstein's
hands for the first time -in his life..

After a brief instructional session for Kal, the apprehen
sive neophyte nimrod, we took to the field. When we re
turned to the clubhouse, Kal was no longer apprehensive,
nor was he a neophyte. Every pheasant which rose to his
gun was bagged smartly. Here was one of those rare nat
ural wing shots, who didn't know it. Here was latent abil
ity, and an appreciation of great fun, which had never
been realized.

There was still time for more shotgun shooting bef~re

business, so we moved over to Ed Halter's duck tower,- with
its tricky and difficult clay target angles. When the first
target emerged, and I saw that Kal wali about to shoot it,
I started to warn him that the shot was too far, and that
he couldn't reach it. My warning would have been wasted,
if I had gotten it out. The target fell to his shot.

After that one, there was no stopping Kal. He gave all
of us lessons in wingshooting. Suddenly, the scheduled
shooting preserve film at Purina's experimental farm at
Washington, Missouri, took on new significance.

When I met Jim Dee and Kal at Purina's farm, in ad·
vance of Director Harry Foster and his camera crew from
New York City, Kal had purchased hunting clothes and
was ready for shooting game and shooting film-in just
that order.

Weather delayed· film shooting for two days, and
afforded crew and film characters an opportunity for more
shotgun shooting. At this point, having won Kal Weinstein
as a highly enthusiastic convert to the great game of shot-

Given a shotgun and a short course in
handling it, pro footballer .Don Owens
was stung by wingshooting bug, behaved
like a pro gunner before the cameras.
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Bill Towell, Missouri conservation director and crack
shot, discusses shooting and filming plans with young
Mark Middleton who was featured shooter in the film.

gunning, I was apprehensive that the spectacular shooting
at Kenosha might have been a flash in the pan. But my
fears were groundless. Everyone warmed up with a session
at clay targets thrown from a trap mounted on the top of
my Lark station wagon. Kal had a run of at least twenty
consecutive hits here. Then he followed a pointer into the
.field for his first look at a quail over gunsights. Three shots
-three quail. Three more shots, three more quail.

I knew when he moved to the blinds for a go at some
very fast flighted mallards that the bubble would burst.
It did-only it was my bubble (Continued on page 52)
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Author with antelope killed at 430 yards with one shot from his .30 belted New- .
ton. Bullet entered neck between chin and brisket, dropped buck where he stood..

By R. F. CHATFIELD-TAYLOR U'AST APRIL (1960), this magazine published an article of mine dealing with
. certain tec}mical aspects of the .30 Belted Newton cartridge-or, as it is some

times called, the .30-.338. It mentioned the ease with which .30:06 rifles of suitable bolt
action could be modified to the bigger case, as well as the impressive velocities obtain
able with it; velocities far in excess of those of the factory loaded .300 R & H. Magnum.

Last fall, I 'went to Wyoming for a hunt under the auspices of Les Bowman, the
famous Cody outfitter. I cannot really say whether the trip was the result of the rifle
or the rifle the result of the trip. I do know, however, that the two were inextricably
inter-related, and that the genesis of both projects occurred at approximately the same
time. Each man, I dare say, has his own reasons for going on a big game hunt It can
be a search for good companionship, the thrill of the actual hunt, the spiritual and
physical benefits of a simple life in the outdoors, the' desire to test a piece of new
equipment, or a combination of all of them. To me, it has always been a combination;
but I mlist confess that I am apt to weight the testing angle a bit more heavily than
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might be the case with the average man.
Be all that as it may, last winter I was talking with my

old friend, Jack O'Connor, and he was good enough to
suggest that I join him and Prince Abdorreza Pahlavi of
Iran, the brother of the present Shah, on a Wyoming hunt.
Inasmuch as I had been thinking about this very thing with
the same outfitter Jack suggested, it did not take me very
long to accept with much enthusiasm, subject to being able
to get a Wyoming big game license which can get a bit
touchy if you wait too long. The thing is that they only
issue about 2500 non-resident licenses a year, and by the
end of March they are usually all gone. It was then the
end of March, so I called the Wyoming Game & Fish Com
mission on the telephone and asked if they could still give
me one. They replied that they had just thirteen left and
that, if I would wire them the cost, they would hold one for
24 hours. So that worked out, and I was all set and made
plans to meet Jack and his charming wife, Eleanor, at
Rawlins on September 29.

From the beginning of April until the date of departure
from my home on Cape Cod, I devoted my time to develop
ing a suitable load for the .30 Belted Newton-a load which
would not only combine the great power and, hence, rang
ing qualities of this fine cartridge, but also the accuracy
which I was convinced .was possible in my rifle. I tried
various weights and makes of bullet, from 150 grains to
200, and I finally settled on the 180 grain NosIer, seated
so that the case just covered the relief groove in the bullet.
This load was fully described in the April, 1960, article to
which I have referred above. It produces 3165 fs velocity
in a 22" barrel using resized .338 brass, Winchester 120
primers, and a judi~ious" amount of 4350 powder. These
figures are not guesses but were established at the Win
chester laboratories on Potter Counter Chronographs.

This load will produce under one inch groups at 100
yards the vast majority of the time, providing not over
three shots are fired in quick succession. In this connec
tion I might parenthetically add that I believe that the
three shot group gives a more accurate picture of practical
hunting potential than does the customary five shot group
in all cases where more than 70 grains of powder is being

Hunting companions Les Bowman and the Prince Abdorreza
Pahlavi of Iran take time out from hunting to compare
cameras. Chatfield-Taylor in the elk camp at 9,500 ft.

burned in a reasonably light barrel. This amount of
powder generates terrific heat and some barrels will "walk"
appreciably after more than about three shots. In any case,
my interest in what happens to the fourth and fifth shot in
the field is largely academic. If I miss with the first three·
then it is time for the good Lord to take me by the hand.
Hair-splitting accuracy will no longer help.

I arrived in Wyoming on the 29th of September with a
rifle in which I had, over the summer months, built up a
considerable confidence and which I was most anxious to
tryout. Lew Jow-a resident of Rawlins, keen antelope
hunter and fine guide-met me about 9 :30 A.M. and got
me settled in a comfortable motel. The O'Connors were not
due until evening. I asked, not too optimistically, if there
were any chance of an afternoon hunt. To my surprise,
Lew assented eagerly and told me to be ready at noon.

At the appointed time I was sitting, all ready, in my
room when there was a roar outside and Lew had arrived
in a jeep under the hood of which reposed a large Chevrolet
V-eight engine of Gargantuan (Continued on page 46)

DEVELOPING A LOAD IS

A LITTLE LIKE BRINGING UP

A SON. YOU KNOW THE

INGREDIENTS ARE RIGHT. BUT WHAT

WILL IT DO IN A SHOWDOWN?
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The Birth of the

-aUSCADERO

"Tio" Sam -Myres and daughter-in-law, Mrs. Bill
Myres, look over leather purse made in store.

The Grand Old Man of holsters, "Tio" Sam Myres looked
liked the storied west, was well-known throughout area.

--By HALDEEN' BRADDY

Texas Western CoUege
El Paso, Texas

TIO" SAM MYRES was a good man with a gun him
- self, and he knew well many of the most celebrated

gunmen of his day, outlaws and -lawmen alike. One of the
most famous of these was Captain -John R. Hughes of the
Texas Rangers; man-hunter extraordinary and _a frequent
visitor to Myres' shop. It was Hughes, in fact, who pro
vided the inspiration for the name of Myres' most famous
product-the "Buscadero" Belt.

"Tio" means "uncle," and "Tio" Sam Myres had become
by the time of his death in 1953 at the age of 81, not only
one of the Southwest's most famous saddlemakers and
leather craftsmen but also the beloved "uncle" of all
Western gun-fanciers. Born in Clebourne, Texas, moving
later to Sweetwater and thence to EI Paso, Tio Sam was the

- image of Buffalo Bill Cody. Like Cody, he was the visual
embodiment of the romantic Western Hero. To the very
end he walked proudly erect and straight, grey mustache
spreading above his firm lips, grey goatee flowing full on
his aggressive chin, fine white hair sweeping to muscular
shoulders. A-foot or a-horseback, Tio Sam in his buckskin
coat never failed to bring the past into the present for all
who beheld him in his Wild West regalia.

Tio Sam spent many hours worming secrets from am
bitious bullet-slirigers on both sides of the law, and then
designing belts and holsters which they (or he) thought
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FAVORITE RIG OF MODERN GUNSLINGERS. THE BUSCADERO WAS

BORN TO HELP A FAMOUS RANGER TAME THE WEST

Bill Myres, dark suit, shows Wil
liam C. Boren a Tio Sam holster
at recent NRA gun exhibition.

A Buscadero belt and holsters.
Bill Myres style, with matching
pearl-handled Colt revolvers, is
typical of the workmanship that
made Texas saddleshop famous.

remained unusable for a safe draw, his left hand com
pensated for the defect by a speedier and speedier leftward
swoop. The first outfit won the name of "Myres' Quick
Draw." At this juncture the writer Cunningham stepped
in and, according to Bill Myres, christened the revolution
ary new design the "Buscadero Belt."

In his book Triggernometry, A Gallery of Gunfighters
(1941), dedicated to Captain Hughes, Cunningham wrote
that Captain John R. Hughes was "directly responsible"
for what Myres called the buscadero belt. Myres took the
idea from Hughes' gun harness. Hughes conceived the de
sign for his own harness to make the quick draw quicker
still. Author Cunningham viewed the new belt as a revolu
tionary step forward in speeding the gunman's draw. He
noted that the studied horizontal (Continued on page 60)
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Fabled Captain John R. Hughes of the Texas
Rangers wears cartridge belt from Myres shop.
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might improve their speed "on the draw."
Two leather-maker sons, Bill and Dale, survived the

pioneering S. D. Myres, Sr., and recently each had a bit to
say about their father's association with the renowned
Ranger, Captain Hughes, and something to add also about
the origin of the celebrated "buscadero" belt.

According to Bill Myres, his father first met Captain
Hughes during the epoch when Hughes served as a hired
investigator in the panoramic Big Bend. At that time,
Captain Hughes was a left-handed gun-flagger, because a
Choctaw Indian had permanently incapacitated his right
hand when Hughes was only 15 years old. The Indian's
rifle shot (as explained by Mack Martin in Border Boss)
crippled the future Ranger's right arm for life. Forced
thereafter to draw from the left side, Hughes developed
into a sure-fire shooter, but he always remained interested
in improving his draw.

In those days Hughes had a learned friend, the distin
guished author, Eugene Cunningham. It was Cunningham
who suggested that the Ranger talk over his problem with
"Tio" Sam Myres. Together, the saddlemaker and saddle
duster evolved a remarkable belt and holster, a rigging at
once pleasing to the most critical eye and quick to reach
with a drop of the hand. Hughes had become lightning
fast through constant practice; and since his right hand



Magnificent speci
men of Flobert's
work is in author's
collection. Gun is
in mint condition,
shoots modern caps.

FLDBSIT: Forgotten Man

By WILLIAM B. EDWARDS

ONE OF THE BEST KNOWN names in the roster of the world's
arms makers is "Flobert." Yet the name is all anyone seems to

know of him. His first name is seldom mentioned, his address is
uncertain, his working dates are unknown. Pollard, in "A History of
Firearms," speaks of Flobert's invention of the metallic cartridge as
early as 1836, making him a contemporary of Lefaucheux; but
Blanche ("A History of Guns") dates him 1847 and damns with
faint praise by saying "even if he did not invent" the metallic
cartridge.

Flobert's date is more correctly set by (Continued on page 54)
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(Continued from page 23)

"HOW'S THAT FOR GROUPING?"

Quickly loosens rust and cor
rosion on guns, rods, reels.
outboards and equipment.

AT ALL HARDWARE
AND AUTO STORES

RADIATOR SPECIALTY COMPANY
CHAo.LOTTI. H. C.

HOLLYWOOD

;:~,: ~
I. A MUST FOR EVERY

WEAPON COLLECTOR
Our 210 page CataloCj-Reference look contains
o'ter 1600 important items for sale. American
& European Firearms & Edqed Weapons of all
periods. Every item in aur thick Book is
PHOTO· ILLUSTRATED, completely described
and priced.
Send $1. (ref"nded with first p"rchose) for this
val"able CataloCj. Yo" will be so qlad yo" did!

"Senior Turret Shotshell
Reloading Tool"

~e/oads 200 shotshells an Hour

Also reloqds all rifle, pistol
and swages all bullets. See
Dope Bag in May Rifleman for
more details.
Combines outstanding quality
with design and workmanship.
$187.50 complete FOB Holly
wood, Calif.

Write for free literature
Dealer Discounts

HOLLYWOOD GUN SHOP
Dept. G, 6116 Hollywood Blvd.

Hollywood 28, Calif.

BOHLIN'S
"Elmer Keith

MAGNUM
Protectsight Holsters"

Specially constructed groove to
protect rib and blade of micr')
rear Sight which does not "COIl-
tact" the leuther. "Cobra
Snanaway"@ gUll hold-down

which also prevents snow. etc. ob
structing notch in the I>lade. Hol
ster retains its permauent shape
under all usual conditions and is
fast-draWing. Belt 2lh inches wide

with any angle of holster desired. First
quality leather and workmanship guar
anteed. leather douhle and sewed.
Give waist & hip measure, caliber and

~a~~:l C;;OS~$l.~Oda~d"i~lc~~Wf)~~ia ~~~
40/0 Slate T8X-35% deposit required
on all C.O.D. orders.

-, Plain: Tan $34.50. Bla.k $36.50. Fully
carved (shown): Tan $46.50. Black $48.50.

Maker of uWorld'3 Finest" holsters that have no eq1lo1
for last-drawing.

Edward H. Bohlin 931 N. Highland Ave., Hollywood 38, Calif.
Copyrighted 1960 by E. H. Bohlin

u. S. SNIPER SCOPES.1 Ii ..
SHOOTERS-COLLECTORS here', a top Quallty orl ....
G.!. SNIPER SCOPE lor ,ptg. or military rUle. 212X
coated optics. 5%'" eye reliet vost & cross-hairs. hydrogea
filled. '!II" tub $22.50 ppd.

SANTA ANA CUNROOM
P.O. Box 1717 Santa Ana, Calif.

Since the rifle's arrival, George had been
drilled in handling that particular rifle: how
to open it, how to load it, how to manage the
safety, how to field-strip it for cleaning, how
to mount it to his shoulder, how to squeeze
the trigger. A lot can be learned, and should
be learned, about shooting without shooting!

So George was ready for basic instruction
in the third phase of the boy-meets-rifle prob
lem; how to shoot it. Jack boiled those funda
mentals down to four: position, sighting,
trigger control, and-take it easy.

Of the four standard shooting posltlOns,
the easiest is prone. Here, most of the body
is supported, so it's easier to hold steady.
(For the fine points of this and all of the
positions, write the National Rifle Associa
tion, 1600 Rhode Island Ave., Washington 6,
D. c., for printed and illustrated instruc
tions.) Because it is the easiest position,
prone is the position at which a beginner
should start. Make it still easier by position
ing a sandbag so that the boy's forward hand
can rest firmly on it. (Never rest the banel
of the gun itself on a hard object.)

Sighting comes next, and here again you .
can get printed, illustrated help from Na
tional Rifle Association or Sportsmen's Serv
ice _Bureau. These will tell all about "sight
picture," what it means with various types of
sights, how to practice sighting, and how
essential sight picture is to good shooting.

Trigger control means putting pressure on
the trigger smoothly, without jerking-be
cause jerking the trigger will wreck the sight
picture and throw the shot wide. Jack told
George to get into position so that he was
comfortable and so that all parts of his body
felt firm and supported. He positioned the
gun on the boy's shoulder, and positioned the
boy's forward hand against the bag rest for
the firmest possible support. And he told
George to start putting pressure on the trig
ger as soon as the sights seemed to rest on
the target.

"But first," Jack said, "remember the
fourth rule: take it easy. That means-relax!
We're in no hurry. All your muscles should
be loose and easy. Take a few slow, deep
breaths. All you lose if you miss is one
bullet; and the sand will catch that. Now,
take another easy, full breath and let about
half of it out. As you do, get your sight pic
ture and start trigger pressure. The shot
should go before you feel the need to breath
again."

The shot did go-and the can jumped. It
was a good big can, and the hit was pretty
well out on the surface, but you never saw a
happier boy. Or a happier father!

There are two types of sights for teaching
a youngster: peep and open. (Sco?es are
better left till later.) The rifle you buy will
come equipped with one type or the other.
The peep rear sight has a hole to look
through; the open rear has a notch to look
over. And there are two types of front sights:
post and bead. Treat them both the same.

With the notched open sight, the front post
or bead should be centered in the notch and
be exactly level across the top of the notch.

With a peep rear sight, you look through
the peep hole. Your eye will naturally seek
the brightest part of the hole, and that is the
center. The front sight should be centered in
the peep and come up to just touch an

Young shooter takes fine bead on
target slowly, forms good habits.

With a brand new shooter, it is all right to
start out at shorter ranges, say 30 feet; but
closer than that is not advisable. An unseen
rock might cause a splatter of lead that could
make a nearby area uncomfortable. At 50
feet, fill a sugar sack with sand and use it
for a rest. Make it easy for the boy to score;
hits will instill confidence, confirm his in
terest.

Jack took the first few shots at a tin can.
He said that was to make sure the rifle was
sighted in. Frankly, I think he just wanted
to shoot.

Let's interject right here that young George
Frost was an "advanced novice," if that isn't
too great a contradiction. Growing up in a
gun-indoctrinated family, George was pretty
well versed in the how-to and how-not-to of
gun handling. He knew that nobody. but an
ignoramus fails to open a gun each and every
time he picks it up, to be sure it isn't loaded.
He knew that guns must never be pointed "at
any thing you don't intend to shoot." He
knew that a gun's action should be open when
being handled other than in actual shooting.
He knew "The Ten Commandments of Gun
Safety." He had learned these things, not as
safety precautions (boys aren't much inter
ested in safety), but as, "This is the way it's
done by people who know how. Doing it the
wrong ways just shows you don't know about
guns.."

his skill with Jack's tools, so it never quite
got finished. Jack suggested that he just take
three light boards, sharpen the ends of two of
them, and screw a small curtain-rod bracket
into one side of each of the sharpened pieces
to support a cross member. Ramming the
sharpened sticks into the ground and laying
the cross piece between them would give a
support for those Ranger targets. Scotch tape
or thumb tacks would hold the targets in
place.

George pulled a surprise, too, in the way of
targets. He came up with a package of Necco
wafers, favorite targets of exhibition shooters.
They're fine. They bust when hit; the pieces'
dissolve next time it rains; and you can eat
any you can't hit! (Tin cans do require some
picking up after the shooting. You don't
want to be a litter-bug.)

At the sand pit, Jack picked out the highest
and steepest sand bank that was free of
rocks, and this became the backstop. The
simple target rack was planted right in front
of the bank. Then he climbed the bank to
look over the other side, just to be sure that
no one would walk up on them from that
direction. Then he paced off 50 feet and
spread an old blanket for the firing point.
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jerk the trigger because they try so hard to
do well. That invl)riably will cause a motion
in the gun before it fires, and the bullet will
go wild. When this happens, get down beside
the boy and tell him to load and sight the
rifle. Then, with your own thumb and finger,
pinch off a couple of shots while he holds the
sight picture. These hits will usually he better
than his, and this will show him what he
was doing wrong.

Coaching a boy in the way he should go
\"ith a rifle is one of the most rewarding of
chores, particularly when it's your own boy.
You may even find yourself shooting better
as a result of reminding yourself of the
fundamentals. And you'd better shoot well;
if you don't, the boy. will beat you! That's
one of the nicest things about shooting: it's a
sport the whole family can play together, one
at which they can all excel. The kids, includ·
ing kid sister, can be experts, and so ·can
mother. You don't have to be big, or fleet of
foot, to be a marksman. If you can see, and
if you can listen to instruction, and if you
have the patience to practice,. you can ~
be a champion! ~

distant object it immediately becomes too
big a tool for fine work.

On an Alaskan brown bear hunt with a
.44 Magnum revolver, I . shot and hit a
brownie twice in the chest as it was coming
towards me, ·hitting it at about 60 feet. After
trailing him a short distance, I came upon
him again just as he was getting to his feet.
At 20 feet, the crosshairs of the IX scope
was on his head for a quick kill. But the
shot was a couple of inches low and only
broke his jaw_ I had drawn another .44
Magnum with' regular iron sights as an
auxiliary in case I needed it, but I did not
use the iron sighted rev{)lver; I used the
scope. Why gamble on a second-rate piece of
equipment when you have something better?

The third shot clinched it. And many men
have needed more shots to down brownies
with high-powered rilles.

Every rifle shooter knows that an open iron
sight cannot hold a candle to a scope, whether
it is a one or multiple power. Yet, for some
reason, when such a thing is mentioned for
handguns, they close their minds.

I have made three big game hunts in
Alaska, and ·many side trips to other big
game country. All my hunting was done with
a scoped handgun, and I have ]jee~ able to
bag Dall sheep, brown bear, black bear, deer,
elk, and assorted smaller game. I give a
great deal of credit to the use of the scope.
Shooting ability is. necessary, of course. I
have a fair amount of this, but· in my home
town I cannot take first place in a shooting
match. With the scope, you don't have to be
a pistol Master-any more than you have to
be a National Champion with a rifle to be a
successful hunter.· With handgun or rifle, you
need to be able to place the bullet where it
will do the business. With the handgun, as
with the rifle, the scope helps you to~
do it. ~

fast shot with the aid of the scope. This is
particularly true if there is no magnification
in the glass tube, as is the case in the Weaver
Kl and J 1 series.

Ninety per cent of the shooting done afield,
handgun or rifle, will be fairly close shots.
The IX scopes have no magnification, there
fore can be nearly compared to a peep sight
that had a fine sighting point and perfect
clarification-something that is not possible.
The reticle and the target are in the same
focal plane when a scope· is used.

One fall, I was hunting in the Primitive
Area of Idaho for elk. Every morning I
would pass ruffed and blue grouse on the
open ridge trail. I would have liked to bag
them for camp meat, but I thought it wiser
to avoid any shooting for fear of spooking
elk that might be near by. A few days later,
after whetting my appetite day after day at
the sight and the thought of fried chicken, I
shot a big bull. This was my release to do
some promiscuous shooting.

It was late that afternoon when I reached
the trail on the way to camp. As usual, there
were ruffed grouse in the bushes along the
trail. One of these flushed into a low spruce
about 50 feet away. The big .44 Magnum
handgun is quite destructive at this range; a
body hit would leave very little for the skillet.
But the Weaver Kl crosshair quartered the
head of the grouse, and a moment later that
head was gone.

This type of shot is simpler with the finer
sighting of the crosshair reticle than that of
the common patridge type front sight. The
patridge front sight on most handguns is
either one·tenth or one-eighth inch wide. This
is one. of the most accurate iron sights pos·
sible to make. But at 50 feet, the patridge
sight is as wide as a standard bullseye-about
two and three-quarter inches. No matter how
accurate the sight may be, on a small or

imaginary horizontal line through the middle
of the peep. A constant sight picture every
shot is vital to good scores.

As you look through this sight picture at
the target, the spot you see will be where
the bullet should hit. Just balance the bulls
eye (or can, or Necco wafer) on top of the
front post like a pumpkin on a fence post.
That's all there is to it. Not easy, exactly,
but easily understood and just difficult
enough to keep a shooter trying to attain
perfection.
• Trigger control is a bit less easy to explain
to your boy. It is a matter of coordination
between the eye, the body, and the finger
muscles. The experts wiII control the pressure
of their fingers on the trigger so that the rifle
fires at precisely the right moment, when the
sight picture is perfect. But you can't tell
that to a boy just learning; if you do, he will
jerk the trigger in an effort to "catch" the
perfect sight picture, and the jerk will throw
the shot off. Trigger control is best explained
to a beginner as it steady increase in pres
sure, directly to the rear, until the rifle fires.

In spite of warnings, many beginners will

WHY NOT SCOPE A HANDGUN?
(Continued from page 31)

GUN
SLING
$250 ppd.

P. O. Box 414 • Morris Plains, N. J.

The "M-P-EASY SLING" is the
gun sling you've been looking
for! Lightweight! Suitable for
single or double-barrel shotgun
or rifle. The "M-P-EASY
SLING" requires no hardware;
will not mar gun; slips on
stock. over barrel; has detach
able shoulder strap. SPECIAL
SAFETY FASTENER prevents
gun from .disengaging acciden
tally. Send $2.50 cash. check.
or money order to:

M & P COMPANY

NEW! }'
SAfE!.
LIGHT!

$3.95 ...
POSTPAID Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes

Leading from Forcing Cone, CYl
inder, and Batrel. Available in 38-44-45 cal. Kit for two
calibers $7.10. Patches (Pkg. 10) $.60. Dealer Inquiries
~ Invited. Check or Money. Order-No ~OD's.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES cOII:.eopa~~~'?"o,g;a

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
.SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

P. O. BOX 5327
EL PASO, TEXAS

S. D. MYRES SADDLE CO.

• CUSTOM MADE

• T.HE BEST
SINCE 1897

HQui(k-Draw" Holsters

FREE CATALOG

Improved Minute Man Gun
Blue instantly preserves and
renews steels and iron sur
faces-Not a paint or lacquer
- No heating necessary
Comes complete with all ne~
essary equipment.

GUARANTEED - Tested and
proven over 40 years by $1
repeat sales to satisfied
users. SEN 0
MONEY BACK ·GUARANTEEr---·-------,

I ~~11 ~;a~~o~d~ ~:'G. CO. I
IName I
IAddress I
I I
._C!!.Y::.::-=.=.=-~!:!.e~.:.:.:::..:.~.:: .1

Popular Old Fashioned
Swiss

VEST POCKET
ALARM WATCH

ONLY $9.95
Here's the watch every hunt
er, sportsman or traveler
would love to have. Has an
alarm to wake you or tell

t~~ ~~~rr:3.url:tk;~: ~~:
and at the prescribed time
it "sounds off" with a husky
alarm. R.uaged! ·Swiss-made.
Easy to carry". Large radium
dial is easy to see day or
N I GHT. Back of case swings back so that it ·can stand
uprj ght on shelf. (Regularly $19.95) now only $9.95 post-

~:;~daJ:r~oi~~s~~~ed;~~~er~'A~~~dFAat~·1O~ec~tJ~:A~·T~~~:
MERCHANTEI;RS, INC., Dept.G-l
·'221 S. Grand Ave•• Los Angeles 15. Calif.

For information on the full line of the -famous
target pistols and rifle. write to:

H-- iF-HEINRICH F. GRIEDER
P. O. Box 487,ilmmer Knoxville, Illinois
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(Continued from page 18)

LOAD ON SUNDAY

FREE Callinl Stories and best instructions
50 years 01 callinc experience can prodlKe.

Never bE>.
fore has an
achromatic tel e·
scope sold for any.
where near this amazln~
loW price! You ;.fet clearer
sharper pictures at all powers
because tiC the super compound
Achro Lens. No color. no fuzz. Varl-
~~e~~er~~:ra~jou~~~lee~~efl;nt4~~ror:I~et
~~il~~~ :::~~I~~daAi~ri~~~~1;J::if~~:er~e~~ot
.22 holes in the black at 200 yds. Guaranteed to bring

e~~~I~te o~~~~ris.p~~I~eme~lai~et;ieae~c{ng60br~~~':'f,~~:gi~·iO~
lenses. A precision American made instrument. uncon
ditionally g-uar·anteC'd. Cal'l'ying case inclUded. Send only
$6.98. Cash. check or money ordrr. We pay po~taJ!e.
Criterion Co., 313 Church St., Hartford, Conn., Dept. TSA-7Z

Close Range
fOI Call •

SPECIAL OFFER: Both Fox Calls Plus
$2 Instruction Record (78 or 45 rpm)ONlY $5
Surefire unbreakable BURNHAM calls featured In Aug. '58
TRUE "The CRITTERS Come When CALLED.". Burnham
Ci\lt~ lured up 121 FOil. 33 Raccoons. 156 Coyotes. 11 Bobcat.
42 Deer, and hundreds of Hawks and Eagles on their dry run.
Thousands of these calls in use everywhere. Letters tell us of
amazing results-"Very first time I used your call I called u~
5 Coyoles"-P.T.C., New Mexico. BURNHAM calls must give
you close shot at above mentioned game or your mone~back!

High-Over-All
Frist-John Sternberger-976xl000
2nd-Dan Orlich (toss) 974xl000
Class AA-Ira Eyler (toss) 97xlOOO
Class A-Elmer Lucas-967xlOO
Class B-J. Robert Boyd-962xlOOO
Class C-Howard Wilkin-938xlOOO
Ellis Rhodes--938x1000
Class D-Dr. W. H. Northern-935xlOOO
Women-Helen Urban-936xlOOO
Juniors--Glen Everts--960xlOOO
Professional-Paul Smith-960xlOOO

Vandalia Handicap-Saturday
Champion-Paul O'Brien, Jr.-99 (25)
Women-Gladys Pfost-97
Juniors--Bill Heiter-96
Professional-Bob Andrews, Jr.-95

High-All-Around
1st-John Sternberger-394x400
2nd-Dan Orlich (toss)-391x400
Women-Mary Christopher-371x400
Junior-Glen Everts-382x400
Professional-Paul Smith-384x400

Professional-Paul Smith-98

its performances with curiosity and envy.
Lincoln's decision at the Mall meant a lot to
Grant, who had been embarrassed at the cap
ture of Vicksburg to find that the Confed
erates were armed with sturdy, accurate, Brit
ish Enfields while a considerable number of
his own men carried ancient smooth-bore
conversions from flintlocks.

At Gettysburg, 3500 Spencers had been
used and had contributed to a Federal victory
well out of proportion to their small num
bers. In one phase of the battle, the two
great cavalry leaders, Stuart and George
Armstrong Custer, met as Stuart moved in
behind Meade's position to attack the ex
pected retreat of the Federal army that never
needed to retreat when Pickett's Charge cul
minated in failure. Custer's men made a
brilliant showing that day with their new
repeaters, and the illustrious Jeb Stuart,
virtually unconquerable up to the Gettysburg
campaign, fled from the hornet's swarm of
.52 caliber Spencer bullets. Custe, praised
Christopher Spencer's "machine rifle" to the
blue Pennsylvania skies. "I attribute the suc
cess to the fact that the regiment is armed
with the Spencer repeating rifle, which in
the hands of brave, determined men is the
most effective firearm that our cavalry can
adopt."

Often overlooked is the bloodless battle
between Christopher Spencer and the War
Department for acceptance of his weapon.
Fortunately for the Union, Spencer won and
Lincoln gave the South its most fearsome
enemy-the Spencer repeater. Civil War his
tory indicates that fighting against swelling
numbers of "the gun you load on Sunday and
shoot all week" was a hopelessly lop-sided
affair for a muzzle-loading South.

Southern hopes were dashed even further
when Spencer came up with the Blakeslee
improvement, which was a companion car
tridge case carrying ten charged magazines
which could be loaded almost instantly. By
using the Blakeslee device, a shooter could
deliver 70 rounds of fire at the rate of 15
shots per minute without so much as touch-

Doubles-Champion-Joe Hiestand-98
Class A-John Sternberger-97 (59x60)
Gass B-Harold Grewe-95 (I8x20)
Class C-Carl Friesen-96
Class D-James Barker-92 (I9x20)
Women-Gale Pierson-91
Juniors-Glen Everts-95

(Continued from page 26)
Juniors--Charles Keenan, Jr.-200
Sub-Juniors--Britt Robinson-197
Professional-Paul Smith-199

with the regulation .58 caliber rifled musket
and the .44 Colt Army revolver, literally
scores of different carbines, rifles, and re
volvers (requiring an equal number of spe
cialized cartridges) advanced or retreated
with the Union army.

With the exception of an odd little hump,
which housed the lever mechanism, just in
front of the trigger, the Spencer carbine did
not look much different than the ordinary
Sharps, Burnside, or other single shot arm of
the period. Its secret of sustained shooting
lay in a tubular magazine encased in a
tunnel in the butt stock, similar to that of
the Winchester Model 63 .22 caliber rifle. On
the underside of the gun was a combination
lever-trigger guard similar to the one on the
Sharps paper cartridge breechloader. (In
fact, a number of Sharps and Spencer parts
were interchangeable.) When this lever was
pushed forward, the fired shell was ejected,
and a fresh one popped into position from
the magazine tube in the stock.

Actually, the Spencer action was somewhat
naIve in comparison to the new Winchester
lever action principle, but nevertheless the
gun was rugged and amazingly cheap for its
complexity. Its rate of fire was formidable,
especially if you were facing an opponent
with a muzzle loader. With only one maga
zine, the rate of fire was limited to seven or
eight spaced shots in a minute; but if loaded
spare magazines were available, the gun
wo"uld deliver up to fifteen shots a minute,
a worthy candidate for the Confederate nick
name of "machine rifle." Early models of the
Spencer were made in the traditional long
barreled, full stocked musket pattern. Since
this neither increased firepower or effective
ness and served to decrease handling ease,
Spencer made another break with the past by
concentrating on the short, light carbine for
cavalry use. Eventually, these outnumbered
the long guns by about eight to one.

As Wilder's "Lightning Brigade" and other
units with their own guns racked up success
after success with the Spencer, a still rela
tively unknown general named Grant watched

Champion of Champions
Men-Co-champions-

Dan Orlich-George Snellenherger
Junior-Women-Mary Christopher
Junior-George Burruss-IOO (175xI75)

Zone Singles Champion-
C. E. Barnhart-IOO (50x50)

Zone Team Champion-Central Zone 987
(Marvin Driver-J. T. Hughes-John
Sternherger-Bob Stifal-Gus Wesley)

State Team Champion-Indiana-988
(Lee Davidson-Joe Fields--J. T. Hughes·
-Earl Toliver-Roy Williams)
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dainty looking repeating carbines which had
been supplied ·him. Had he utilized them
properly, historians and tacticians tell us
that his "march to the sea" might never
have been required. Even' ten years after 'the'
war, when repeaters were commonplace every·
where, Sherman wrote, "The only changes
that breechloading arms will probably make
in the art and practice of war will be "to
increas~ the amount of ammunition expended
and necessarily carried along."

In contrast to Sherman's opinion of the
Spencer's capabilities, Confederate officers
from their unenviable position at the business
end of the Spencer-saw the gun's value with
a clear, unflickering comprehension. One grey
clad officer, after one of the many defeats
inflicted by the Spencer, was encouraged to
write: "The difference between a Spencer
carbine and an Enfield rifle· is by no' means
a matter of sentiment,"

The Confederate officer's words rang ·no
more prophetically true than at the unique
crossing of· die Chatahoochie River. As a
small force of Federals cautiously forded a
stony sector of the river, 200 British' Enfields
suddenly glanced formidable .58 caliber bul
lets off the rocky right of way. Diving for
the safe but soggy sanctuary of the Chata
hoochie's pebbled bottom, the Federals made
a momentous d.iscovery: the Spencer was
entirely workable under water! When a man.
came up for air, he might just as well do it
with a cocked rifle. The sight of sopping blue
ghosts rising out of the. depths' and firing at
them was just too much for the 'astonished
Confederates, who were used to having a
light rain mill their paper-wrapped muzzle
loader ammunition, The Southerners turned
and fled, leaving the Union army with its
most curious-and probably its only-under-
water victory'- '

While the army w~s using the waterproef
Spencer to its full moisture·resistant advan
tage, the Navy was not. getting on .quite so
well. Early in 1865, it. was decided that
a combined Army-Navy attack should be,
launched against Fort. Fisher, North Caro·
lina. This heavily fortified and impenetrable
fortress and its' environs were strategically
significant because they served as a massive
supply point for Lee's army. Capture of this
one fort, manned by only two thousand Con
federates; would have a more devastating
effect on the still struggling Southern army
than any m'ajor defeat.

The attack began with an awesome but
ineffectual battering of the Rebel fort by
artillery from more than 50 Union ships.
Then a force equal to that of the <entire
grey garrison was landed. The Navy had
owned thousands of Spencers since the early
days of the war-many not even once fired
but the invaders were armed with pistols
and cutlasses! The "battle" lasted a,bout. a
half hour, and no one neeq enquire of the
outcome.

There was much· envy of the Spencer be
low the Mason-Dixon line. Southern officers
were day dreaming as to what they could do
if positions were reversed and they were as
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ing a single shell, much less the basic com·
ponents of powder, bullet, and cap that had

· to feed singly into a muzzle gun for each and
every shot.

The addition of Spencers miraculously
multiplied the effectiveness and size of the
already huge Union army. The Spencer car
bine served to turn the Union cavalry from
a sadly overburdened, under·generaled, and
harassed lot at' the outbreak of the war, to
a streamlined and fast·shooting juggernaut,
mo.re than a match for its worthy but now
under-armed adversary. In fact, before the
end of the war a number of instances were
recorded where embattled Confederates gave
up at the mere might of approaching Spencer

· troops.
But the coup. de grace to the South's pre

viously splendid, successful mobile force was
delivered, not by a mass of blazing Spencers
but by a single gun from the Connecticut
piano factory. It was spring of 1864, and
the Union army was doing the invading. A
relatively minor engagement was shaping up

· at Yellow Tavern and Jefferson Davis was on
hand to ~itness a probable Southern success.
Among the men present was private James A.
Huff, a Michigan cavalryman who had pre
viously been with Colonel Hiram Berdan's
"Sharpshooters." Anyone connected with the
Berdan'5 storied band had to be able to
deliver fire at long range with infallible ac
curacy, and Huff was no exception. So, when
he saw a splendidly uniformed Confederate
officer cantering through the Virginia woods,
his Berdan-instilled instincts jerked his shiny
Spencer to' his shoulder and his practiced eye
to the ·sights. John Huff never knew what he
did, but his shot hit the dashing and beloved
J eb Stuart and sent a chill through the Con
federacy from Richmond to New Orleans.
. The Spencer, revolutionary though it was,

was still no blank check made out to victory
for tbtl Union: For the inanimate Spencer to
do its job, it had to be backed by com
manders who first recognized its potential
and, even more significantly, had some idea
of what it was they were supposed to be
doing with it. Benjamin Franklin Butler,
Massachusetts lawyer and politician, cOln
manding the Army of the James, was sup
plied with one infantry and two cavalry regi
ments armed with the mighty Spencer. These
gave him a repeating firepower' of about
150,000 rounds per miriute, plus his other
muzzle and breechloading strength. Yet with
this formidable force, the bungling Butler
somehow managed to get himself outshot at
the battle of Drewry's Bluff, and inexplicably
surrounded at the curiously named site of
Bermuda Hundred. Butler's "leadership" can
be fully appreciated only when compared
with an action like that at a lonely Federal
outpost deep in Confederate territory where
17 Spencers held off thousands of Confed
erate cavalrymen and artillery pounding at
them from 150 foot range! Far to the South,
too, the Spencer was being misused and mis
understood. William Tecumseh Sherman, the
Georgia-scorching general, direly underesti
mated the potential of the comparatively
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sight of their single shot Springfields with
shouts of delighted laughter from behind
their shiny seven shooters.

A few Spencers did find their way to the
Frontier, on the white man's side, and the
story of the "Battle of Beecher's Island" in
Colorado is much the same tale as those told
in the War Between the States. Probably
the only reason the Spencer appeared at the
noted siege in the dry Arickaree River bed
was that the surrounded half-hundred men
were irregular cavalry, principally scouts,
with a bit more freedom (and good sense)
than to docily accept whatever guns the War
Department happened to be handing out.
The result of the Beecher's Island bout is
history: Over a thousand Cheyenne, Arapa-

• hoe, and Sioux under the mighty chief
Roman Nose were beaten and scattered by a
besieged band one lwentieth their size.

Another and more famous Indian engage
ment had a different ending. When George
Armstrong Custer went forth into the hinter
lands of Montana, the Seventh Cavalry was
armed with 405 .45-70 Springfield single shot
carbines, originally issued in 1873. The In
dians opposing Custer, contrary to many tall
tales of Winchester-carrying hordes, were
not particularly well armed. There ·were a
very few Henry sixteen shot repeaters, Sharps
and other good guns among them, but their
ovwwhelming advantage lay in numbers
rather than in armament. Had someone in
Washington seen fit to arm Custer as su
perbly as he had been armed at Gettysburg
13 years earlier, Little Big Horn might today
be just another scenic spot in the West,
remembered for a major victory rather ~
than for a crushing and tragic defeat. ~

well armed. Although the South had been as
progressive in its arms selection as it could
afford to be, just before the war the muzzle
loading British Enfield was the highest
regarded weapon available in sufficient quan
tities at a logical price. However, as repeat
ers steadily joined the ranks of the Union
army, a desperate South began to search
frantically for an answer. One prospective
but unsuccessful solution was the importa
tion of the Le Faucheux revolving rifle which,
among other faults, was difficult to aim and
subject to easy accidental discharge.

The Spencer proved unyielding and irrec
oncilably hostile to a beleaguered South.
Even the few captured repeaters could not
be turned against their former owners un
less quantities of the irreplacable rim fire
metal cartridges were taken with them. The
rifle proved of even less worth to the pseudo
Southerner whose cowardly shot in Ford's
Theatre delivered a more grievous wound to
Dixie than all those staccato Spencer blasts
combined. For the dozen days that John
"Wilkes Booth wandered at large in the wilds
of Nortbern Virginia, he never fired a single
shot from his loaded-to-capacity Spencer car
bine, and today the gun lies aging in the
quaint little museum across the street from
the scene of the befuddled actor's last, tragic
performance.

If Spencer's gun had been slow in getting
started on the Civil War scene, it inexplica
bly died in the post-war period. In March of
1866, a number of weapons were leisurely
examined under less demanding peacetime
conditions (the test lasted 52 days) and the
expected verdict was reached: "The experi
ence of the late war, as well as all experi
ments by this board, prove that the Spencer
magazine carbine is the best service gun of
this kind yet offered." But here we have an
other curious and seemingly illogical paradox.
Notwithstanding the Spencer's incomparable
battle record, exacting post-war examination
and recommendation, and the fact that the
Government already owned over 100,000 re
peaters, work was started on converting thou
sands of Springfield muzzle guns to breech
loading single shot cartridge arms. This ill
considered venture produced Springfield mod
els of 1865, 1866, 1868, 1870, and finally
culminated in the familiar rifle and carbine
model of 1873 and its subsequent slighl
improvements.

Next some Washington bureaucrat de
cided to sell off the "surplus" Spencers at
the bankrupt prices of $7.00 each. These
bargains were quickly snapped up by not so
shortsighted traders who had not the leasl
difficulty in unloading them on their red
customers on the far side of the Missouri at
handsome profits.

Stunned by the dissolving of Uncle Sam's
lucrative account, the Spencer Rifle Com
pimy was further lashed by fate when it
tried to sell comparatively expensive' new
models to a market loaded with slightly used
repeaters at less than $10.00. Four recon
struction years were all that Christopher
Spencer's Connecticut company could sur
vive. It closed its doors, and was absorbed
by Winchester.

While thousands of ex-soldiers were hurry
ing home to decorate their hearths with
souvenir Springfields, the remainder of the
army was busily directing its attention to the
neglected Indian problem. The tables were
turned on the once invincible blue columns
when their painted adversaries greeted the
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good many bucks, but always Lew restrained
me and told me that we could find a better
one. Finally, we came up on a low ridge and
Lew stopped and got out his very powljrful
glasses. After looking off in the distance he
pointed at a spot on another' higheT ridge
and said, "Shoot it." I finally spotted what
he was looking at and told him that he was
really an optimist, "Okay," he said, "you
shoot."

I took another couple of looks and decided
that the antelope was about 500 yards away.
The big .30 was sighted to be on the button
at 300, which would put it about two feet
down at 500; so with a little, silent prayer, I
aimed between the horns of the head·on ani
mal and squeezed her off. The recoil blotted
out the scenery but Lew yelled, "My God,
you hit him. He's down. You got him!"

I said I doubted it, so we drove as close as
we could, walked a little way, and, found the
buck down with a bullet through his neck
abolit half way between his chin and his
brisket. The range turned out to be 430
paces and, of course, the bullet did just what
it was supposed to do at that range. Instead
of dropping 24 inches it had dropped about
12", since the range was 430 and not the 500
I had figured. I had badly misjudged the
range but the beautiful accuracy of the .30
Belted Newton had taken care of me and
given me a very nice antelope, my first.

The width of an antelope's neck cannot
be more than about five inches, if that. Yet,
this rifle, with its under minute of angle ac
curacy, was up to the job. Let me say at this
point that I ani bragging; yes, but not about
me. 'I am bragging about a fine Winchester
barrel and 'action, a fine Griffin & Howe
stock, and a fine cartridge which I believe
was first developed by Chet Paulson of Wash
ington and further developed by Fr~d Hunt
ington of R. C. B. S. in Oroville, California.
I had what amounted to a bench rest. There
was little or no wind. The human element
was insignificant, the machinery was all
important.

After looking over the buck Lew said,
"Well, it's a pretty good' buck but I wanted
a better one for you." So, naturally, I said,
"If that's the case, what the hell did you tell
me to shoot it for?" "Well," says Lew, "I
just wanted you to shoot at it." I could only
conclude that Lew's mind held facets too
complicated for a simple New England~r. '

We drank a bottle of beer and field dressed
the buck. We, did a lot of talking. Lew was
complimentary to his hunter. I wasn't quite
a dude any more. And I was complimentary
to my guide. An aura of bonhomie was all
over the place, and the sun was setting be
hind the mounlains, and everything was
pretty beautiful, generally and by and large.
You know how it is.

When we, got back to town; Jack and
Eleanor O'Connor had a,rrived and at' first I·
didn't say anything about the afternoon's
activities-that is, I didn't say ~nything for
about thirty seconds or so.

Jack was not interested in antelope, ,hut
Eleanor was, so the next day we all went out
and Eleanor gave a convincing demonstration
of what a gun' expert's wife should be. She
clobbered a very, fine buck, running like a
striped ape, at over 200 yards. She used a

(Continued from page 37)

THE .30 BELTED NEWTON

proportions and astronomic horsepower. Lew
muttered something about deep sand in the
desert and liking to get to and from the hunt
ing country expeditiously. I put my rifle in a
built-in rack, stashed binoculars and camera
here and there and, finally, loaded myself
in-all, I might add, with considerable mis
givings. After all, a jeep with hundreds of
horsepower? What about that carefully ad
justed 'scope and what about that carcass
which was the only one I had?

We started out of town in a most comfort
ing and sedate fashion, and I was just about
to conclude that my misgivings had been
groundless when we rolled out on to the
'desert on a broad, beautifully smooth high
way. That is when things began to happen.
There was an ugly rumble, lhe kind you
associate with a 3000 horsepower bomber
engine, something hit me in the middle of
the back, and the next thing I knew we
were a projectile aimed at Montana and
Iraveling at somewhere in the neighborhood
of Mach 1.

It is said that the human animal is adapt
able 10 almost· anything. I believe it, since
before long this seemed iike a fine and most
expeditious way of getting around, and I
began wondering why anybody would settle
for less. I even began reacting normally
enough to tell Lew that I should like to
pause before reaching the hunting country
just long enough to fire a fouling shot. Lew
allowed that was an elegant plan and forth
with turned off the highway, across a ditch,
on to the desert. He further allowed that in
addition to removing excess oil from my
barrel it might be well to see that the sight
adjustment had not been disturbed. In view
of his infernal machine this was just dandy
with me. I thought that if the innards of my
scope felt anything like my innards, it was
hi/!;h time to do a little check-up.

Lew drove up to a mound of sand and
stuck a one quart oil can on the middle of
the mound. He then got back in the-the,
er, thing-and drove off. furiously the way we
had come. He said, grinning like a skunk
eating yellow-jackets, "We de-oil the barrel,
we check sight adjustment, and vie practice
range estimation all at once." He probably
wanted to add "-and we, bloody well see if
this dude can shoot"; but he didn't. He
stopped finally, threw a blanket over the
hood of the jeep, and said, "Okay. Hit the
can."

I felt like the time I had to make my first
speech. Anyway, it looked like just about the
range at which my bullet would print about
lhree inches high, so I put the crosshair just
at the bottom of the can and touched her off_
Big cloud of dust but the can did not move
not any. I decided that Lew's misguided mis
sile had indeed wrought havoc with the
sights or that I had sadly misjudged range,
so I decided to pace it off. It turned out to
be 169 paces and lhere was a hole through
the can about a half an inch from center.
Lew siniled. I smiled. We were both happy,
for different reasons.

We arrived in game country very quickly,
thanks to our advanced form of transporta
tion and, before long, were seeing scads of
antelope; and by scads I mean hundreds. We
drove over many miles of desert and saw a
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sudden appearance of any enemies, goats
have developed exceedingly stolid tempera
ments. Their usual gait, even when being
stalked or shot at, seldom breaks into any
thing faster than a shambling trot. GeneraHy
they just start climbing at a measured walk.
a pace no hunter can match in that thin
mountain-top air. It takes sound lungs, leg!J
and heart to do any extensive traveling
in typical goat habitat.

Including Alaska in the survey of this
species, there are upwards of 20,000 goats in
continental United States, but only some 600
are annually taken. Oddly enough, both
Montana with 240 head, and Washington
with 200 kills, both top Alaska's estimate of
125 taken as recently as the 1959 season.
Idaho reported 57 taken the same year.
There are also some small stocks of goats in
Colorado, Oregon, and Wyoming, but they're
not plentiful enough to be of significant
hunting supply.

Atop general big.game licenses-costing
$75 in Idaho, $100 in Montana, and $35 in
Washington-the same States charge ~no.

$5, and 25 respectively, for special mountain
goat permits. The sport is generally deemed
so rugged that there isn't nearly as avid a
rush for permits as exists in connection
with many more easily pursued species.

Goats can exhibit remarkable life tenacity,
especially when spooked with near-misses or
superficial wounds. Their wicked horns are
also remarkably brittle and a goat shot
where it will roll or fall any distance can
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or Yellow
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Mountain Goats
Only a tiny percentage of mountain goats

have ever been hunted easily. These pan
talooned, bearded and glue-footed critters
literally live on top of the world, frequently
amid a devil's nest of cliffs, narrow rock
ledges and slides. Despite the wicked look of
their stiletto-like horns, which kill coyotes
and wolves and have been known to fatally
stab such fearsome opponents as hungrY
grizzly bears, goats take refuge in areas of
general inaccessibility to such enemies-and
to man.

Since they're seldom surprised by the

WHERE TO HUNT WHAT

full-body shots. But on angling shots their
body-lard tends to smother bullet impact and
penetration into superficial wounds; painful,
but rarely fatal. Too, the bear tendency-to
fall or roll at the most superficial hit---often
cons the tyro hunter into believing he has a
stone-dead kill; until he sees his "dead" bear
highballing it to ultimate safety.

Thus rifles for blacks should use ammuni
tion expressly designed for straight-ahead
plowing, with bullets that don't readily blow
up or deflect from their course shortly after
impact. That generally calls for moderate to

• heavy jackets and either round-nosed or soft
points with minimum lead exposed. Bullets
should be of middling weight, which means
from 140 to 150 grains for the .264 Magnum
and .270 and their like, and from 180 to
200 grains for the various .30 calibers in
wide-spread hunting use.

*(In the April, 1960, article also, the
author refrained from mentioning powder
loads. His loads are high, carefully arrived
at by tests safeguarded with laboratory
equipment, for use in a specific and thor·
oughly trustworthy rifle. Chatfield-Taylor is
not a gunsmith; he is scientific hobbyist
experimenter, has nothing to gain by recom
mended maximum loads that might function
disastrously in other rifles, under less guard
ed conditions. If you try handloading along
these lines, work in conjunction with a
capable gunsmith, starting with minimum
loads and working up cautiously.-Editor.)

7 x 57 Biesen Model 70, the previous shot
from which had killed a sable antelope in
southern Tanganyika.

The next day, we drove up to Les Bow·
man's outfit in Cody. I have known Les and
Martie for 25 years or so-back in the days
when they were both winning airplane races
and stunt competitions. Haven't seen much
of them since, so it was an elegant reunion.
In the due course of time we met Prince
Abdorreza and while he and Les packed off
into the really high country for sheep and
elk, Eleanor went home to Idaho and Jack
and I packed in to Les' Pass Creek camp
a t the 9,500 foot level in the Thorofares.
This was a little jaunt of some 31 miles and,
not having been on a four-legged animal for
about 8 years, I knew I had been somewhere
that evening. Pass Creek is a beautiful spot.
There is a river flanked on both sides by a
grass meadow 100 to 200 yards wide. Behind
the meadows, the timber begins and extends
up to timberline.

The first afternoon, my guide and I. stum
bled on a bull elk standing broadside in the
middle of one of those meadows. I got off
the pony and unlimbered the artillery, sat
down and was about to exert the last few
ounces on the trigger when the guide said,
"Don't shoot that poor miserable thing. We'll
see a dozen better than that in the next day
or so." Well, you guessed.it. Never saw an
other less than four parasangs away. It was
bluebird weather and there was a full moon.
The elk fed in the meadows at night, and
bushed up in the day time. They're there all
right, but I was in the wrong spot at the
right time.

One thing did happen. It was after dinner
one night, and one of the guides had to go
out. All of a sudden there was a piercing
yell. He had looked up, and right in front
of him was a great bear. At least, it looked
big to him. So we ran out with muskets and
flashlights and by this time the bear, more
scared than our friend, had climbed a lodge
pole pine. It was no great feat to collect the
bear, whose pelt I hope will keep my wife's
feet warm when she gets out of bed on a cold
1assachusetts morning. He was a nice little

black in the brown color phase. The destruc
tion wrought by the .30 Belted Newton at
such short range was appalling. You could
put your entire fist in the exit hole.

The hunt ended, and I was supposed to be
bitterly disappointed at not having got an
elk. I really wasn't. I had proved, to my
satisfaction, my contention that the .30 Belted
Newton is a fine load; I had seen some fine
new country and, particularly, I had had the
pleasure of a couple of weeks of elegant com
panionship, good talk, and good fun. ~
That after all, is why we go hunting. '--
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easily wind up sans most of its trophy head·
gear. Game technicians; trapping goats for
transplanting to other areas, lick the han·
dling hazard and possible horn fracture by
slipping on short lengths of tough garden
hose. This isn't a bad idea for the· hunter
to adopt to protect the horns during trans'
portation from kill to the taxidermist. •

Although goats have stepped out from
behind rock slabs and other vision barriers
within ridiculous ranges of hunters they're
usually shot at from 150 yards on out. Thus
moderately flat.trajectory rifles, using ammo
of sustained energy-meaning good sectional
density should be used. Animals should be
shot so they go down in place and don't roll;
but those found on inclines can be lung·shot,
when they generally seek a level spot on
which to bed down and die.

Almost any rifle suitable for sheep is also
a good one for goats, though mountain
grizzly hunters needn't feel they're over
gunned with rifles and loads suitable for the
hump-shouldered bears. The trick is to
anchor the billy where he can't destroy his
trophy qualities.

Javelinas

These little wild pigs, technically known
as collared peccaries, are far more sporting
game than their size suggests. J avelinas hear
and smell very well indeed. Thus, in the
spotty cover in which they live, the best bet

.is to sit or stand overlooking an area where
signs of their travel or feeding· have been
previously noted. Javelina eyesight is on the
poorish side, and can easily be licked by
hunter silence or immobility. But if one of a '
traveling or feeding herd smells a .hunter its
harsh grunting sends the herd rushing off in
a clatter of tiny hoofs. If selecting a trophy
by sex is an object you might as well forget
it; it's almost impossible to do so at normal
hunting ranges. These little piggies weigh
from 35 to 40 pounds at maturity, when they
stand between J6 and 18 inches high, with a
body length of a yard. The rare 50-pounder
isn't apt to be an epicurean prize, since they
toughen with age.

Javelinas have a navel·like scent gland on
their rear backs, almost directly above the
hind feet. This smelly organ must be care
fully removed to avoid transferring the
odious scent to the meat or the successful
hunter. And, like antelope, if a game bag
to protect the meat against dirt arid dust
is handy, field skinning helps preserve fine
eating.

Although there are plenty of the W!l€· pork.
ers in New· Mexico, that State also has a
lot of feral tame pigs running. around loose.
A hunter who smacks one· of those can
readily find himself in a jackpot of warden
or landowner ire.· Texas has the. largest
javelina population though non-residents us
ually have to buy hunting rights, of all kinds,
in that State, plus a license fee of $25.
Arizona charges non-residents $5 and its
javelina hunting is generally far better be
cause of more accessible range. The hunting
season generally runs through the early
months of the years so frozen-out Northerners
can sample an unusual ~nd exciting hunting
sport.

Kills reported for 1959 showed that Arizona
harvested 3,098 of its 12,000 head, while
Texas reported a kill of 1,200 out of parent
herds totaling 125,000. New Mexico and
Nevada, the only other States having jave-
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balanced by die-offs due to paraSItIc diseases
they often pick up in ranging behind the
domestic sheep.

Wyoming is the non-resident's best bet,
with about 150 bighorn permits annually
available in separate hunting areas. Montana
offers about 65, though transplants may im
prove that number in the future. Idaho does
nearly as well, with Colorado and Nevada as
other possibilities. Wyoming charges a flat
$75 for sheep permits, Montana 15 atop its
general big-game license, and Idaho $10
beyond its general license. All these States
wait until a deadline and then, if there are
more applicants than licenses, stage a lottery
drawing to determine the lucky permitees.

Sheep are not particularly hard to kill.
However, due to their fine eyesight, the
hunter should be provided with a flat-shoot
ing caliber that might be called on to down
a trophy ram at from 200 to 400 yards. The
.264 Magnum and the .270 are fine when
loaded with 140- and 130-grain bullets, re
spectively; bigger calibers of more bullet
weight, in conformity with their sectional
density requirements, will also serve nicely.

Wapiti (Elk)

The American wapiti, or elk as it is more
popularly known, comes in two distinct
forms: the Rocky Mountain elk that is most
commonly known, and the Roosevelt elk
which is a somewhat smaller and shaggier
beast with heavier though shorter antler
spreads. The Rocky Mountain form used to
be found quite regularly on the Great Plains
areas during primitive days. But the
Roosevelt elk always did favor the rain·
forest side of the Continental Divide and its
more luxurious vegetation and denser cover.
In mature body size there is little difference
in the two.

Idaho's estimated 80,000 elk in residence
give that State a distinct bulge over the
other five leaders - Colorado, Montana,
Oregon, Washington, and Wyoming, whose
populations range upward from 30,000 head
apiece. These top six States annually total
a harvest that varies from 60,000 to 70,000
head. Naturally enough the kill rises in
direct proportion to the severity of weather
and snowfall during the hunting season.
Conversely, open weather allows the animals
to stay high, which forces hunters to camp,
ride, and climb higher for their game.

Colorado, Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming
are the top bets for the Rocky Mountain
strain of elk, while Oregon and Washington
provide the bulk of the kill oil Roosevelt
elk. The annual kj]]s in these leading States
range from 9,000 to 16,000 head, depending
chiefly on weather.

All of the leading elk States invite in
creased hunting pressure to keep their parent
herds under control. Game managers claim
that a kill of from 25 to 35 per cent is almost
continually needed to protect lowland farm
and ranch crops, fences and haystacks
against winter elk damage. The big game
sters then travel in sizeable bands and often
pose severe problems in the protection of
such private property.

Elk are undoubtedly the top big game on
which most western mountain States depend
for their game income, all the way from
license fees to the charges levied by guide
outfitters. Thus such States as Montana and
Wyoming, at $100 apiece, use elk as the
chief attraction in package licenses which

Bighorn and Desert Sheep

Both of these members of the mountain
sheep family belong to the bighorn branch
of the wild sheep clan. Thus their main
difference lies in their choice of habitat
the Rocky Mountain bighorns inhabiting
the northern reaches of these mountains,
while the Desert sheep cling to the more
arid and barren southern stretches of that
mountain chain. Centuries of lean feed and
scant water have made the latter a much
less massive animal than his cousins.

Although there are possibly as many as
25,000 bighorns in the Rockies between
Canada and Mexico, their increase much
beyond that point is very uncertain. In fact,
due to overgrazing of high mountain meadows
by other big game and summering bands of
domestic sheep, it is quite unlikely these
grand gamesters will even be able to hold
to that figure. Occasional increases are

contributed 58. Only a handful were taken
in Utah, while Nevada and Washington held
no open season to build their herds further.

Since moose are massive of body and heavy
of bone they require considerable rifle to
kill them cleanly. Occasional kj]]s are re
ported by .270 users, using handloads with
bullets at the 150- to l70-grain level. But
a much better bet is to begin at the .30-06
level, with ammo carrying bullet weight of
200 grains and on up. Most experienced
hunters go even higher in rifle power, using
the .300 and .375 magnums.

Wyoming sells a straight $75 non-resident
moose license, while both Montana and Idaho
require general big-game licenses to make
visitors eligible for moose permits. These
costs run to $100, plus a moose permit for
an added $25 in Montana, and $75 plus $10
in Idaho.

Wyoming Moose

The shirasi moose of the central Northwest
is the baby of the moose clan; though moose
are the largest of our North American deer.
Canada moose are next in size, though both
of these lesser forms are overwhelmed by
the Alaska-Yukon jumbos of the Far North.
Alaskans, and visitors, kill some 4,000 of
these whoppers every year.

Wyoming moose are now found in six
Western States and are showing satisfactory
increases in all of them. Slightly over a ten
per cent harvest is annually taken oil parent
herds that total over 10,000 head. Wyoming
held the edge with 659 kills in 1959,
Montana was second with 400, and Idaho

Iinas in residence, had no open seasons.
Almost any rifle, from a ".30-Twice" on

up, will neatly take these little pigs. The
main problem is getting a clean shot at a
single target while the piggies are feeding
or traveling. Any reasonably solid hit should
produce some 25 pounds of choice field·
dressed pork.
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Naturally; if he can safely work up for the
shorter and safer shots, he should by all
means do so ..

I hold no prejudice for or against any
given caliber, as long as they are made to
perform efficiently and' economically. During
one span of three hunting seasons I used a
.270-with 130-grain loads-to kill ten, big
game animals with a dozen shots. They in
cluded antelope, whitetailed deer, muley
deer, elk, bear, sheep and goats, and every
one was fatally hit with the first shot fired
at it. The two shots "wasted" were used on
a bull elk and a billy goat; the former to
keep him from dropping off into a canyon,
the latter to keep the billy from moving onto
a steep rock slide where he might have
rolled and shattered his horns.

I'm 100 per cent certain that I wouldn't
have done any better with any other single
caliber of rifle, or load; in fact I'm posi
tive I very probably wouldn't have done as
welL But that do.esn't mean that I've hence
forth been continually married to' that calibe~
as the "best" in the available firearms ~ld.
There just is no such' animal.

Second, for such big .game as elk and
moose, and possibly go'at and grizzly bear,
even the superb hunter and marksman can
use more 'killing power in a heavier caliber.
Aside from goat, these critters may be en
countered in thickish cover or, as in the case
of the big bears, at short range. All of these
game species should be put down as .rapidly
as possible, which means with the minimum
of well-delivered bullets. If finishing shots
are needed they are much more efficiently
used on a downed animal than haphazardly
flung at one that is heading for the horizon.

But experienced guide·outfitters, many of
them fine hunters and excellent shots in their
own right, repeatedly note that far too many
of their clients are fearful of the recoil of
their powerful weapons and consequently
score badly, or not at all, with ·them. Power
will not compensate for accurate placement
of less lethal biIllets.A hunter of that me~tal
and physical makeup IS far better off using
a rifle that he handles' with confidence and
precision.

Hunters who want to keep abreast of the
latest regulations in the areas they plan to
hunt should write the Game Departments for
current advice. Trophy hunters who wish pre·
or post-trip information on all species of
North American big game should address
their inquiries to the Boone and Crockett
Club, Secretary Mrs. Grancel Fitz, 5 'Tudor
City Place, New York 17, N.Y. ,she can
furnish the names and addresses of local
trophy-measuring experts for further contacts
and information and also has copies of that
trophy-hunter's bible Records. of North
American Big Game at $10 per cqpy. From
this fine volume trophy hunters can readily
learn just how high they have to aim in
order to get their kills into the select~
group of all-time records. ~
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also include deer and bear. Monta'na also
adds a free antelope tag in this deal. Idaho
charges $75 for elk; deer, and bear, but
charges an additional $4 for those visitors
lucky enough to draw pronghorn permits as
a bonus.

Guide-outfitters get in on the act with
minimum costs of $300, and on up, for
seven- to ten-day hunts. Naturally, since the
various seasons do not coincide entirely, even
ten days isn't enough time in which to bag
three or four species existing in considerably
,different terrain. Such multi-species trips
quite frequently require considerable travel
from ideal habitat for antelope and plainsland
'muleys on one hand to bighorn sheep and
mountain goats on the other, with elk, moose
and bear somewhere in between.

Rifles for elk should be chosen with a full
appreciation that the critters are burly and
tough and far less easily reduced to posses·
sion than deer or bear. Unless well hit they
can travel fast and far, sometimes over
seemingly impossible country. In good hands
the .264 Magnum and .270 are adequate,
when loaded with heavier bullets; but only
in good hands. The .30·06 using lBO-grain
slugs is a definite improvement, with the
.300 Magnums distinctly better for sure
anchoring kills.

Basically, all the above species of big
game can be hunted with one caliber of rifle
by switching to heavier loads of more bullet
weight for such species as elk and moose.
But this presupposes that the hunter is a
good shot and has great confidence in his
rifle. Conversely, if he doesn't own that
ability and confidence, it does him little good
to switch to a rifle of greater power if that
arm makes him apprehensive of its greater
recoiL Such improved killing energy is func
tional only if it is well delivered on the
game of the moment.

. I would estimate that fully a third of the
above-mentioned big-game species annually
killed are taken by one·rifle or one-caliber
hunters; or with two rifles that are of ap
proximately the same general trajectory and
energy delivery. But I would also say that
50 per cent of these species, or more, is
taken· with "arsenals" of two rifles of dis
tinctly different field characteristics. As
'follows:

First, for such big game as antelope and
plainsland muleys, the hunter must have a

'scope-sighted and flat-shooting rifle, plus a
knowledge' of its trajectory performance and

, energy' delivery at the longer ranges. He
may get his game at close range; but he has
to be prepared for the strong possibility that

.his best shots will be at upward of 200 yards.
The same advice applies to both sheep and

goats. Many animals of. these species are
taken at moderate ranges; but just as high

. a percentage of the top trophies are taken
under adverse conditions of long range,
where the hunter cannot efficiently get closer
and thus must take the shot as it offers.
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(DERRINGER)-Remington, .

Gt. West. and Germans 3.50 4.50
RUGER Single Six 7.50 17.00
Ruger Bearcat' 6.00 8.00
Ruger Automatic 10.00 18.00'
Hi Standard Double 9 ~ 7.50 17.00 6.50
Carved Ivory & Pearl Grips are Again Avai'lable
*Not Availab.le In Pearl. .

+ J:er i~ti~oe G~':u~~: ~:~~~~rrvo~; ac~r~t~: ~~~~~
GRIPS WILL FH YOUR GUN as they were 'made

and fitted for Standard factory .frames~ .

Sold by Dealers, Gunsmiths or Direct
Mail 25cfor the. Big New 48 Page Cat';log'

FRANK MITTERMEIER INC.
. Gunsmith Supply Headquarters (E,t. 1936)

3577 E. Tremont Ave. New York 65, N. Y.

Doub. cav_,blocks only _. __ . '$10.25
Handles 3.75
Four cavity with handles '20.00

Half' jackets for 357 & 44. Original 'high
quality JIM HARVEY design.
Zinc bases-precision made to JIM HAR-
VEY'S specifications.' .

Complete iriformation-all products-25c

LAKEVILLE ARMS Inc., LAKEVILLE, CONN.

Improve the
appearance of
your Revolver
or Automatic
with a new
pair of Se·
lected Grips in Plain
Ivory. Pearl or Genuine

USE YOUR WASTE LEAD!
Moulds to ca~t cores for swaging half
jacke.t or. zinc base bullets. 38-357, 44 &
45 calibres.

O'~lY~ll~PpdER'1 Scrubs pockets qmekly. clean &• bright. For use In any motor or

,lo/~ Res. Add ~aannt~fl;;.enOp~~=·. ~m~anste~i

D~O trAl; ;~~~ ~~hSP~;i~1 w~:~h:~
INQUIRI for large or sman primers.

INVITED KUHARSKY BROS.L.._____ 2425 W. 12th st., Erie, p~nna.
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Cd

.22 Cal. AutoLoader-50 rds.
(Rem.) ~2.00

~~g ~~~'. 1f.~~er~"To--;J~.~~~: :~~:~~
.25/20 Cal.-5O rds 33.60

AMMO SPECIAL

51

ROLLING BLOCKS - Cal. .43

r t '
REMINGTON

.tJ a

entered the lung cavity, thence into the heart.
The loads used were the product of neces

sity. I had neither the time nor the financial
resources to develop more adequate loads
loads which, I am certain, would perform
even better in the area where I hunt. Because
of costs and transportation problems, I was
limited to three powders (H450, 4350, 4831)~

and to five bullet varieties. For smaller game,
I used either the 87 grain Hornady or the
85 grain Sierra, while for big game I used
the 100 grain NosIer, the 100 grain Sierra,
or the 110 grain Barnes bullets. All of them
performed well, providing of course that I
held on one-shot kill areas of the game.

It is my opinion that the .243, used with
prudence and placed accurately, wiII con
sistently take all big and small game in
Alaska. Considering all factors of weight.
recoil, accuracy, flatness of trajectory, and
the wide variety of bullets available, the
.243, at least for my purposes, is the~
best all-around cartridge now produced.~

R.R.B., complete Barreled Actions, with forearm $9.95
R.R.B., complete Bar:reled Actions, less forearm $8.95
R. R. B., complete Actions. $5.95: 8arrels $4.95
R.R.B., Semi-finished butt stocks, mil. type, new

Re~:ig.;er~So~:ri~~'ld.wi~~.~o~re~el~ck~ti$~~~ii·i ...F·iri·ni-$~i~5
$1.75: Firing pin retainer, SOc; Hammer, $1.00: Main:
spring. $2.25; Receiver pins. 50c; Trigger, 75c; Trigger
springs. 75c; Trigger guard. $1.00; Tang screw. $1.00:

roec~r ~ir':~' ~4137~;p::i~hel~~~::~~dm~ar~'~:~e~~~·$~:~O
per 100: S37.50 Der 1000 rrfs.

only $12.95
'93 MAUSER SPORTER

A sporting rifle within the reach of all. Model '93 0'
t~e Famed Mauser system, sporterized as shown for
lightness of weight and ease in handling. This 7mm
Mauser comes ready to use. Condition re-blued and fair
-$12.95. Military ammo ('01. 7MM) that shoots. $6.50
per 100. 7M M hunting ammo that shoots, $3.95 per box
of 20.

The Famed Hi-Power

LONG
BARREL FLARE PISTOLS
Ideal for boats or for celebration. Surplus
flares-not for emergency use. $6.00 per
dozen.. New-fully approved red flares
S15.00 per dozen with paper cases; $21.00
per dozen with aluminum cases.

The Ultra Supreme
ITALIAN TERNI CARBINE only $8.95

A fast handling, lightweight carbine in good condition.
Ca.liber 6.5 italian. The ideal inexpensive "shooter,"
priced moderately at only $8.95. Military Ammo (cal.
6.5) that shoots. $7.50 per 100. 6.5 hunting ammo that
shoots, $3.95 per box of 20.

Another GUNSMITH's Special

M1910 COSTA RICAN MAUSER
(Short Action Large Ring)

..." Cal.7MM Only $18.95
We've )ust uncovered these genuine German-made Mau
sers With poor barrels. some pitting on receivers; interior
of al~ actions puaranteed usable. A real flnd for (1to
greSSlve gunsmiths who recognize the built-in value of
usable German-made Mauser actions at such low cost
Only $18.95 for complete rifle. Ideal for rebarrp.ling to
b~~F/~)~rther popular ,alibers. (Mfg. by OBERN·

t::.~~u;:~~::,;~::;;t
~e &"tgtt__ta&~

Naval Cutlass with
Excellent condition. Crest removed.

~~rIPl6g,s~xPRE55 CHARGES COLLECT. Send $20.00 minimum

POTOMAC ARMS CORPORATION
P.O. Box 35 - 200 S. Strand St., Alexandria 2, Virginia

*Madt. unserviceable or deactivated by steel welding.
Internal parts function. Can be used for instruction
purposes, or as a prized decorator for collectors.

LAHTI
ANTI TANK RIFLE

Caliber 20M M and gas op-
. erated. Made in Finland and

u.sed by Ge.rman Army i~ WW II. Drastically reduced for
final offering sale. ThiS "Monster" comes in original
heavy d~ty chest. with essential replacement parts and
accessories included. Shipping weight about 250 Ibs
FOB pri,e while they last. only $99.95. AMMO AVAIL:
A~~E: 20MM armor piercing rounds, $84.95 per 100.
Minimum order, 10 rounds for $9.95.

BROWNING
Britis~ air cooled aircraft machine gun; same as U.S.
Browning except .303 British caliber.

Com plete price only $59.95
.~ I

BREDA
$39.95

Costa Rican Model 30 machine gun, cal.
7mm, very rare, without magazine.
Sele,t. $49.95.

Caliber .30
The world famous B.A. R. automatic rifle. Very good
(;!H,diHon. While supply lasts. only. 5150.00.

M1918 BROWNING (BAR) RIFLE

A "must" for collectors of military weapons. The only
specimens available anywht.re-and they are in unused
cflndition. While they last Only $49.95.

*UNSERVICEABLE
MACHINE GUNS

'and killing instantly.
At 250 yards, the 87 grain Hornady bullet

produced a one shot kill on an adult bull
moose that was climbing and moving away
from me. The bullet hit the thoracic vertebrae
and lung damage was extensive. These are
not selected, unusual instances; they are
simply typical of many equally successful
kills on tough, heavy game.

Because I live by my gun, I suppose I have
more stalking ability than most hunters, and
my .243 performed very well at short ranges.
A four-year-old bun moose was quatering
away from me at 30 feet. The 100 grain
NosIer, backed by 44 grains of 4831, was
placed into the neck, where it pulverized

.two inches of the vertebrae and produced
instant death. The recovered bullet had shed
the front core, but was otherwise intact.

This NosIer bullet, with a slightly different
load, dropped an adult grizzly boar at 70
yards. I held at the point of the shoulder
and the bullet smashed the shoulder joint,

JANUARY 1962GUNS

(Continued from page 21)

satisfaction. Plenty of people will say that
it's not enough rifle for some of the game on
which I have used it, but it has done the job
when I have done mine, and who could ask
better?

Preparatory to seal hunting, I mounted a
Balvar 8 scope with a B&L mount on my
Model 70. I was guided by the scope's repu
tation, since they have proved themselves in
the field for ruggedness, versatility, and
are non-fogging. This last feature is an ab
solute must for the commercial seal hunter.

Although I never was able to get minute of
angle accuracy from my rifle, the 1112 to 2%
inch groups I was able to shoot proved ade
quate for me. For hair seal, I found that two
loads were most satisfactory. The most ac·
curate and least destructive load was 42
grains of 4350 pushing the 87 grain Hornady
bullet. Also very satisfactory was the 75 grain
Sierra bullet propelled by 44 grains of 4350.
The 87 grain Hornady bullet with 44 grains
of 4350 was highly accurate and f1at·shooting,
but the load is so destructive that almost every
seal hit with it sank. I used 7.62 NATO
brass, necked down to .243. This brass, by
the way, proved to have 2 grains less powder
capacity than the commercial brass.

Of all the game I shot with my .243, the
swimming hair seal was the most difficult to
hit. The target area is small, and care must
be used so as not to lose the dead seal. The
head of the swimming seal presents an area
of roughly four inches long by three inches
wide, and range estimation over water is
difficult. Even slight waves make shots ex·
tremely difficult, and .my average shots were
just under 200 yards. Practicall y all my
shooting was done from shore or from small
icebergs. I lost a good many seals when I
started to shoot from a rocking boat. A fully
jacketed bullet might do quite well in this
type of hunting, and could prove worthwhile
in eliminating wolves and wolverines caught
in traps.

My hair seal hunting venture proved a
failure financially, but I found that I learned
more about shooting and hunting in those
six months than I had learned in 20 years as
hunter and trapper.

My .243 has accounted for grizzly and
black bear, for moose and caribou, for goats,
sheep, and deer. In practically all instances,
my .243 did its share, providing I held right.
The .243 performed well at all ranges, and a
number of big game heads dropped on the
first shot. When the first shot did not produce
instant death, it was a question of inadeq;late
bullet placement. This I know, because I
kept careful records, examining each kill for
entrance and exit holes and extent of tissue
damages.

A 100 gr. Sierra bullet, pushed along by 41
grains of 4,350, accounted for a one·shot kill
on a mature, fat, male black bear at 40 yards.
The bullet entered between the shoulders and
pulverized a 1% inch section of the spine.
The bear never knew what hit him.

Using my hair seal load of 42 grains of
4350 with the 87 grain Hornady bullet, I
shot an old billy goat at 100 yards. This bullet
was placed high in the lungs, and extensive
damage caused instant death.

The same load accounted for a three year
old buck, the bullet hitting the neck vertebra

THE .243 IN ALASKA



START COLLECTING NOW

before the film was completed, Don was nego
tiating for a dog, selecting a gun, and an
nouncing to all and sundry that this game
was for him. This is understandable behavior
for a fellow, who, when told by Director
Harry Foster to take a gun, and go shoot a
duck for the camera, did just that, even
though he had never before fired at a duck.

Harry had confidence in Don, and it was
repaid, because prior to the shot, he had told
the eager backer·uppers, who were stationed
out of camera range, just in case Don missed,
to layoff and let Don shoot his own duck.
While this order was not received with nota
ble enthusiasm by the backer-uppers, who
were anticipating more shooting and more
fun, we were duly impressed by Don's per
formance. Our cheers were not as full·
throated as those of a partisan pro football
crowd, when Don creams an opposing back,
but they were just as enthusiastic.

Now, when you see this Columbia Pictures
sport short in your movie theater, 'you will
know the story behind the story; even that
untold story of the most enthusiastic movie
producer behind the camera.

The film "Dogs Afield" is now being shown
in the movie theaters of this nation and the
world. Also, arrangements can be made with
Purina Chow dealers, Purina salesmen, and
shooting preserve operators, for showing a
16mm version of "Dogs Afield", with com·
mercial trailer on game bird feeding.

And you may be seeing more shooting pic
tures, if this overheard conversation means
anything. Harry Foster was heard to say to
Kal Weinstein, "How come you want to book
so many shooting pictures?" The answer:
Shooting's fun, for everyone, and ~

especially Kal Weinstein. ,..

that burst. Kal knocked down mallards with
regularity, while some of the rest of us were
muttering unkind remarks about the ancestry
of mallards, and the tendency of ammo mak
ers to leave the shot out of shotshells.

Now, for the one sad note in the story. All
this new-found interest and unexpected abil·
ity (to say the least) on the part of his asso
ciate producer failed to move Producer Harry
Foster. When Kal repeatedly asked, "Harry,
can I shoot (in the film)?" the answer in
variably came, "No! We are not doing a
horror picture!" And that was that. Harry
stuck with his pre-selected cast of experi
enced shooters: Bill Towell, Missouri conser·
vation director and a fine shot, Elaine Johns,
a veteran of field trial shooting, Jim Dee, and
the writer, along with beginners Don Owens,
pro football star with the St. Louis Cardinals,
and the fine little junior, Mark Middleton.

While we are telling the story of Kal Wein·
stein's conversion to and prowess with the
shotgun, we can't overlook chronicling the
fine shooting and the fun of Don Owens and
Mark Middleton. Don Owens, endowed with
the superb coordination of a great athlete,
took to the shotgun quickly. He too ground
up the clay targets thrown from tbe top of
my Lark with a portable trap, and gave a
portent of things to come in the field. Mark,
and his Dad, Jack Middleton, Purina execu
tive, shared star billing at clay targets, and
Mark performed like a seasoned veteran in
the pheasant sequences of the film.

As is the case with everyone who is intro
duced to the great sport of hunting under
proper conditions, Don Owens, who is sports
director of St. Louis' KTVI-TV when he is
not banging heads in the pro football circuit,
found hunting the greatest of fun. Even

SMORGASBORD
(Continued from page 19)

SHOOT MAN! AND ROLL THAT CAMERA!
(Continued from page 33)

Rib

He-man trophies
for Den. Rumpus
Room. C~bin. Etc.

U. S. Sales & Service
SIMMONS GUN SPECIALTIES

. 504 E. 18th St., Dept. 143
Kansa, City, Mo.

World Famous Simmons Ventilated

Authentic Replicas
Reproduced in
Actual Size, De
sign and Balance.
Sa lid Cast Alumi
num. Finished in
Gunmetal Black.

Dakin Sidelock "Double"
Outstanding value in genuine H & H type
sidelock double shotgun. Old growth Pyre
nees walnut; intricate hand engraving. Se
lective auto ejectors. Auto safety. Demibloc,
with raised vent,. rib, and SST, $384.95.

Get the feel of a Dakin "double" at
your franchised Dakin dealer. Per
fect balance. Specifically designed for
Am,~rican shooters. Special beaver
tail forends; select steel alloys; hand
engraving and checkering; close
"fit." $129.95 to $384.95. Write for
catalogue and name of nearest
Dakin dealer.

JII
Mfgrs. of the

EVERY GUN BOOK IN PRINT
"The Baker's Dozen Plan"

Send SOc for list 8nd year round mailings

RAY RILING ARMS BOOKS CO.
Dept. G, 6844 Gorsle. St.,Philadelphia Ig. Pa.

THE BULLET POUCH
P. O. BOX 4285, LONG BEACH 4, CALIFORNIA

Literature on request

129 Hornady roundnose, the 140 grain Speer
flat base spitzer, and the 140 grain Sierra
boattail. I tried 4320, 4064, 4350, 4831, 3031,
and HiVel 2; bilt my little jewel just didn't
like long heavy bullets. I was lucky to get
a 3" group.

Western Texas where we make our home
is a flat, treeless desert plain covered with
shifting sand dunes. But there is one big
compensation: the country is overrun with
varmints, including coyotes, crows, hawks,
and untold thousands of big antelope jack
rabbits. We "blooded" our rifles on th~' big
jacks. I used the 87 grain bullet, Jerry the
120 grain. In the dune country, we often got
shots ranging up to two hundred yards. With
our rifles printing 11,6" high at a hundred
yards, we found it unnecessary to hold over
at 200 yards on jacks. On coyotes, we got
hits out to 250 yards by laying the horizontal
crosswire on the backline. On hawks and
crows, we aimed point on out to two hun
dred, "one head high" at 250, and "two
heads high" at 275-300 yards. Jerry's 120
grain bullets bucked wind much better than
my 87 grain slugs, as would normally be
expected.

Along in the summer, I took my nine year
old son on a varmint hunt. He shoots a
bobbed off .222 Sako Marlin; I used Smor
gasbord. During the day, he asked to shoot
my rifle, and proceeded to blast a sitting
jack at about a hundred yards. Immediately,

was altering the bolt handle to a neat butter
knife design, and installing a scope safety
and a 3X Weaver scope, Jerry went to work
on the "issue" stock. He emerged with a neat
Mannlicher-style stock which he glassbedded.
The finished rifle weighed in at 7 pounds 14
ounces including sling; and inclu"ding the
$29.25 purchase price, Jerry paid a total of
$94.20 ($17.00 for metal work, $47.25 -for
scope and mount).

I elected to restock mine with a Monte
Carlo style stock, and I chose a 4X Weaver
scope. My total cost came to $113.70 because
of the added cost of the blank and the more
expensive scope; but I wound up with 4
ounces less weight than Jerry.

Gun literature generally indicates a fast
twist such as that in the Swedish Mauser
requires a long bullet. We started with 140
grain Speer bullets. With 50 grains of 4831,
Jerry's rifle hovered around p~" groups at
a hundred yards. With the 120 grain Speer
bullet, the results were almost as good. De
spite considerable experimenting with sev
eral powders, his rifle would deliver 3"
groups with the 87 grain Speer bullet. His
best load was 48 grains of 4320.

My rifle proved to be an exception. With
50 grains of 4350 and the 87 grain Speer
bullet, I consistently got cloverleaf 5 shot
groups running barely over an inch. The 125
grain NosIer with 52 grains of 4831 did al
most as well, giving 11,6" groups. I tried the

THE LUBE THAT ENABLES YOU TO

"DRY CLEAN"
YOUR GUN BARREL

SOLID or HOLLOW Stick - SOc
WRAPPED DUST PROOF

AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER
or Direct - Postage extra

Cash or Money Orde, - No C.O.D.',

Derringer Mauser 7.65mm Auto
. Frontier Colt .44 German P·38

Italian Breveltata Colt Cobra .38
Belgium Automatic German Luger
Colt .45 Automatic German Mauser
Czechoslovakian Pistol Spanish Moxley
5 & W .38' Pal ice Spec. Russian Takarev
Iver Johnson Cadet 55S Japanese Nambu

Send cash, check or money order only.
Add 4% sales tax in California.

Add 15c for illustrated folder.

LYUE NOVELTY COMPANY, Dept. G 1
9909 Greenleaf Avenue, PO. Box 2146, Whittier, Calif.

eRELOADERS eBULLET'CASTERS

FO~ THAr~N fJVN&It/fI¥L
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L. L Bean, Inc., 230 Main St., Freeport, Maine
Mfr•. Hunting and Camping Specialtie.

Sports HQt

Looks and feel&
like high grade
chamois leather_
Will not shrink_
More durable than
wool. Mr. BeaD
personally uses
this shi rt on his
hunting and fish
ing trips. Colors:
Tan and Bright
Red. Sizes: 14Vz
to 19. Price: $5.85
Postpaid. Send for
free sample and
Free Catalog.

ESCAPE from the Ordinary
Send for your free copy today!
Enjoy the unusual in fine sportswear,
boots, outdoor equipment available
nowhere else. Over two hundred

'--==__ items for men and women.

X7 ~ ChamoisweaR' Cloth Shirt

World's Most

New and Improved lightweight premium
grade tan beaver fur felt. Genuine "white
hunter" styling. Smart and dashing. Ex
tremely practical for hunting, fishing.
camping, leisure wear. Wide 3" brim gives
protection from stin, wind, dust, rain. Ex
clusive patented inner construction keep,.
this hat comfortably on your head, even in
• wind. All sizes for men and women. We
guarantee proper fit. Order Todayl
with genuine leopard bond ..•. $19.00 postpaicl
with buckskin bond ...•••••••$15.00 postpaicl

... ~Ulete'l4...~1ku.,~
RIFLE VELOCITIES WITH YOUR HAND
GUN using Jugular jacketed Bullets, or
Game Stopper ammunition. leals. .38 
.357 - .44). Field and range tested for
over ten years.
SHOT CARTRIDGES FOR HANDGUNS,
for snakes, birds and rats. leals..38 
.357 - .44 -.44mag. - .45 ACP 
A5 LC).
Bullets and Ammunition for new Ruger
.44 Carbine.
WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG

BALLISTIC AND HANDLOADING DATA - 25c
Dealer and Organization inquiry invited.

SHOOTERS SERVICE, Inc.
CLINTON CORNERS, N. Y.

presently the herd started moving toward
me again. I let them come to within 125
yards before sending the 125 grain NosIer
on its way. At the rifle's report, my buck
humped up, and the herd took flight. He ran
perhaps 30 yards before going down. The
125 grain NosIer bullet expanded to about
twice its original diameter in passing through.

Because of school, Garth didn't go with
me after whitetails. I took a medium sized
six point buck with the 87 grain Speer at
just under 100 yards. The bullet went in a
little far back, angled through and came
out just behind the off shoulder. Death was
instantaneous from extensive heart and lung

• damage.
The acid test for Smorgasbord came during

the mule deer hunt Garth and I worked into
a weekend. Garth took a fine 8 point buck
weighing in at 138 pounds from a stand we
set up near a waterhole. The 87 grain bullet,
at around 150 yards, performed beautifully.
The shot was a bit high, but the lungs were
extensively damaged, and the buck moved
perhaps ten feet before going down. He was
dead when we reached him.

I wanted a trophy head, and the best place
to find one seemed to be in the rugged
canyon country. Garth carried the binoculars
and acted as spotter for me. We worked
slowly along the canyon floor, stopping to
glass the steep walls from time to time. I
wasn't expecting the buck that exploded
from a patch of whitebrush within 30 yards of
us, and I scored a clean miss with two shots.

By mid-afternoon, we were both tiring. I
selected a grassy knoll as a place to rest,
but Garth, like most nine year olds, couldn't
be still. He kept glassing the slopes on either
side, and presently he located a buck lying
down under a cedar about two jumps below
the rim of the canyon. I glassed him and
immediately got a good case of buck fever.
The main beam of his antlers looked bigger
than my wrist.

I estimated the range to be three hundred
yards. There was absolutely no cover be
tween us and the deer, and I felt sure the
buck would spook over the rim if we tried
to close the gap. I laid the binoculars aside,
and found him in the scope. He was lying
facing away from us. I decided to try to put
the bullet in his neck just where it joined
the body.

Very likely I yanked the last fraction of
an ounce on the trigger. The buck bounded
up and whirled, trying to locate us, stopping
finally broadside to me. My second shot
sent the 125 grain NosIer bullet behind the

Favorite bullets: 87 gr. Speer, r20
gr. Speer, 125 gr. Nosier, 129 gr. RN
Hornady, and the 140 gr. Sierra BT.

The antelope season is the first to open
in Texas. The first week in October, Jerry,
Garth and I made arrangements to hunt
antelope on the huge Forker-Gage ranch
near Marathon, Texas. We went down a day
early, and prospected our hunting area until
sundown. Jerry got worked up over a buck
whose horns grew freakishly flat. He named
him Old Flattop, and we scouted the herd
until we saw them bed down in a saquista
grass flat between two chert ridges.

Dawn found us on the crest of one of the
ridges, glassing the flat below us. For per
haps half an hour, we watched the herd
leisurely get up, a few at a time, and start
to feed. Jerry eventually spotted Old Flat
top in his scope, but he had to ease up into
sitting position to shoot. A binocular-eyed
doe spotted him, and the herd took flight.
Jerry's first shot was behind, but his second
sent his buck sprawling. We found the 140
grain Speer bullet had expanded perfectly
at the approximate 150 yard range, making a
four-bit sized exit hole.

We managed to maneuver Garth to within
75 yards of a fat doe coming in to water at
a windmill; and that left me. I climbed a
chert ridge, and hid in a clump of sotoI,
while Garth and Jerry made a wide swing
through the valley. Presently, I spotted a
l,erd trotting toward a saddle in the ridge
I was on. I dropped behind the ridge and
sprinted for the saddle. When I cautiously
peaked over the crest, the herd was single
filing toward the gap. I dropped behind a
clump of tabosa grass, and picked out a fine
symmetrical head in the bunch. On they
came, until around 300 yards separated us.
Then they stopped to look back at the drivers.

Right then, I admit I wished hard for one
of my high velocity rifles. With Subpoena,
it would have been an easy shot. But Jerry
and Garth kept moving toward them, and

he set up a clamor for a 6.5 x 55.
I found one with a poor bore, but fortu

nately, gunsmith Carroll Williams had a
Norwegian Krag barrel which he fitted to
the action. We left the barrel 22" long to
reduce the muzzle blast for the boy. I short
ened the issue stock, and built the comb up
to bring the boy's eye squarely behind the
3X Weaver we fitted to the rifle. The Krag
barrel was completely free floating in the
Swedish military stock, but the rifle shot
quite well. With 47 grains of 4831 and the
87 grain bullet, the recoil was light, and
groups ran around 2 inches. Garth and I
shot our 6.5 x 55's all summer on varmints,
and by fall, I resolved to use Smorgasbord
exclusively for the year's big game hunting.
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You Can't Miss
and expect to win in today's

top pistol competition. At least you
can't miss by much, or often. Time
was when a score of over 2600 would
have brought charges that somebody
was rigging the records. Today, a flat
2600 won't get you even an Honor
able Mention in a match with the
Masters.

At Camp Perry, Army SFC William
B. Blankenship Jr.• of Richlands. Vir
ginia, shot 2631 x2700. with 119 Xs.
to retain the title of National Pistol
Champion for a second year. (The
man must be slipping! He shot 2636
to win in 1960: and he shot 2659 in
the 1960 Pre-Perry matches at South
Bend. Indiana. Maybe he was holding
back a bit this year, not wanting to
discourage the opposition?)

And when it comes to small-bore rifle
competition - Airman 3/c Victor L.
Auer. USAF. of Sherman Oaks. Cali
fornia. fired a grand aggregate of
4783 out of a possible 4800, with 359
x's, to win the National Smallbore
Rifle Prone Championship for 1961 at
Camp Perry. This is news that should
be of interest behind the iron curtain!

GUN OF THE MONTH
(Continued from page 40)

Swiss Capt. Rudolph Schmidt, who sets it as
1845. This is seemingly logical, since Flob"'rt
is listed as having exhibited "muskets, rifles,
and pistols" of his own invention at the
Great Exhibition in 1851. Yet the catalog of
this exposition in London does not describe
these guns, omits Flobert's other names, and
gives his address as "3, Rue Rachine, Paris,"
which seems to have been incorrect.

These are strange phenomena, for the
Flobert design swept the gun world. Gun
smiths in Paris, Liege, Suhl, and some say,
even in the Connecticut valley, turned out
arms of the Flobert design-mostly small·
caliber rifles and target or "saloon" pistols.
Up to the turn of the century, Flobert-type'
guns were carried in all lists, at very low
prices.

A table of such arms marketed in the United
States would include M. Hartley & Co.'s No.
30014 "Flobert or Saloon Rifle, Plain System,
adapted to .22 caliber ball caps." Tbe rifle,
with polished barrel, oiled hardwood stock,
side ejector, bright mounting, scwU guard,
sold for only' $2.50. On the facing page,
second-hand smoothbore muskets of almost
no value at all sold for fifty cents more.

Assuredly, it was this cheap littfe single
shot that, in the words of Charles Edward
Chapel, spelled the death of that great Amer·
ican rifle, the Kentucky. For what boy would
scrimp and save to buy a handmade "Kain
tuck" when he could buy a rifle "adapted to
.22 calibre ball caps" for only $2.50? That
the little Flobert rifles brought the fun of
shooting to untold thousands of lads was an
unexpected benefit. The man behind this
gun lived to see the day wben his simple
conception would be used fnr rifles and
pistols carried in every land. The copper
cartridge case, and the simple and effective
breech loader, were Flobert's monument.

Today, those simple and effective breech-

••

widely available. Completely adequate hand
loading tables are to be had in either the
Speer or Lyman manuals.

My expcrience indicates 87 or 100 grain
bullets are to be preferred for varmints, and
thin skinned big game such as antelope and
whitetail deer; 120 or 125 grain bullets are
quite adequate for mule deer, or if you find
the 140 grain bullets are more accurate in
your rifle, there is little difference in trajec
tory or performance.

The 6.5 x 55 is no breeze-burner, but it
has all the performance necessary for game
up to mule deer size. You'll have to be a bit
more adept at stalking, but you'll find, as I
did, it's a lot of fun to rely on a rifle that
requires that the hunter, and not only
the rifle, deliver the ultimate in JII'!II
performance. ~

MORE FUN.
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for more fun the year around. You'll read about rifles, pistols,
shotguns; hunting and target shooting; gunsmithing and gun col.

• lecting; reloading and related subjects every month. Especially
valuable are impartial product evaluations, based on practical field tests of new
products reviewed. Other subjects fully covered include articles on how to buy,
shoot and care for guns; where and how to hUllt; amateur gunsmithing and reload.
ing methods; firearms legislation proposals, the top authority on guns and shooting.
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'to join the National Rifle Association and enjoy the many benefits

reserved for members. You'll get prompt answers from our firearms Information
Service; gun law bulletins; information on how, when and where to hunt and low.
cost gun insurance; an opportunity to purchase from the Army such firearms as the
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shoulder, high under the spine, and Garth's
shouts told me I'd scored. The buck was
the largest taken on the 178,000 Forker-Gage
spread-and Smorgasbord had won its spurs.

It is no surprise that the 6.5 x 55 is a fine
dual purpose cartridge. Ballistically, it is
quite similar to the .257 Roberts, a cartridge
long recognized as a fine combination deer
varmint load. The 6.5 x 55 has perhaps a
slight edge over the .257 Roberts in that it
permits the use of heavier bullets. That it
can be come by quite economically, and
converted into an entirely acceptable sporter
cheaply, is a "bonus" advantage.

Though factory loaded ammo is available,
I regard handloading the 6.5 x 55 as an ab
solute must. A fine variety of bullets is avail
able to the handloader, and Norma brass
utilizing American or Boxer primers is
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British proof marks.
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employment in either his master's shop or
in another, working as a journeyman.

Young Flobert first appears in print in his
25th year in the Paris City Directory as
"armurier, 6 rue Racine," between the Boule
vard St. Michel and the Place de I'Odeon.
He must have been working on his breech
loading gun at the time, for he was issued
his first patent in 1846 on a design that led
to the perfected breech loader. This first
design was for a special kind of percussion
cap. From the patent specification of 17
July, 1846, No. 3589, issued to Flobert and
his friend Antoine Paul Regnier du Tillet,
we read: "System of priming firearms by a
semi-conical capsule which one places in the
interior of the percussion cone...."

The concept required a percussion cone
slightly enlarged at the back, and a copper
cap drawn together at the mouth, that fitted
inside instead of outside the nipple. The
back of the cap was bulged with a tiny rim,
but the entire head was filled with fulminate
like a common percussion cap. The rim was
grasped by hooks on either side of the ham
mer, which pulled it free after firing the
shot. While the idea could be employed with
common powder-and-ball muzzle loaders,
Flobert discovered that an important resnIt
of his invention "is the result obtained with
an indoor target pistol (pistolet de salon) ..•
one introduces to the percussion nipple a
No.4 ball (4 mms) and on this ball an
ordinary cap rendered conique, one obtains a

Your chance to own this brand
new. but recentlY discontinued model.
Shoot.s the famous new Rem. .244
cartridge. Fast handling, powermatic
actlon. 5 shot. 7 lbs. 740 ADL Deluxe

- grade 'with sling swivelS, checkering
and decoratlve butt cap. $109.95
FREE box of ammo and beautiful
carrying case. Send only $10.00, bal-

SLOAN'S SPORTING GOODS ant'i;are~·:D·speclaT prices to you.
Write on letterhead for complete gun

88 CHAMBERS ST., N.Y. 7, N.Y. BA 7·6323 and ammo list. State licenses.

The gun is nicely brass trimmed as was the original.
,(F The lock is marked behind the hammer "Tower"

and in front of the hammer is a crown over the letters "G.R.". 1531.."
overall with 9" barrel, about 69 caliber. This is a modern made
copy and many dealers have asked $49.50 each, but my low price
is $30.00 each and $55.00 per pair. Prepaid in continental U.S.A.

WALTER H. CRAIG. 413 LAUDERDALE STREET. SELMA, ALABAMA

Exact copy of Tower
Flintlock Pistol of
Brown Bess Period.

•
. • REMINGTON

~ 740A ,

db"'" ...

loaders are usually found in rusted, worn out to see the hole instantly appear, cutting into
condition. They were shot a lot, cheaply the ten ring and, also, behind me the empty
made for the most part to begin with, and cartridge case clattered lightly to the con·
the corrosive effects of the Flobert "bulleted crete floor. I fired three more shots, each
breech cap" was devastating to rifled or shot cutting into the one hole, and each case
smooth bores. I had once owned a Flobert being either fully ejected out the back, or
pistol in pretty good, blued original condi- hanging up in the hammer face from a
tion, but had learned, like other lads brought "short recoil" as we'd say of an automatic
up on Chapel, to scorn it. Recently. in a gun gun. I had not only a famously accurate in-
store, I was offered a look at such a pistol, door pistol (hardly any noise at all with the
half·hidden in the dimness of the unlighted CB Caps) but an auto-ejecting gun modern
display case. My inattention turned to ex· as any anti-aircraft cannon! The fifth shot I
citement as the dealer laid upon the counter either jerked or it was unaccountably a flier;
top the most magnificently decorated Flobert some of the other groups made also seemed
saloon pistol I had ever seen loose outside of to toss one wild. But lhe bore did not foul
some flossy European museum. Sculptured up, and most of the cartridge cases were
salamanders writhed on top of the breech thrown free of the gun.
tang; on the sideplate, a bird fluttered, half-' That this was not a part of the design was
charmed by a serpent advancing with yawn- shown when the hammer followed forward
ing jaws. Two dogs fought a battle on the again: the treatment was too rough for it,
opposite sideplate, and along the top of the and the tip of the notch had sheared off. I
deeply etched harrel balanced by a foliage later dressed it a bit deeper and restored the
pattern were the words "FLO BERT TNVENTEUR full cock of the action, but did not shoot it
BREVETE A PAHTS." I bought it quickly at any more. Evidently the CB Caps were just
what was certainly the highest price paid for too powerful for that design of breech. Then,
a Flobert pistol to date: but no olher Flobert finally, I visited Derumaux and found he
I knew of was so magnificently decorated. It had searched out much of the Flobert story.
was an exhibition grade pistol in the style of Louis Nicolas Auguste Flobert was born
Louis XVI and, wonder of wonders, the in Paris in 1819. He died in the town of
deeply rifled bore was shiny clean in spite of Cagny (Seine et Oise) in 1894. Witll whom
some surface spotting on the outside of the or where he served his apprenticeship is not
chiseled steel and ormulu gilt pistol. known. Presumably, he was articled to a

I turned to Winant's '''Early Percussion master gunmaker until his 21st birthday, as
Firearms" book and found out he had pre- was the custom. Then he may have sought

cious little on Flobert. I looked up Horace 1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1Smith in Williamson's big Winchester book. I
and found reference to his supposedly mak- ~ ~

jng "Flobert type" pistols in Connecticut ill ~ CENTENNIAL EDITION a~a ~'P
1851·2. I scanned everything I could find, 1000's OF ITEMS FO U ER
for "Flobert"-found nothing! Yet I had .. R THE H NT ,
thought the man had invented the metallic SHOOTER, SPORTSMAN AND COLLECTOR.

cartridge case, "as we knew it." The Horace Service Armament Co. has done it again, by
Smith allusion, imperfectly detailed by Wi!- offering you its new enlarged catalog.
liamson, furnished a missing link between This beautiful edition is chock full of all types
the work of the French cartridge engineers, of fire arms and accessories from Anti-Tank Guns
Flobert and perhaps Houiller, and the de- to Mini e Balls and is guaranteed to gladden the
velopment by Smith & Wesson of the .22 heart of even the most blase gun bug. Present-
Short a couple of years later. But of records ing the most diversified line of arms found
on Flobert the books were bare. anywhere including the World's Largest supply

Having done the leg work to determine of shooting ammo
that nobody really knew anything about
Flobert, with the guns of his genius, I turned
to a friend in Paris, Maurice D., one of the
finest scholars in the gun field but slow as
molasses in letter writing. My study of
FJobert had to await his pleasure, so I turned
to studying the gun and doing a little
shooting.

Jack Boone of the Laszlo cartridge import
ing folks in Brooklyn had just sent me a
batch of Eley .22 CB Caps. These I assumed
were the right fodder for the Flobert: at
least they went in one end and when the
trigger was pulled, came out the other. The
Flobert design in the first model does not
employ any separate breech block. The ham
mer itself is the breech block, and the
extractors are two claws on each end of a
rib across the hammer face that serves as
firing "pin." When struck, the Flobert cap
bulged into the recesses of the claws, and
was pulled back out of the chamber when
the gun was recocked. This also was true
using the CB Caps. I journied for a gunning
day to visit friend Clyde Howell and we
tried it out in his basement at the noble
distance of about five yards. I took fine aim
at the bull of a 50-foot slow fire pistol target
and squeezed the trigger.

Two things happened. I was close enough
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cartridge of five years later.
Betwelln the 1849 "button trigger" patent

and the patent of 28th Dec. 1855 and 22
July 1856 (French No. 25444), Flobert
matured his design. The drawing shows a
pistol with the classic mechanism of the
Flobert syslem, but was for a sort of sec
ondary breech block locked in place by the
hammer, a little like the later Relnington
Rolling Block, but more complicated.
Flushed with success, Floberl displayed at
the Paris Exposilion of 1855. The report
declares that "Mr. Flobert is the inventor of
a pistolet de salon which is much used these
days, in which the primer and the ball are
brought together in a cartridge, and where
the hammer, during firing, closes the breech.
One introduces the charge when the hammer
is cocked. The exhibilor has not failed to
apply his system to small calibers. And by
his persevering researches, he has arrived
at the application of it to the caliber of
14 mm, which is the same as certain military

"arms....
The report concluded by noting the articles

displayed: "Beau pistolet de salon, avec
monture en ivoire,richement sculptee." By
1867, a most important year for arms exhibi·
tions in Paris, history had' caught up to
Flobert and breech loaders were common
place, as were metallic cartridge innovations.
The catalog merely stated: "Hunting arms,
rifles and pistols for indoor shooting, cap
sules (i.e., cartridges) for indoor arms...."

I like to think that my elaborately finished
Flobert, stock in ebony fluted and carved,
was made for one of these important exhibi
tions. That the piece is not a series piec~

from the Flobert regular production is shown
by lhe absence of Flobert's own serial num
her usually found stamped on the boltom
flat of the barrel immediately forward of the
stock tip, if the gun is a genuine Flobert
"a Paris" pistol.

Though the records do not so thoroughly
ignore Flobert as at firsl appeared, the claim
is slow in coming for the importance of his
work. That remarkable gun scribe of yester
year, W. Greener, in his classic "The Gun
And Its Development" (1881), states:
". • . In all saloon rifles and pistols the
propellant is fulminating powder (see the
patent, Mr. Greener; see the patent!) con
tained in a small copper case (14 mms
small?), the invention, we believe, of M.
Flobert, whose name is the best known in
conneclion with these .arms..•."

That was Mr. Greener's statement for the
English edition. When he prepared his book
for French consumption," he wrote a little
more explicitly. We translate from the
French edition, second part, on metallic
cartridges, page 276: "In 1853, Flobert in
vented for his saloon rifles and pistols a
capsule of copper topped with a' ball which
one introduced into the breech and, without
any doubt, it is from this that came the idea
of the metallic cartridge..•."

Few pistoleers today have fanciful birds
and snakes cavorting over lheir favorile tar
get pistols, or writhing salamanders of silver
hampering their aim at the back sight. But
as you louch off that nipper nine and wish
the last shot into a ten with your Officers
Model Malch, give a brief prayer that maybe
M. Floberl, to whom fond parents gave three
additional names in case you forgot one, is
guiding your shOl from on high. After~
all, he began it. ~

distance of the shot of 100 paces...."
Though ball and case were as yet separate,

Flobert was on the way to inventing the
inside primed metallic cartridge, and with it
his famous breechloader. The next patent
was granted to Floberl alone, still working
at 6 Rue Racine, on October 4, 1849 (No.
8618). For the first lime, he described "A
new type of firearm."

"This invention consists of a new mecha
nism or hammer (percuttor) which permits
me 10 make a great saving of price in new
guns, lhat is to say musket, rifle, pistol, from
the littlest calibers to the biggest muskets,
combined with metallic cartridges in which
the power is derived from fulminating pow
der with addition of sporting gunpowder."
The drawing. illust,ales the .ha.mmer and
breech block in· one piece, wilh hooks for
catching the. cartridge rim, as in. the exhibi
tion pistol pictured with this arlicle.

The cartridges are quite clearly pictured:
in one the .roundball fits at its diameter into
the metallic case 'lVhich carries not only
priming in the base but in Floberl's own
hand the words "poudre noire," black pow
der, inside. A shot cartridge was also shown,
and lable-top t~ols of press type for loading
the special ammunilion.

Unusual in design, the patent-picture guns
have metal breech structures, with remov
able sideplates. The barrels in both long gun
and pistoi are held 10 the metal frames by a
single screw fr.om lhe bottom. Either grip or
stock is attached to. the frame at the back
by screws.

Though a relatively standard form of trig
ger could be used, Flobert seems obsessed by
super accuracy, and conceived of a very soft
let-off, using a buttop. lrigger. The button
was of wedge form, and when pressed back,
the side slid against the bottom of the frame,
moving the Se~r smoothly free of the hammer
notch. A sc.rew in. lhe center of the button
pe,mitted a fine adjuslment of triggerpull.
Flobert's "saloon pistol" if chambered for
.22 Long Rifle and made secure in the
breech, would be in good company today
with modern Free pistols!

By 1851, Flobert felt prosperous enough to
go to LOT\don. lie saw many things there,
including the revolving pistols of Colonel
Colt, and the int.erchangeable Mississippi
ri.f1e~ of 'Robbin~ & Lawrenc·e. It will be
,emember.ed that Robbins & Lawrence made
5,000 unsuccessful Jennings lubular repeat
ing rifles In 1851; Jennings rifles that led to
the development .by Horilce Smith of an
improved form using metailic' cartridges
patented in the summer of 1851. Whether
Horace Smith met Flobert at lhe Great
Exhibition is uncertain, but there is much
uncertainty aboul the exact schedule of
Smith's activities in lhose days. Smith, work
ing with Robbins & Lawrence on the Jen
nings gun (Smith's improvement, Pat. No.
8317, Aug. 26, 1851), mighl.have been at
the Great Exhibition with the Robbins &
Lawrence display. If so, he must have been
much impressed by the just-unveiled Flobert
pistols and the Flobert bulleted breech caps
. .. perhaps the genesis of his own rimfire
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tions. Elevation changes are effected by a
rotating sleeve in both models. Eye relief
is very short, and the scopes are mounted
very far back on the rifles, so that the soft
rubber eye piece would contact the face
when the rifle is sighted. - Rifles can be clip
loaded when the scope is mounted. When the
scopes were not used, the sniper WilS

equipped with a well constructed canvas case
that has a heavy coating of lacquer for
weather protection. This case is fitted for
the scope, and there are provisions for carry
ing a small sight·cleaning brush.

The Japanese sniper was one of the most
effective of the last war; but even so, through
lack of training, he failed to exploit his
equipment and ability as well as he~
might have done. ~

. .
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just described. The special features of this
new sniper rifle were identical to those of the
earlier arm.

The 2.5X scope measures seven inches in
length, while the 4X scope is one inch longer.
The smaller scope weighs 10 ounces, the
bigger one goes to one pound 6 ounces.
Reticles in both scopes are marked vertical
from 0 to 15, horizontal 20 mils each side of
the center, the markings being in 5 mil in·
tervals. The horizontal line intersects the
vertical scale at the 3 mark, and there are
no provisions for windage or lateral correc·

Hunter's Code
The National Rifle "'ssociation has

adopted a Hunter's Code of Ethics
which, given general support, could
help bridge the widening gap between
hunters and the landowner who is
reluctant to permit shooting on his
property. With more and more hunt·
ing lands being closed. we must bridge
that gap soon, or quit hunting! Here
is the Code:

1. I will consider myself an invited
guest of the landowner, seeking
his permission. and so conducting
myself that I may be welcome in
the future.
'2. I will obey the rules of safe gun
handling and will courteously but
firmly insist that others who hunt
with me do the same.
3. I will obey all game laws and
regulations, and will insist that my
companions do likewise.
4. I will do my best to acquire those
markmanship and hunting skills
which assure clean. sportsmanlike
kills.
5. I will support conservation ef.
forts which can assure good hunt·
ing for future generations of "'mer.
lea.
6. I will pass along to younger
hunters the attitudes and skills es.
sential to a true outdoor sportsman.

NR'" members get a card on which
the Code is printed. Your name and
address, and that of the "'ssociatlon
headquarters, serves as an identifica.
tion and guarantee to the landowner
that you are a responsible person
and a sportsman. Join the NR.... and
get your card. It could make your
hunting license mean something!

JAP SNIPER RIFLES
(Continued from page 27)

more than two or three men since this would
expose the sniper to possible detection. One
of the most notorious sniper tricks was the
use of two men, hidden in trees. While one
man searched out the enemy's position and
kept them pinned down, the team mate
would pick off the enemy at leisure and with
great precision. It was not long, of course,
before our troops learned to have their own
sniper.hunters separated from the main body
of men under sniper fire, and these men
then had the job of eliminating the Japanese
snipers.

The Japanese sniper was accurate to 300 •
yards. Beyond this range, his ability to place
shots accurately was extremely poor. He was
very slow to react to a changing situation,
and his major forte was the fact that did not
have any imagination and stuck to his job of
shooting enemy personnel. He would not
change his field of operation nor the field of
fire unless so ordered. The Japanese sniper
was not the best the last war produced, but
he certainly was the most persistent one, and
-he was not afraid to die. He was a patient
man and, for his physical stature, he showed
plenty of physical stamina. While our snipers
were more accurate riflemen, the Japanese
sniper had the advantagll of numerous pre·
pared positions which had been selected care
fully for control of terrain and concealment.

During the early part of the war, the
Japanese sniper was equipped with a special,
"no-smoke, no·flash" cartridge. This was a
standard 6.5 mm round with a reduced
charge, and the bullet was a 137 grain gild
ing.metal jacketed or cupro-njckel bullet.
The propellant was'a nitro-cellulose powder
and the charge was 30 grains. Elimination
of flash was helped by the 31 inch long
barrel of the Arisaka 6.5 mm Model 97 (1937)
sniper rifle which aided the complete burn
ing of the powder charge. The muzzle velocity
of this ammunition was about 2700 fps.

The Japanese did not attempt to make
special sniper cartridges for the later (1939)
Arisaka, Model 99, that was chambered for
7.7 mm cartridge. Both cartridges were
issued in Mauser-type clips of five rounds
each, and the clips were packed in small
cardboard cartons, each holding three clips.
Three of these cartons were carried in a
rubberized fabric carrying case.

The first Japanese sniper rifle, Model 97,
was a modification of the standard Model 38
(1905) rifle. The rifle had a telescope sight
offset on the left side of the receiver by
means of a dove-tailed base. The scope is of
the fixed focus type and of 2.5 magnification
with a 100 field of vision. Mounting of the
scope was done with a combination of lever
and spring latches. The sniper rifle is also
equipped with a special bolt, the usual slid
ing bolt cover, a detachable muzzle 'cover,
and a folding monopod that is attached to
the front band of the rifle. The scope is reo
moved by rotating a lever until the knob
is in a forward position. By depressing a
special spring latch button at the forward
edge of the mount, the scope can be slid to
the rear of the mount.

The Arisaka Model 99 (1939) was cham.
bered for the more effective 7.7 mm (.303)
cartridge, and the scope was of the 4X
variety with a 20 0 field of vision. This scope
was also of the fixed focus type, and mount·
ing of the scope was identical to the one
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POWER-POINT BULLETS designed for
controlled expansion on thin and medium
skinned animals shot at all practical hunting
ranges. Introduced in .338 Magnum 200 grain
bullet in 1959, Power-Point ammunition now
available in 14 calibers and various bullet
weights. Six notches on jacket mouth act
as control points for jacket to begin peeling
back when bullet enters tissue. Product of
Winchester-Western Div., Olin Mathieson
Chemical Corp., 460 Park Ave., N.Y. 22, N.Y.

MINIATURE 2-WAY TRANSISTORIZED
RADIO. Crystal controlled walkie-talkie,
sending and receiving set in 5" .high case
fits in shirt pocket. Easy to operate: press to
transmit, release to listen, operates % to 2
miles. Priced $29.95 each postpaid with
battery; 2 for 59.50; $5 deposit for C.O.D.
Offered by Electrosolids Corp., 13745 Saticoy
St., Panorama City, Calif.

REDWING HOLSTER made of buckskin
laminated on leather incorporates two corset
stays to conform with gun. No heavy steel to
break. Holster can be mashed flat, wi'll pop
back into original shape. Won't scratch from
rough handling. Comes in black and beige,
rough side ou t. Other colors on special order.
Send hip and waist measurements, type and
cal iber of gun and length of barrel. Send
money order for $32.95, with measurements,
to Jessie-James Gun Shop, 5626 Hollywood
Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

RIFLE RELOADING TOOL. Base price
$9.95. Simple, compact reloading outfit from
JGR·Gunsport, Ltd., 2362 Kingston Rd.,
Toronto 13, Canada for new .22 JGR car·
tridge. Velocities in excess of 2200 f.p.s.
using 37 grain hollow-point and 40 grain
soft point jacketed bullets. Complete outfit
inc. fine European-made Tyrol sptg. rifle, in
.22 JGR caliber, lists from about $69.96.

SHOPPING

7.'.8

I

FAST DRAW TIMER with large 24·inch dial
designed for use in large audience shoots,
shooting gallery installations and any place
where visibility from a distance is important.
Clock can be used with manufacturer's stand·
ard impact target or "Sound Stopper" attach·

ment. Features remote reset and may be
mounted on a wall. Large clock complete
with impact target, finger switch, wiring,
mounting hardware, etc. and instructions
sells. for $93.00 from: Fastime Company,
1761 Hampton Rd., Grosse Pointe 36, Mich.

PAR·SCOPE is precision 6X telescope for
all sportsmen. U. S. made, with achromatic
glass optics. Compresses to five inches, foun
tain·pen length. Clips in shirt pocket. Can
also be used by hunters to spot game, esti·
mate range. Price is $9.95 ppd., Pan
Technics, Encinitas, California.

(with prices) of world's available guns. 384
giant pages. Rare Civil War Centennial Fire·
arms Catalog of 1864 included free. All for
only $3.95 at your local dealer or postpaid
from The Gun Digest Association, Dept..
G-ll, 4540 W. Madison St., Chicago 24, Ill.

-%

•
DYMO MITE, Tapewriter hand embossing
tool prints name or any label on adhesive-.
backed vinyl tape in assorted colors (or
aluminum or other metal tapes) for perma
nent identification of guns and equipment, or
for labeling and identification systems. Dial
letters wanted; easy grip pressure produces
embossed letters. Model shown is priced at
$34.95. Could provide cheap insurance in
protection of valuable guns and gear. From:
Dymo Industries Inc., 2546 Tenth St., Berke·
ley 10, Calif.

PONY SHOES GUN HOOKS. Distinctive,
useful gift item made from real steel pony
shoes. Will hold .22 cal. rifle to double bar
rel shotgun. Each pony shoe measures ap
proximately 4" x 4". Leather-lined to protect
barrel and stock. Pony nails furnished for
mounting. Completely assembled, ready to
mount. Can be put to a variety of sporting
and home uses. Priced at $2.95 per pair,
prepaid. From General Products Co., Dept.
H, Box 1304, Rome, Gil.

1962 GUN DIGEST. 16th Annual Edition of
_.... ····gre-at'''gtin-·book Etlited"by '-faIile-d"'jo'hn "1':

SHOOTING MITTS FOR HUNTERS avail-- Amber. Giant publication contains every·
able in choice of three qualities'. No. 130 of thing about modern and antique handguns,
all top grain leather, flare top, shirred-in rifles, shotguns, scopes, all accessories, plus
elastic, $4.95 per pair; No. 1510 with leather ballistics and complete illustrated catalog
palm patch, tip fingers and thumb at $2.95
a pair; No. 1811 (pictured) has embossed
vinyl-coated 100% orlon fleece lining at $1.98
a pair. In small, medium, large, left or right.
All prices postpaid. Send check or money
order to Merchants Sales Corp., 222 W.
Adams St., Chicago 6, Ill.

"SCOTCH-BRITE" brand cleaning and fin·
ishing pads introduced by Minnesota Mining
and Manufacturing Co., 900 Bush Ave., St.
Paul 6, Minn. Hunters use pads for refinish
ing gun stocks and cleaning and polishing
metal equipment. Pads available in two
grades: General Purpose pad is fine grade,
other is Ultra·Fine pad. Both types measure
approximately 9% x M4 x 14 inches. General
Purpose pad can also be used as a scouring
pad for pots and pans in fishing and hunting
camps.
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GRAND AMERICAN Progressive ShotsheU
Reloading Press. Each single stroke of oper
ating lever completes six separate functions
at six separate stations all at once. All oper
ations in fixed sequence. Index table lifts
shells to dies on turret, performing ~e-ach
step against positive stops for absolute ac
curacy and pressure controls. Resizing takes
place on last step to insure crisp, factory
like reloads. Empty shell casings insert into
rotating shell-holder above index base; and
advance through all progressive steps with
click-stopped precision, aligning each oper
ation automatically. Finished shells arc aided
out f)f resizing die by action of crimping
handle. Reloading Press priced at $119.50
from The Lyman Gun Sight Corp., Middle
field, Conn.

SHOTGUN-RIFLE HOLSTER made of top
grade heavy steerhide has 1%-inch leather
belt. Assembled with rivets, it features safe
ty with faster aim for more game" as gun
points up at all times when in field use.
Suggested retail price $6.60. Available in
any belt size from manufacturer: Skeet n'
Field Holster Co., 14 Woodward Heights,
Pleasant Ridge, Mich.

A COMPLETE SELECTION of 1000/0 pre
mium quality Northern goose Down insulated
clothing and sleeping bags described in 52
page mail order catalog from Eddie Bauer,
417 East Pine Street, Seattle 22, Wash. Prime
Down insulated products offer comfort in
wide range of temperatures from mild to
sub-zero. Insulated clothing includes caps,
vests, mitts, a variety of jackets and coats
for hunters and outdoorsmen. Other catalog
items include tents and boots.

SHOE SAVER big boon to sportsmen who
want to keep feet dry. Silicone water repel
lent preserves leather and keeps feet dry
without rubbers. Shoes stay soft, eomfortable,
new looking longer, take a brighter, lasting
shine. Manufactured by Dow Corning Corp.,
Midland, Mieh.

RELOADING EQUIPMENT CATALOG No.
61, revised 1961 edition, available from RCBS
Inc., P. O. Box 729, 605 Oroville Dam Blvd.,
Oroville, Calif. An accurate, informative aid
to shooters. Accompanied by illustrations
such subjects are treated as rifle and pistol
reloading, rifle and pistol dies, shell holders,
primer feed, II. and A-2 Presses, bu]Jel
jackets, and kindred reloading subjects.

SHOTGl.1N, RIFLE, HANDGUN CASES of
premium quality announced by :\1arble Arms
Corp.. Gladstone. Mich. Bearing "Marble's
for Quality" insignia, cases were designed
for sportsman who wants top-notch case.
Rifle and shotgun cases priced from $13.50
to $25.00, available in three types in complete
range of sizes. Pistol cases start at $8.00.

.257 100 GRAIN BLUNT OSE BULLET.
Designed in length and weight to work most
effectively in .250-3000 rifles. NosIer Partition
Bullets best used in, and market aimed at this
high velocity rifle. NosIer bullets feature
positive expansion, deadly shock, and max
imum penetration. Manufactured by NosIer
Partition Bullet Co., Inc., Bend, Oregon.

"CAMP IN COMFORT" is new booklet
offering practical tips for outdoorsmen, issued
by Estwing Mfg. Co., Rockford, IlL, manu
facturer of prospector's pick and sportsmen's
axe. The back-pack camp, emergency camp,
cold weather camp, and camping tools are
described with illustrations. Available to the
public at a cost of 25 cents each.

STERLING'S "SPECIAL" SCOPES. Nitro
gen filled, I-inch steel barrel with internal
micrometer adjustments. Dust, moisture, and
shockproof. Color corrected, hardcoated
lenses_ Fine light gathering quality. Com
plete with leather lens caps. 2%X. $20.70;
4X, $22.25 ppd. General Import & Brokerage
Co., P.O. Box 12464, Fort Worth, Texas.

TRAVEL BAG imported from France by
Norm Thompson, 1805 NW Thurman, Port
land 9, Ore. Designed to carry personal gear
on camping and hunting expeditions. Can be
carried in the hand, over the arm, or on back
like knapsack. Measures 17" deep by 6" wide
and 13" long. Made of colorful weatherproof
red canvas with natural tan leather bottom
and trim. Bag available by mail order for

7.00 postpaid, federal tax included.

GUMWITH

CHEST PROTECTOR. 1000/0 wool chest,
neck protector repels biting cold winds for
hunters. Neck portion of protector rolls up
so that it shields lower half of face from
cold. Available in buff to blend in with
hunting clothing, as well as scarlet and navy.
One size to fit everyone. Priced at $3.00,
postpaid from The Gokey Company, Dept.
G-9, 94 E. 4th St., St. Paull, Minn.

FINE SPORTS ITEMS from Taylor Gifts,
226 W. Wayne Ave.. Wayne. Pa. Gun and
Target home shooting gallery, air gun set
with electrically operated ducks spinning
target and bell bullseye use ordinary house
current. .177 caliber air pistol repeats with
20 BB's, also shoots darts or pellets. Extra
targets, ammunition included. Shooting game
priced at $19.95. Framed maps of The World
and the United States appropriate for dens,
game rooms. Sportsmen can decorate their
home or cabin bars with attractive wrought
iron Bar Lamp. Word 'Bar' is spelled out on
old-time white globe.

HUSK BULLETS, a .22 caliber bullet in a
.308 caliber Husk. Unbeatable combination
of high muzzle velocity, high sectional den
sity_ No alteration required of rifle, cartridge
case, or reloading tools when loading Husk
Bullet. Due to soft material of IIusk. pres
sures and bore erosion are reduced, muzzle
velocities increased. Superior target and field
accuracy at all ranges. Husk acts to shield
bullet proper from fast moving and erratic
gases which engulf and disturb ordinary
bullets at muzzle. From: Malter Arms Co.,
225 W. 34th St., N.Y. 1, N.Y.

THESE TAPATCO SLEEPI! G BAGS fea
ture Temperature Index Rating at which bags
can be used most comfortably. Filled with
3-pound Dacron Fiberfill. T.I.R. 25 to 35 de
grees F. Attached poplin canopy. Quality
rlller and cover materials. Complete line de
scribed in "circus theme" literature. Copies
will be forwarded upon request by manufac
turer, The American Pad & Textile Co.,
Greenfield, Ohio.
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Twin Falls, Idaho

They're fitted to fit
• • • genuine select
Walnut wood! law En~

'arcement, Hunters get
free Brochure.

Hughes than with the outlaw Cassidy. One
must remember, though, that bandits like
Billy the Kid, Butch Cassidy, Pancho Villa,
and a raft of others, had a hand too, or both
hands, in the making and molding of 'the
West.

The invented word buscadero, though ul·
timately of Spanish derivation, drew its
meaning from the speech of Mexico. Fre·
quently the two Latin languages differ as
much as the two Anglo tongues, British and
American. A "subway" in England may
designate an alternative thoroughfare, but
in the United States it signifies an under
ground railroad. Similarly "buscadero" would
stand for one thing in a Spanish sense and
quite another in the New World along the
southern Rio Grande. In the eminent Fran
cisco J. Santamaria's Diccionario General
de Americanismos, the verb buscar means
"irritar, provocar." According to Soledad
Perez, ilOtable folklorist who lived long. in
Mexico, the coinage "buscadero" is familiar
about mi"ning camps in Chihuahua as a term
for a bully or a trouble-maker-one who
irritates or provokes. It is never synonymous;
Miss Perez said, with a hired gunslinger.
whom Mexicans call a pistolero.

The Mexican people south of the Rio
Grande who dubbed Hughes a b'uscadero
probably never thought of him at all as a
hunter but rather as an official who made
bothersome inquiries. Certainly they did not
think of" him as a cold-blooded killer, al
though Hughes had the reputation for shoot
ing down his man when conditions made a
killing necessary. The sight of Captain
Hughes simply spelled trouble to them.
Mexicans in the Big Bend would be provoked
but not murderously enraged if Hughes, or
one of his deputies, interfered with their
smuggling or stealing when the Texas
Rangers made their usual patrols up and
down the Border. Unquestionably, the actions
of Hughes irritated the Mexicans, for they
knew him to be a man bent on straightening
out such embarrassing Border incidents as
stealing cattle and horses. As a buscadero,
Captain Hughes acted in the lawful but in
formal office of what everybody now calls a
trouble-shooter.. He "stole" the Mexicans'
"strays" in order to return them to their
proper Texan cattlemen owners.

Buscaderos also gained notoriety in the
days of the Wild. Bunch as dangerous two
gun £laggers, Butch Cassidy winning "'a: firm
infamy for his unique type of ambush. which
the biographer Jack Martin described 'as "his
usual course." Those buscaderos Jived in the
wastes near cow towns and mining sites.
They robbed, they fought, they itched for
trouble. But rowdy Butch Cassidy," Boss of
the Buscaderos, was no killer! In fact, he
alone among outlaws performed his daring
robberies without having to kill.

On the other side; Captain Hughes had
fewer qualifications as a dyed-in-the-wool
buscadero. He could fire only one gun, and
he shot to kill. But this left-handed Texas
Ranger provided thli inspiration and name
for the old time saddlemaker's design of a
harness for a faster, easier draw that has
become the favorite of fast draw exp"erts
everywhere. .

(Continued from page 39)

BIRTH OF THE BUSCADERO

position in the close-fitting belt canted
Hughes~ pistol butt forward and his holster
toe backward, permitting what he depicted
as an unusually "quick disengagement of
the weapon."

In his' matchless tome, Fast and Fancy Re·
volver Shooting, the gun-expert, Ed Mc·
Gi~ern,: gave full credit to Cunningham for
ex'plaining the source of Myres' buscadero
belt. McGivern added, "The word 'buscadero'
is of Spanish origin. Buscar is the verb to
search. or· hunt. The suffix dero means 'he
who is' or 'he who does.' Buscadero, then,
could be translated as either the one who
hunted or the one who was hunted. In the
last mentioned sense, it became current from
Utah to Carianea (of the state of Sonora,
MexiCo) in the days of Butch Cassidy and
the Wild. Bunch (probably in use long before
this; it spread particularly in Butch's day)
as the general name for the outlaws-the

. rnen who were hunted."
Was Captain Hughes, Tio Sam, or Eugene

'Cunningham the originator? The name of
the person who first applied the coined word
"buscadero" to the rigging does not appear
as a certain, incontestable fact. Moreover,
neither Tio Sam nor his sons, Bill and Dale,
ever secured a patent for the historical belt.

Nonetheless, it was the fate of the bus·
cadero belt ,to fare exceptionally well. It
contains so ITHmy fine, mechanical features
that'it has become the favorite of gun ex
perts everywhere.

Earlier designs strapped the gun holster
up high on the hip. The buscadero style
incorporated three radical improvements: it
lowered the holster, made the gun easier to
draw, and was curved to fit the body. Two
billets loop onto the buscadero, one entering
the hole" in the belt strap, the other fastening
down over it. The single buscadero of the
Hughes' fype supports one gun; the double,
two. The loops in the buscadero belts allow
various types of holsters to be fitted to them,
or to be interchanged at will. It was Ranger
Hughes who rounded up the last of the bad

'outlaws in the Big Bend country and put the
quietus on them permanently. Thus the six
shooter won the West, but the buscadero belt
helped to tame it.

Born in 1855, John R_ Hughes hailed from
Cambridge, Illinois, where the word "bus
cadero" was unknown. Later, when he had
run-ins with Butch Cassidy in deep South
Texas, Hughes no doubt heard the word
often. Why? Because Butch Cassidy's Wild
Bunch, whose members included the guu
flagging Kid Curry and the Sundance Kid,
were known far and wide as buscaderos.
Cassidy came to Texas out of Utah and spent
years in the mining regions of Mexico. Ac
cording to George A. Brown, retired U. S.
deputy marshal, Butch reappeared in El
Paso about 1912 under an alias. He then
acted as an agent for Pancho Villa, rebel
leader of Mexico, and there bought from
Brown a splendid horse, Prince Tyrant, a
striking bay gelding with a star in his fore
head. All" along the Rio Grande, Butch
Cassidy (alias George Leroy Parker, Jim
Lowe, etc.) bore the name of buscadero.

It is probably a bit more respectable to
associa te the word with the law officer

Gold or STU D S
Silver

IDEAL GIFTS FOR HUNTERS
Permaneritly records the ki II for the

proud hunter. 18 beautifully em
bossed. jewel· like heads:

Elk Turkey Mule Deer
Deer Coyote Brown Bear
Bear Skunk Grizzly Bear

Moose Javalina Mountain Sheep
Wolf Antelope Mountain Goat

Cougar Caribou Black T. Deer
Gold Sterling Prices Inc.

$3.00 ea, S 1.25 ea. Fed. tax
At better Jewelers and Sporting Goods
Stores or order direct. No C.O.D.'s

R. J. COFFEY
Dept. 2 - 1104 N. Main Avenue

San Antonio. Texas
Heads shown below are actual size.

No. 1919 WALK AND DRAW HOLSTER
Pat'.

.1:2970727

With
Stainless

Steel
Buckles

Be·lt with One Hoi.
ster
1'al1 $36.50 Black $38.50
Partly Carved with
one Holster
Tall $45.00 Black $47.50
Fully Carved with

. one Holster
1'al1 $53.1'0 Black $56.00
Tan with Black' Inlay

~~c~I~:~r- $61.00
log send Design of this Holster
waist, hip has proved to be b)"
measure- fnr the best design
ments, (or fast walk ar,d
length of gun draw. It does not need •
barrel, cal., make a Iie-down. but is SlIP-
or gun. Include pUcd. "-Torkmanship is
$1.50 for postage the finest. Quality of
and 4 % Sales leather is the 'fery
Tax in Calif. -hest,obtainable.
Send for Free Bro- Maker 0/ ....lVorld's
chllTe 01 various tyves Finest H holsters that
ot holsters. Instructions have no cQttal for
free with FIRST ORDER. !(1St-drawing.

EDWARD H BOHLIN 931N.HighlandAv!.,
• Hollywood 38, Cahl.

Don't Overlook Page 66!

"TROOPER"
Handgun Stocks

"Choice of Champions"

HERREll'S SlOCKS
Box 741
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P. O. DRAWER 1712

BROWNSVILLE 18, TEXAS

the newer pump guns bothers me a lot more
than it has ever helped.

Considering the modern pumps and auto
loaders on the market today, here are my
own personal favorites:

Ithaca 37; Winchester 1912 (pump) ; Rem
ington 870 (pump); Browning Standard
(auto-loader); Remington 11-48 (auto-load
er); and Savage 775 (auto-loader). Where
no loads heavier than the lightest high veloci
ties are to be used, I like the new Marlin
Premier Mark II pump very much. It is a
very nicely balanced and finished gun, but
a bit too light, I think, for real heavy loads.

With all due respect to their makers and
inventors, I have yet to see, feel, au'd shoot
an auto-loading shotgun with non-recoiling
barrel that really appealed to me. Even the
gas-operated high powered auto-loading rifles
that I have tried failed to measure up to the
standards that I have set.

Recoil has not been appreciably reduced in
any of the non-recoiling barrel auto-loaders
that I have tried. As a matter of fact, I be
lieve that in most cases the recoil has actual
ly been increased; I mean the kind of recoil
that we "Average Joes" notice and the effects
of which we feel at the end of the day. I
do not know anything about factory testing
recoil, and I am not arguing with it. I do,
however, know something about the kind of
recoil that affects me and thousands of others
who tramp through the fields with guns
banging away at game. If we get a headache
and sore shoulder after shooting a half box
of high brass shells out of a certain modern,
lightweight gun, then I can give the gun
makers a tip and tell them that we do not
want that kind of gun. Most of us had far
rather pack around a pound of extra gun
weight than a splitting headache and a sore
shoulder.

Practically all of my small game hunting
is done with a 12 gauge gun. Only rarely d(}
I use a pump or auto-loader weighing less
than 6% pounds. The weight I prefer is

Beautiful
90% finished
shotgun and rifle
stocks by BISHOP ...
for three generations, makers df
the world's most famous gunstocks!
Ask your dea ler for your free copy of
the all-new Alaskan 90% finished shotgun
and rifle stock catalog ... or write direct.
E. C. BISHOP & SON, Inc., WARSAW, MO., Dept. J4A

1144 BLACK BEAUTY GUN BELT
Fast draw type holster with soft glove leather white
lining. Belt and holster In black cowhide only. $8.99 PP.
Send waist size, caliber, model and barrel length of gun
when ordering. Double gun set available @ $13.95 PP.

~~ '.""f~fq.C...,••

1127-SWORD.CANE. RIDING·CROP WHITCO
Beautifully made, hand plaited, genuine leath
er riding crop. with 18 Inch dagger hidden In
side. Practical collector's Item: attractive for
den or patio. $5.00 PP.

NEW IDEAS IN TOP
QUALITY HOLSTERS

THE HIDE·A·WAY
HOLSTER

Handcrafted
for YOU: fits
tnslde trousers
band; conceal
ed but avalla
ble; protects
against grease,
rust. Wt. 2% oz.
top grain soft
cowhide, rivet-

ed nickel clip $2.95 PP.

small game hunting, gun, and load develop
ments. I haven't missed a season of small
game hunting during all these years. And
I have shot every type of shotgun ever used
on small game since the muzzle·loader days.
I am even having an old muzzle-loader re
stored at this writing, with which I plan to
do some small game shooting, just to prove
to myself what small game hunting was like
back before my time.

Even after all these years, I do not claim
to know it all about small game guns. Far

• from it. I will never get through learning.
But I have some opinions about shotguns for
small game, things "Average Joes" might be
interested in hearing about, ideas that I
will pass along.

For instance, my own tests have led me to
agree with Poode Smith in his summary of
recoil reduction. Not many of the modern
lightweight pumps and auto-loaders are my
idea of guns for high brass loads. They
bounce around too much after being fired,
and most of them kick too hard. Too hard,
for me, that is.

The trend to lighter shotguns started when
Ithaca came out with what they called their
"Featherlight" repeater. Ithaca's pump has
wonderful balance, and it has enough weight
so that it will not kick one's jaw off during
an afternoon of banging away in a dove field
with high brass loads. Ithaca's "Feather
light" became popular almost overnight, and
it has held its own for very good reasons.

Naturally, other companies tried to match
Ithaca's featherweight idea. Some of them
failed. I know, because I have bruised my
shooting shoulder black and blue firing
modern high brass loads out of some of them.
Spongy recoil pads will help some, but
they are troublesome, and they do not keep
high velocity and magnum shell recoil from
giving me a headache. A little extra weight
expertly distributed will absorb the kick
and "phoom" better than anything else.

Without specifying brand names, I re
moved some of the late model lightweight
pumps and auto-loaders from my own per
sonal collection of small game guns some
time ago. The reasons: too much recoil and
jar. The "so-called" short stroke of some of

A HOT STOVE LEAGUE REPORT
(Continued from page 25)

"I ain't too well sold on these new short
stroke pump guns," said "Clabe" Robin
son, from his comfortable seat on a bag of
hen scratch behind the bread and cookie
rack. "I can't see where the short stroke
gains anything for the average hunter, and
too often it fools hunters into making too
short a pump stroke and not ejecting the
empty shell. I've had it happen while I was
trying to get in those extra shots on the rise
of a covey of bobwhites." Clabe was speaking
from experience, and he is a dyed-in-the-wool
small game hunter of long standing.

There was argument here, too, and plenty
of it. One man sort of put an end to it
when he said, "Man that don't learn to op
erate the gun he carries deserves trouble!"
This sounded pretty close to fighting talk,
so we changed the subject each man still
with his own opinion.

The group assembled in Tom Bratcher's
general store were typical American small
game hunters of the "Average Joe" class.
And this class buys more guns and ammuni
tion than all other classes of hunters com
hined by far. They often meet at the country
stores, sporting goods stores, or snack bars
to discuss their shooting problems. Any out
door and gun writer like myself who fails
to get in on as many as possible of these
sessions misses a lot. Right or wrong, the
"Average Joes" are the ones that make or
break the gun and ammo makers by the
conclusions they arrive at during their leisure
hour sessions. They know what they want
and do not want, and if one of them buys a
gun that, in his opinion, fails to live up to
its advertising, chances are he will think
twice before buying another gun of the same
brand. These "Average Joes" are more in
terested in guns they can buy over the
counter than any other kind.

In weighing the merits of any new shot
gun that comes on the market, I certainly do
not brush aside the things I hear at the hot
stove sessions like the one briefly described.
Where I have not actually had similar ex
periences myself, I try to get a sample of
the gun in question to make some actual
field tests with it. In other words, I try to
prove what I write before I write it.

My small game hunting experience dates
'back to the early twenties. The old saying,
"The Roaring Twenties," goes well with some
of my early small game hunting experiences.
I cut my eye teeth in small game shooting
with the old Winchester Nublack and West
ern New Chief blackpowder shells, and with
Peter's Referee semi-smokeless loads. This
was back about 1918. And well do I remem
ber on damp days how I used to have to
stoop down to look under a cloud of black
powder smoke to determine whether or not
I had killed a bobwhite.

Part of my early hunting was done with
an old "Belgium" hammered double 12 gauge
that kicked like a steer most of the time.
How I ever kept from developing flinches
permanently I will never know. I finally
graduated to a neat little 20 gauge hammer
less Ithaca double. I market-hunted cotton
tails (they brought 10 cents per rabbit at
the country store) and sold 'possum hides to
pay the difference between the old 12 gauge
and the new 20.

I have lived through quite a few seasons of
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WHO'S WHO IN SHOOTING

between 7 and 7.lfi pounds' for auto-lo~ders
and between 6% an'd 7' pounds' for pumps.
·The nearer a 12 gau'ge pump is to 7 pounds,
the better' I like it as a 'general rule.

As already indicated, I am not too well
sold on the newer short stroke pump shot
guns. As with the g!1s-qperated auto-loaders,
I have too many malfunctions with them.
The short pump stroke bothers me to the
extent that I all too often fail to work the
pump properly during fast shooting. And
the gas-operated auto-loaders I have tried
malfunctioned a' lot more than the au~o

loaders with recoiling barrels. Until the gun
companies can make some improvements i,n
their gas-operated auto-loading shotguns, I.
for one will stick to ·the models that have
recoiling barrels.

Like many thousands of .other average
American small game hunters, I seriously
doubt if I will ever go back to double barrel
or over-under shotguns.· Good guns of these
models are no longer economical, that is,
what I call really good-for-the-money guns
like our modern pumps' and auto-loaders.

THREE MEN we..e·named as the out
standing p..omot~ ..s of shooting du ..

ing 1960 at the Second Annual Con
fe ..ence on the Shooting Spo..ts in
New Yo..k. Winning cash awa..ds by
"Field & St..eam" magazine we..e Ben
Ave..y. Phoenix. Adz.• Ha ....ell Kanzle ....
Columbia Falls. Mont•• and Joe Ca..ten.
St..atfo..d. Conn. The th ..ee men we..e
chosen f ..om seve..al hund..ed nomina
tions by a committee headed by Lt.
Gen. James Doolittle fo.. their- effo..ts
in the p..omotion of shooting in thei ..
communities and states. Doolittle p ..e
sented the awa..ds.

Ave..y. a shooting leade.. in the
Phoenix a ..ea. has been a p ..ime move..
in Junio.. National Rifle Association ac
tivities. in fi ..ea..ms safety and hunte..
t ..aining counes. and in the cont..ol of
..est ..ictive gun legislation. Almost sin
gle handedly he gained legislative and
popula.. suppo..t of the Black Canyon
Range. a 1.200-ac..e shooting a ..ea
on state-owned land. with 100 fi ..ing
points and mo..e unde.. const..uction.
It was a seven-yea.. job.

Kanzle... second-place winne... insti
tuted club activities in the Flathead
Rive.. Valley of Montana as a membe..
of the Glacie.. Rifle and Pistol Club.
Late... he went on to the Columbia
Falls Rifle and Pistol Club and its
affiliated No..the..n Rocky Mountain
Spo..tsmen's Club. A hunte.. as well as
a ..ange enthusiast. Kanzle.. has, int..o
duced his own and many othe.. young
ste..s to hunting. He also helped wdte
the Montana code fo .. hunte.. safety
t ..aining. and pionee..ed its applica
tion.

Ca..ten. thi..d-place winne... is a
lieutenant of the St..atfo..d. Conn.
police depa ..tment. He was a leade..
in the t ..aining of youngsten in the
safe use of small a ..ms th..ough the
local Police Athletic League. A life
membe.. of the National Rifle Assoc'ia
tion and a g ..aduate of the New Yo..k

The "Average Joe" small game hunter of
'today will do well to buy a modern (not too
light) three-shot pump or auto-loading shot
gun. He will definitely get the most for his
money by so doing. The only doubles I
now own are in my gun collection and I
rarely shoot any of thcm.

The "Average Joe" who goes down the
street to the nearest gun shop just before
hunting season to buy himself a new shotgun
will profit by doing some serious thinking.

First off, if "Joe" is going to shoot ducks
and geese mainly, and maybe a few pheasants
or prairie chickens in open country, he will
profit by choosing a 12 gauge gun with a
28 inch barrel-modified or full choke. Or if
he plans to also do some brush country shoot
ing for quail and the like, he may choose a
26 inch improved cylinder bored barrel and
have a choking device like Poly-Choke or
Cutt's Compensator installed. The extra at
tachment on the end of the barrel bothers
some hunters in their aiming, but the extra
bulk does not seem to bother many shooters.
If I were using a choking device, it would be

and FBI police academies. Cal"ten has
spa ..k-plugged a club activity that in
ten yea ..s has t ..ained 1.500 young
ste..s in fi ..ea ..ms skills and safety. won
Blue T..ail Range championships eve..y
yea.. since 1953. p ..oduced p..ecision
..ifle exhibition teams to perlo..m be
fo ..e chu..ch and civic g ..oups. and de
veloped squads and individual shoot
en that have won mo..e than 4,000
awa ..ds.

Sec..eta ..y of the Inte..io.. Stewa..t
Udall was the featu ..ed speake.. of the
confe..ence. which was attended by
mo..e than 100 executives of compa
nies di..ectly conce..ned with shooting.
Udall wa ..ned the g ..oup that spol"ts
men in the United States a ..e being
faced with fewe.. and fewe.. places
to hunt and fish each yea... and he
pointed out that if we a ..e to be mo..
ally as well as physically st..ong we
must have outdool"S to use. Fo.. that
..eason. the Sec..eta..y explained. we
must conse..ve ou .. outdoo.. he..itage.

Ea.. lie .. in the confe..ence. Gov. Joe
Foss of South Dakota u..ged the ..ep..e
sentatives of gun-manufactu..ing com
panies and allied indust..ies to take
agg..essive action to p..otect shooting
f ..om ..est..ictive legislation by info..m
ing the public about the values of
shooting as ..ec..eation.

At a midday business meeting the
membel"S of the confe..ence voted to
fo ..m the National Shooting Spo..ts
Foundation as the beginning effol"t in
unifying the p..omotion and p..otection
of shooting. F..ed A. Roff. J .... of Colt's
Patent Fi..e A..ms Company. Ha..tfo..d.
Conn.. was elected chai..man of the
executive committee of the new 0"
ganization. Othe.. memben of the
committee a ..e E. H. Hillia..d. J .... of
Redfield Gun Sight Company. Denve...
Colo•• William Ruge.. of Stu..m. Ruge..
& Company. Southpo..t. Conn.. and
H. G. Williams of B..owning A..ms
Company. Ogden. Utah.

on an auto-loading gun instead of a pump,
simply because I can aim an auto-loader
quicker in fast brush shooting. .

Dry shooting - quick almmg practice
swings-helps determine good stock fit in a
shotgun. If the stock drags on the outer
clothing while raising the gun to the shoulper
speedily, it usually means that the stock is
too long. A properly fitted gun will allow
perfect freedom of action and movement. No
one can shoot well with a poorly fitting shot·
gun. It is true that a hunter can adjust him·
self eventually to almost any gun of reason
able dimensions, but it is not true that doing
this is the best course to follow. Such ad
justing periods can be avoided if the hunter
buying a new shotgun will spend a little time
getting the feel of various guns. Custom shot
guns come too high for most of us.

A good over-the-counter shotgun properly
cared for will last for a lifetime of average
small game hunting. Treated like a stove
poker, the useful life of any shotgun will not
be very long. So take care of your gun ~
and it will serve you long and well. ~

HANDLOADING BENCH
(Continued from page 9)

The odds of finding this condition today are
about like drawing four aces in four consecu
tive poker hands. But take a lesson and don't
be stingy with new brass. It's often a bargain!

Brass suffers from fatigue in cold working,
the same as it's weakened from over anneal
ing. It can happen during manufacture, but
is generally found in reloads. Over-worked
brass is most often the fault of poor quality
sizing dies, even when used for neck sizing.
Slight defects in brass often do not show up
with the first firing, but the second firing
magnifies the defect. This is one reason fac
tory ammo so seldom has a case failure. Cold
worked brass, especially if fired in sloppy
chambers, often shows premature neck and
body cracks. This is rare in modern Hi-V
factory loads. Occasionally .38 Special mid
range stuff cracks on the first firing. There
has been so much of it that I'm not in favor
of using untested .38 hulls for hot loads in
.357 Magnums.

In the black powder "daze" of the famous
..44·40 you packed a case pregnant with FFg

black, and thought of pressure. as something
to put on cheap politicians. A puny spark
from the crummy primer would kick off the
charge pronto, unless the powder had ab
sorbed moisture. So would a spark ft'om a
cat's whisker. Firearms efficiency was low.
Life and reloading were not complicated.
Hunters got close and placed a slug well.
But a good many rounds were expended for
every clean, one-shot kill, despite th,e feats
you hear of top shooters, and see on the
family Idiot Lantern (TV).

The old primers won't do the job with
modern coated powders. Modern primers are
hotter than a $2 pistol. They must supply
fast, white-hot heat for perfect ignition. Those
designed for handloading do a wonderful job
with the type of tools we use. Switching
primers may cause a considerable change in
pressure for a given load.

A pressure increase can result from excess
primer gas. Some firms use varying amounts
of one compound in all primer types. CCI,
for example, makes nine types for handload
ing. Formulas were developed for each type
of powder they were designed for. Their new
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Finest bolt jeweling $6.50
New low bolt handle lor low scope $7.50

Both lor $12.50

Mossberg_ 500
The new Mossberg 500 12 gauge pump

gun got a good workout here, and it per
formed very well. What pleased shooters and
observers alike was the latest feature, the
location of the safety-on the top, where it
belongs.

The gun weighs 6%, pounds, holds six
shells, and is available only in 12 gauge.
However, a variety of barrel chokes and
lengths are available, as are barrels with
Mossberg's C-Lect Choke-thus making it
possible to own several sets of barrels for
one action. The gun does not need to go to
the factory for barrel fitting, and putting a
barrel on the gun is simple: just put it on
and screw it down. (For those who shoot 3
inch magnum shells, a special barrel and a
fitting 13 oz. steel plug for the stock is also
available.)

The gun comes equipped with a rubber
recoil pad. Accidental doubles are eliminated
by the disconnecting trigger mechanism.
Loading is simple and fast, performance of
the gun was very good and smooth. Loaded
shells are removed easily without pumping
shells out and a magazine plug is supplied
in order to conform with the Migratory Bird
Law. Positive feeding of shells is accom
plished with the extra large, double shell
releases, and the action must be closed and
locked before the trigger can be pulled.
Take-down is simple and the gun can be

(Continzted on page 65)

MALTER ARMS COMPANY
225 WEST 34th STREET NEW YORK 1, N. Y.

ORDER DIRECT. Send r3.95 for box of
fifty 22/308 H JSK BULLETS. We p,y all
delivery postage. Dealers Inquiries Invited.

gun is rested on a support for a youngster.
This is not a sporting rifle, but never was
meant as such; it is, however, a lot of fun
to shoot.

Sighting Targets
Borrowing a leaf from the bench rest clan

:Wason Williams of Shooters Service, Clinto~
Corners, New York, has now available the
new sighting targets that we have been wait
ing for. With the crosshairs, tapered post, or

Black Myrtlewood Streamliner stock, pret
tiest wood that grows.
Sporter style stocks of many different kinds of wood. Custom rifle
building and custom gun work. Send 25c lor illustrated 1961 Catalog.

ANTHONY GUYMON • 2206 EAST 11th ST. • BREMERTON, WASH.

GUN RACK
(Continued from page 8)

.dot, it is very simple to hold the same posi
tion on the target shot after shot, and this is
particularly important in rifles of heavy re
coil. The gray. paper on which the targets are
printed aids substantially in reducing sun
glare on the range, and the heavy black lines
of the squares show up well, even when iron
sights are used. The small squares are Ph"
across, the big one mcasures 4 inches.

IHUSK BULLETSI Greatest firearms advance since progressive burn.
ing powder. HUSK BULLETS, a 22 calibre bullet in

1---~::----1~i,~a~3~08~C~a~lib~re Husk. Pat. Pend., 100% USA made.

~ e~
v//,

HUSK, 18 Grains HUSK BULLET, 110 Grains BORE EXIT
.220" ID .220 cal. bullet Husk releases 92 gr. bullet
.306" OD .3D8 cal. Husk perfeclly every time.

When fired, Husk is squeezed around bullet and the two spin down the bore. At bore exit centrifugal force
expands Husk increasing its drag, causing it to disengage instantly from bullet which flies on alone. The
22/308 Husk Bullet's low sectional density in bore (166) results in high M.V. The .220" cal. bullet at bore
exit, Husk removed, has high sectional density (270), maintains-exceptionally high average velocity.
Flat shooting of a 22/308 Husk Bullet causes up to 50% increase in point blank range of rifle and up to
double its field accuracy at all ranges. For most .303 cal. cartridge-bore combinations, 30-40 Krag, 308
Win., 30-06, 300 H&H, etc. NO ALTERATION REQUIRED OF RIFLE, CARTRIDGE CASE OR RELOADING
TOOLS TO LOAD THE 22/308 HUSK BULLET.

~------------!

Ciun Holsters
CiUN BELTS

Magnum types ignite coated powders per
fectly and completely, using new high energy
fuels and oxidizers. CCl's standard type, that
set a world's record back in 1955, have the
desirable qualities of prolonged heat with
little primer gas, for a low velocity spread.
The Magnum formulas carry these features
even farther, and are best with coated
powders.

A loud Bang! doesn't mean you get fast,
£omplete ignition. CCI Magnum No. 250 gives
a progressive detonation (or more correctly
burning) with a white cone of fire surround
ed by flame. The powder soaks up heat like
a blotter soaks up ink for complete ignition.
It's excellent for slow powders such as 4831,
4,350 and 4320, working well in cases from
the .30-30 to .300 Weatherby Magnum we've
tested. I agree with Ray Speer, of Speer
bullet fame, that CCI Magnum's do not un
duly increase pressure. Ray says, correctly,
an exception is when loads are near the
primer leakage stage, which is too hot any
way.

If you cuss 2400 because it doesn't burn
completely in Hi-V handgun loads you'll love
CCl Magnum's. Some lads get away with
loading too much 2400 because they don't
get complete ignition. A good, not max load,
is 15 grains in .357 cases with CCI Magnum
No. 550 behind a 127 grain half-jacketed
swaged pill. The charge is not as impressive
as damage on the terminal end!

CCl's Standard pistol primers are best for
powders such as Bullseye that requires en
tirely different ignition. These nearly elimi
nate the burning particles so desirable for
coated powders. Ignition is primarily by a
short cone and soft flame, so perfect they
have won many matches. All CCI pistol
primers we have tested exceed drop test
specs for sensitivity, making them excellent
for target or weak spring guns.

A few years ago N/M, N/C (Non-Mercuric,
Non-Corrosive) primers were "hot," .meaning
they detonated violently. They increased pres
sure without a corresponding increase in
velocity. The old corrosive formulas actually
gave the best ignition, which is why the
military kept the old FA-70 mix so long.
Modern primers give fast, complete ignition.
CCI deserves much credit for the long hours
of research and testing that brought us their
new Magnum types. They are one more ad
vance in firearms progress.

With a batch of hulls to fill, and running
out of space, I'll have to discuss in a later
column how excessive pressure is caused by
bullet seating, case sizing, powders, and
other factors. Until then, play it double safc.
Work up loads for your particular piece,
with your components, or check your ~
current loads for high pressure. ~
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THE GUN MARKET
Classified ads, 20c per word per insertion including name and address. Pay..
able in advance. Minimum ad 10 words. Closing date March 1962 issue (on

sale February 1) is December 16. Print ad carefully and mail to GUNS
Magazine, 8150 North Central Park Blvd., Skokie, 1.11.

BOOKS

CUNS a AMMUNITION

STATEMENT REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF AUGUST 24,
1912, AS AMENDED BY THE ACTS OF MARCH 3, 1933,
,JULY 2,1946 AND .JUNE 11, J960 (74 STAT. ,208) SHOW
ING THE OWNEH~HIP, MANAGEMENT, AND CIRCULATION
OF GUNS published monthly at Skokie, Illinois for October

1, /.9~~·e names and address~s of the ~UbliSh'er, edito~,
managing editor, and business managers are: Publisher,
Publishers' Development CornQration. 8150 N. Central Park
Ave., Skokie, Ill. Editor, E. B. Mann, 8150 N. Central Pal'k
Ave.. Skokie, Ill. Manatring- editor, R. A. Rteindler, 81;:;0
N. Central Park Ave., ~kokie. Ill. Business manager, G. E.
von Hosen. 8150 N. Central Park Ave., Skokie, III.

2. The owner if';: Publishers' Development Corporation,
8150 N. Central Park Ave., ~kokie, Ill. ~tockholder: G. E.
von Rosen, 8150 N. Central Park Ave., Skol{je, Ill.

3. The known bondholders, mortgagees and other security
holders owning- or holding 1 percent or more of total
amount of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are: (If
there are none, so state.) None.

4. Paragraphs 2 and 3 include. in cases where the stock
holder or security holder. appears upon the books of the
company as trustee or· in any other fiduciary relation, the
name ot the Rerson or corporation for Whom such trustee is

:~1r;·tPsa}~11 ~~o~f~~~eenat~dibih:ft~~ ~a't"b~ag~gu~it':n~~;
and conditions under which stockholders and security. hold.
PI'S who do not appear upon the books of the company as
trustees, hold stock and securities in a capacity other than
that of a bona fide owner.
- 5. The' average mimbpr of copies of each issue of this

publication sold or distributed, through the malls or other
wise. to paid subscribers during- tlle 12 months precedinl"{
the date shown above was: 127,016. .

G. E. von Hosen .
(Sig-nature of editor, publisher, business manager, or owner)

Sworn to and .subscribed before me this 29th day of
September, 1961.
(SEAL) . B. L. :Munson

(My commission expires March 10, 1962.)

LEG lfiOKS, - $7.fl5; HalHlrutfs. $7.n5: ThlllllbcuffS, $!l.!l5.
Leather Restraihts. Collecfor's specialties. Catalog 50e.
'thomas Ferrick. :Box: 12-0. Kewburyporf, ~:fass_

SICHTS as.COPES

THE ORIGINAL PLASTIC STOCK INLAYS

~
are my business and I make
the finest. Brilliant cn)OI'S,
beautiful de!'ign!', hand cut
by precision machinery, Send
for latest list.

C. D. CAHOON • DEPT. 2, .BOXFORD~MASS.•

EYEGUARn SHOOTING Glass.es...:....-Amber-Green $3.95.
Bargain catalog-5,OOO gllns-$1.00. Agral1lonte's, 41
Hi"erdaie, Yonkers, X. Y.

"l-10~H~R'JtJi::\YEI)' ,YIXER. Beer:f'-llighest. ]"lowered In
structlons-$l.OO. 'resters (I.Iy:drometers)-$3. !J5. Dean's
lO!I-GKS West 42n<1. ~ew _Yorl, .36. ~. Y.

RELOADINC ·EQUIPMENT

SPECIAL OFFElt-Send' $.l.OO, rcceh'e the Ilext 4 issues
of Shooting Times. the' gUll" ,yo~1a's .fastest growing pub
Heation. Dept. G~1. ~?X"1.500,.Peoria, Illinois.

TAXIDERMIST

"\VINEMAKIKG," "BEEIt; Ale." Strongest methods.
Illustratcd. $2.jO. Eaton Bererage Supplies, Box 1242-n,
Santa Hosa, California.

UNITED SPOHTH,G Sl'~wes-iOx80·-$55.00. ZOOI11
15x-iW.x-$64.00, 15x-60x Yar1able.:....-~i(i!J.uO. l'rices in
clude IlOstagt:, Inspection Prh·jlege. H.od HO.ile, 218 So.
Henry, .Madison·, "·isc. .

MISCELLANEOUS

FB.EE . . . CA'l'ALOG, 170 pages. Sa\"e on Ueloading
Equipment. Calls. Decoys. Archery, 11~ishing Tackle, Molds.
'1'ools, Hod Blanks. Finnysports' (G), Toledo 14, Ohio.

I:\·IPonTS-DHOP ~hiDped to ~'ou. Send stamp for list.
St.anforth. Box 951, Lancaster. Calif.

DEALERS SEND· license No. for "large price list New

~£~~rmci;-~~Otd~!-=Jt~~~l~~~S~~I~~~nl'o~~~1~8Ro~f8·~:~1~~
items on hand' for immediate dclive!."y, 'Hoagland Hardware,
Hoag!and, Indiana. . .

"'OHLD';3 l!~INES'l' Custom -Engraving, InlaYing, lrory
Grips at lh U.S.A. Prices. Also Hi-Fi, Recorders, Cam
eras, Projectors, Custom' Yachts and Electronic Equip
illl~nt. State Your He<wirement to Interengpl'o, Box-2S.
Denenehofu, 'l'okyo.

SELL ·OR TRADE

NAZI \VEAI'OXS. of aU kinds '"boUght and soM. list .25t.
LindY's Guns, S18-57 St., West 1\ew York, N. J.

ELIl;C'l'HO-SCHIREl li;ngra,'es all ~retaJll, $2.00. Beyer
:\Ifg., 105]1-Q Springfield. Chicago.

NAZI ITE)rIS botlght &- sold. orig·. only, 1" piece or col
lection: HUsts 25('''; LEmkeJ. 812 Anderson, Palisarles. N. J.

CHOSSBO\VSl TTUK1TKG Bows! FactorY-Dlrt-ct-Pricesl
Jay Co., Box 1355. "rirhita. Kansas.. '

:BLACK BEAU Hugs (open. mouth) 4 feet $75.-5 feet $95.
-5% feet $120. African horns $lU, "Hofmann-Taxidermist,
1025 Gates. BrQoklsn 21, !'{. Y~. .

'ZUIl:lO l-tIFLI;: S(:ope~ 4.x'$27.50, 6x *2$).50, 3x-!Jx $35.50,
write .for catalogue to. "WEICO':, 2118 North Boulevard,
Houston 6, Texas. Dealers' Inquiries Invited.

--------------------------
FHEE "DO-It-Yourself" Leathercraft Catalog, Tandy
Leather Company, Box 791-K42, Fort Worth. Texas.

LEATHERCRAFT .

INDIAN RELICS

SHOTGUN RPECTALTR'r: reflniflhing. rl:'hluin${. restock
ing, rehoring. renair all ·makes. Frank T~eFevcr & Rons.
Inc., Box 151. Custom Gunsmiths. Frankfort. New York.

CUSTO)! .22 TAHGE'f Pistol huilt in yom home shop.
Rend 4c stamp for illustrated information. Guns, Box 362,
Terre Haute. Indiana.

GENERAL GUNS)UTHIXG-Rl:'pairing". rebllling, con
version work. parts made. Inquiries inrited. Bald Rock Gun
Shop. Berr~T Creek, Calif.

LEARN GUNSMITI-TING. America's oldest, most com
plete, 2-yr. course. Earn AAs Degree. U('commended by
leading Firearms Companies. Modern Equipment. COIll
petent Instructors. VA Approved. Trinidad State ,Tunior
College, Dept. GS, Trinidad. Colorado.

CUNSMITHINC

.30. "M-I CARBINES, new condition. $59.95. S. Sloper.
\Vestwood, California.

aUKS. NE\V, )'fodern. Antique, Illustrated List $1.
.J. U. Powell, Gunmaker, Reigate, England.

~iAULIN 336 CAUBINt;S Reg. $84.95 - Now $61.95.
Other guns arailable at low prices. ],foney back guarantee.
Kermeth Hinkle, Trenton, Ohio.

.303 Ll';E ENFIELD Ca\'aJry Carbines. 'Model 18$JS. Issued
to the ROY1l.J Irish Constabulary. All Original markings.
!'i-shot magazine. A raro collectors item and an excellent
shooter. Only $29.50. 2 for $49.50. Century Arms Inc.,
54 I..ake. St. Albans, Vermont.

l\1AKi\LICBER SCHO.ENAUER Actions with the famous
5-shot built in rot.ary magazine. "'ith new stocks and
barrels these actions make into the finest custom rifles
in the world, in a wide variety of caliberll. $16.50. 2 for
$30.00. Ada $1.50 postage. Century Arms Inc., 54 Lake.
Sl. Albans, Vermont.

CASES-O:-iCE-Fired-30.30-32 Win-30.06-30 Uern
-35 Hem-300 Sa\'-270 Formed-7. 7 Formed-8MM:
30' Carb-45 ACP-S8 Spec-22 Hornet-5¢ ea-Postpaid
':""-l\Ucaroni, ~5 Taylor Ave., E. Mcadow, L. I., N. Y.

1£"-0 -KE\V .M:annUcher Schoenauer carbines, one single
aBd one double set triggers. ~iC stock, 6.5x54, $160 eacll.
$10 deposit on C.O.D. Gun Shop, Baker. Oregon.

THE c!!fi!:?z J

~ A u.s. and Canadian Pat.

tream t'ne Complete job as shown
for Most guns $25

Anti-recoil Gun Barrel
The muzzle brake de luxe that is precision
machined into your rifle barrel, avoiding
unsightly hang-ans. Controlled escape for
highest kinetic braking, minimum blast ef
fect and practically no jump. All but pre
vents jet thrust (secondary recoil). Guar
anteed workmanship. Folder. Dealer dis
counts.

PENDLETON GUNSHOP l~~~P~~d';';;to~.a~I::'.•
Licensed fitter for Canadian custome.rs •

IAN S. DINGWALL, Custom GunsmIth •
2379 ~urrard St. Vancouver 9, B, c .•

~-~-----------------------..
FELT PISTOL COVER
Something new, a practical heavy duty felt cover.
• Ideal for shooter or collector.
• No holster wear, dampness or dust.
• Ideal for transporting your finer

pieces to range or gun shows.
• • Size 15 in. long x 8 in.Pnce S1.00 Wide. with 4 In. flap

3 for $2.75 ppd. • t~~Jin~de tl~··u .S.A,
, Ohio residents add 3% sales tax

RICHARD SALES CO. Jm~L:~~~rO~~O

XE'Y YELLOW Fall Catalog Now Ready! Hundreds of
war surplus guns. ammunition, accessories, relics. 25c.
RETTIl'\G. 11029 'Vashington, Culver City D. California.

KE\V FInEARUS-Scopes-Reloadin~ Supplies-Acces
sories. Quit'k Service-Lowest Prices. Large Catalog Free.
"'alter Olinr, Box 55. Auburn, Indiana.

:KEW CU:KS and reloading supplies at large discount.
prenaid. .2.~c for catalog, refundable. Alamo Arms,
P. O. Box 858G, Alamogordo, N. Mex.

'3 IXDIAX 'VAU arrowhead". Flint Scalping Knife. Flint
Thunc1erbird $4.00. Catalog 10c. Satisfaction Guaranteed..
Arro'l'head, Glenwood, Arkllllsas.

104 Edgewood Drive
Elgin (P.O.) IllinoisVillage Gunshop

CUN EQUIPMENT

GUNS SCItE\VS, 6/48 or 8/40 assorted lengtlls 50¢ per
dozen. l-'rofessional 2 ftute Taps $1.20. Special hard steel
drills 45¢. All postpaid. Send for Catalog 16GC on all
Buehler mounts (including New Micro-Dial), Low Safetys.
See. our advertlsement page 56. :Ma;rnard Buehler Inc.•
Orinda. Calif. .

CANNON FUSE 3/32'" dia.. waterproof, burns under
water; 10 ft .• $1; 25 ft., $2, ppd. William Zeller, KeH
Hwy.. Hudson, Mich.

FOR SALE

SILVEU-T\YO Brilliant Uucirculated Mexican Silver
DoUar:s-$l.OO (Refundable). Universal, Box 866, San
Antonio 6 -- AC1, 'l'exas.

GUNS - SWOltDS - Knives -l>aggers - Flasks. Big list
~5c coin. Ed Howe. Cooper Mills 10. Maine.

LARGE ILLus'rRA'rED Catalog-Antique and modern
guns, swords, war relics. armor. military gear. Excellent
reference book-$l.OO. Brick House Shop. ~ew Paltz 4,
N. Y.

Ii'A8't DItA \V Holsters. All work custom hand done. Two
hot;lster styles. Belt and .One Holster-$19.9S to $3S.50.
Free l!~older. Gunbelts, Box 401, Bernardsville, Kew .Tersey.

'VRITIUlS!-FREE list of top-notch USA mal'kets for
short stories, articles, books and plays. Write for your free
copy today! Literary Agent ~[ead, 915 Broadway. 1\. Y. 10.

COLLECTORS

POSTAGE ON 3 LBS,)

Complete with
Powder Horn and Bullet Mold!

$ 3200 Ready to Shoot! Brand New!
Fine Authentic .Heplica of famous dueling- pistol.
FUllr. proof tested and safe. Black Powder and caBS

f};:.i a~~~elo~~~~·er~~st~~~fc.41Bf~~d ~~t¥~~nl~r.7;ar~/f.
Powder horn is hi~hly polished and 9" to 11" long
and 9 "toll" lon~. Single cavity mold. No C.O.D.'s.

.Send check or M.O. to:

AUTHORS a PUBLISHERS

Free to WRITERS
seeking a book publisher

Two fact-filied, iIrustrated brochures .
tell how to publish your .:book, get
40.%' ~oyalties •. national advertisin'g.
publicity and prorooUon. Free edi..
torial appraisal. Write-DepL G.

Exposition Press; 386 ~atk A't:e.S., N.Y.16

U:S. 30-06 high number SprIngfield nftes Yery good----'
$3~.95. };;xcellfmt-$44.V;",). l'erfect-$4V 50 U.S. 30-06
Enfield ritles. Very good-$:W.!J5. Excellent-$34.50.
British Pat. 14 303 Enfield rifles. Good-$19.95. Very
good-$22.95. British :L\lk. 1 303 Lee,-}<::ntield Cavalry car
bine:;. Very good-$34.!J5. German 1\;ar ·9S 8mm Mauser
ritles. "Very good-$29.95. Swedish ~J.od. 94 6.5mIn Mauser
carbines. Very good-$'.29.95. Excellent-$34.95. Perfect
-:!iS9.50. Guatemalan )10d. V8 7mm ·Mauser ritles. Czech
made. Good-$34.95. Very' good-$3f.UJ5. 1.lersian Mod. 98
8 fIlm Mauser carbines. Good--$34.H5. Very good--$3B.95.
1"\ew-$49.95. l'ersiall Mod. !18 8mmMuuser rifles. Goou
$2$J.f.l5. Very good-$34.D5. Japanese 7.7mffi Arh:aka rifles.
Good-$14.!)5. Very good-$18.QO. Hils-sian :\Iod. 91 7.62mm
Moisin ritles. Good-$U.95 .• Yery ~·ood-$12.D5. itussian
Mod. 38 & 40 7.62mm Tokarev semi-automatic rifles.
Very good-$49.95. Excellent-$54.95. U.S. M1 30 cal.
semi-automatic carbines .. Excellent-$7f1.95. 30-06, 303
British Smm l\:[.lUser, 7.6!imm :Mauser. 6.5mrn Swedish.
6.5mm 'Italian, 7.35mrn Italian &, 7.62mm Russian rnili
ta!"y amnlunition at $7.50 per 100 ras. Free Kun list.
Freedland Arms Co., 34 Park Row. !\ew Yorl, 38, N. Y.

MANNLICID':;R SCHOENAUER Senice Rifles and Car
bines with farnow;· 5-shot rotary - mag-azine. Identical in
design to world famous sporting )'lalinlicher Rchoenauer
arms manufactured today. Rifle $29.50, carbine $34.50.
order yours today. Century Arms Inc.. 54 r..ake. St. Albans,
Vermont.
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(Continued from page 63)

stripped without tools in a few minutes.
Editorial deadline prevented us from run·

ning pattern tests with the gun, but it worked
fine on a dove hunt and also on claybirds
thrown from a handtrap. Empty hulls are
ejected smoothly and the function of the
gun was completely satisfactory. Feeding
failures did not occur, and the safety was
strong and positive. Comment: A reasonably
priced, well·functioning pump gun that has
stood extensive tests very well. If it is a
pump gun you are after, take a look at the
Mossberg 500. The wide choice of barrels
should make this a very popular shotgun.

Hollywood Shotshell Loader
On his way back to Hollywood, Lyle Cor

coran stopped by after spending a week at
Vandalia. He carried in his truck the new
Hollywood Automatic Shotshell Loader, and
it is quite a tool. We dug out some empty
12 gao hulls, about 800 of them, and reloaded
them in less than half an hour. Despite all
efforts to make the tool malfunction, every
round came out perfect. The only trouble
found was-the tool is so fast you need an
assistant to pour shot, powder, primer, wads,
and empty hulls into the feeder tubes.

This is not a tool for the fellow who re
loads a couple of boxes a w.eek. It is a pro
duction tool that cranks out perfectly loaded
cases at the rate of 1800 an hour. It costs
$575 complete for one gauge-and this is
cheap for the man who needs volume pro
duction.

The tool can be taken apart and .cleaned
quickly and easily, if the need arises. Every
thread is machined to close tolerances, and
if the operator does hi~ part in keeping the
feeder tubes loaded, there is no way for the
tool to malfunction. One of the problems in

mass reloading shotshell hulls is that they
have to be sorted and inspected and still
every so often, a mangled case slips into the
feeder tube. In order to see what would hap
pen with such a case, we slipped one such
case into the tube. Result: One slightly seedy
looking hull, but perfectly loaded and it
functioned smoothly in a Model 50.

The instructions that come with the tool
are clear. Each step is shown with pictures
and diagrams showing how to adjust or clear
the tool. Powder and shot measures are a
part of the tool, and loads can be adj usted
without extra bars. Other gauges should be
available in the near future, if Corcoran can
liatch up with the orders he now has for the
12 gauge Automatic Loader. This is the tool
for the club, the commercial loader, or for
the man who shoots a lot.

Trajectory Calculator
The trajectory of a given bullet or even of

a fellow's favorite rifle seems to be cloaked
in mystery to the average shooter. The gun
sighted in for 100 yards must be held high
for a shot at 275 yards, but most hunters
don't know just how high they must hold to
connect with the target. Ballistic graphs
and charts are of course available, but they
usually are stored away at home, safe but
useless when needed. The Trajectograph,
Hondo, Texas, is available in all popular
calibers and sells for $1.98. With this plastic
gadget, it is a simple matter to visualize just
where your bullet will strike and it would be

a worthwhile investment to have one of these
on hand for every caliber gun in your gun
cabinet.

Bucheimer Gun Cases
This company manufactures a number of

gun cases that not only have eye appeal but.
are ruggedly enough built to withstand heavy
usage. This writer purchased one of these
cases quite some time ago and the case has
seen a lot of hard wear, yet it looks as new
as the day it came off the gunsmith's shelf.
Bucheimer also makes a line of handgun
holsters and belts, including some fast draw
rigs which are handsomely made from top
grain cowhide. A good gun case, pistol rug,
or holster is a good investment for the pro
tection of the gun and these Bucheimer cases
meet all our requirements.

Custom Stocks by Mail
What won't they think of next? Time was

when anyone wanting a custom stock had 10
go to some deluxe stock-maker who, with a
try-gun and some careful measuring,' fitted
you for a new stock. Now, you can order a
custom-fitted stock by mail, or your gun
smith can do the job for you. E. C. Bishop
and Son, well-known stock-makers, have de
veloped a special Custom Fitting Chart. Just
fill in the chart with the required informa
tion, select the stock for the gun you want
beautified and send the whole thing to War
saw, Mo. Within a short time, you will re
ceive the stock made for you. (Somewhere
along the line, a check is involved, but this
is just one of the minor things.) The Custom
Fitting Chart is as complete as the tax forms
we get from Uncle every year, but with the
many years of Bishop experience, the stocks
should fit exceptionally well if the form is
should fit exceptionally well if the ~
form is filled out correctly. .~
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FIRST SUBSCRIPTION
(13 ISSUES) , ; $4.50

The editors of GUNS and its entire staff invites you to

accept this sp~cial money-saving Christmas gift offer.

This is the only time of the year GUNS is offered at a

low, low discount rate. Take advantage of this limited

time opportunity and get the best in gun reading infor

mation at a bargain price. We'll start your subscription

with the very next issue. Avoid the late Christmas rush

send your orde~ in today!

BONUS FOR FAST ACTION I

Act now! ... use the convenient postage free order en

velope bound opposite;. it you include payment and mail

within the next 10 days we'll include an extra bonus issue

free! That means you get 14 issues in all for only $4.50.

EACH ADDITIONAL
GIFT SUBSCRIPTION $4.00
GUNS is the ideal gift for the gun fans on your list.

After your own subscription (or renewal) give GUNS

as a gift and save $2.50 on each. A handsome gift card

with your name on it will be sent to each person on your

. list. Everything is timed perfectly to arrive just before

Christmas. Shop from your easy chair and save! . . .

theres no better way to say "Merry Christmas" the year

round. Mail the handy postage-free envelope today!
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ANTIQUE PERCUSSION CONV.

MAUSER RIFLES & CARBINES

German Mauser Army Rifles
as issue 8mm $39.9S

Mauser 7mm Carbines, Goad Condo 2S.00
Argentina Mauser M-91 7.65mm, like new. 19.95
Swedish Mauser Carbines, near mint 34.95

.45 AUTOMATIC

Beautiful Original Blue Fin
ish, Walnut Grips.
.380 Cal. are collectors Aula.
good condo $24.9S.
Near mint condo .

Brand new unfired
Argentina 4S autos.
Beautiful blue finish walnut
grips . $39.95
.45 auto holsters. Brand new .... $8.00
Ammo-$3.50 Box.
Starr .45 Auto, Mint Cando ... $44.95

HUNGARIAN
P-37 AUTO

BRAND NEW UNFIRED
Collectors Find. Finest High Quality Rifle, Blue Finish,

............. . Only $24.95.

SCABBARD
.:::;»

SMITH &. WESSON
REVOLVERS

'MS - __J.h;;J...~~=:;T::3;;:~>·

A Rare Antique Collectors Find. Very
good condition $12.95

(Send $1.00 for Shipping)

WEBLEY
.45 AUTO CAl. $19.95
Quality English WWII revolvers.
Beautiful blue finish. Select
Grade.
In Brand New Cand..... $2S.00
Ammo .. _S3.50 Per Box

GERMAN MAUSER 11 MM ARMY RIFLES

38 Special. Excellent condition.
Commercial blue finish .. $34.95
.45 Cal. Model 1917 .... $34.95
38 Special. Snub nose. 2" BBL.
Excellent

MAUSER ARMY RIFLE 7MM

SINGLE ACTION REVOLVER
DO-IT-YOURSELF

GUN KITS

I
. Brand new-comes complete with

~ , all parts & instructions on how to
• assemble your gun. All machine opera-

, l tions have been performed and only
. I Fittting, Polishing and Blueing remain to
_~' be done. Identical in size weight and

appearance to the Colt S.A. All steel parts Mfg. By
Great Western Arms Co. USA.

CALIBERS: 38 Spl., 45 Lang Colt, 44 Spl., 357 Mag
num. 44 MAG 4S ACP, 44-40, 22 $79 95
Hornet. 4%-5~-7J1," Barrels. Only. . •

DEALERS Send For Discount

FRENCH MAB
AUTO

MANNLlCHER
MILITARY PISTOLS

Good Condition 380 Caliber
Only $19.9S

Browning 380 Auto. .$24.95

Very rare 7.6S caliber. Beautiful
blue finish. Walnut grips. Ex
cellent cando $24.9S. Near mint $29.95.
Ammo: $4.50 box. Stripper clips: $1.25
each.

FRONTIER DERRINGER
SALE

MFG. in Europe.
The New Over &
Under Derringer

.22 Cal. Blue Finish .. $16.95
.22 Mag. Chrome 24.95
.22 Cal. Chrome 19.95
.38 Spl. Chrome 3I.l;95

Exact reproduction
of Colt Auto.
Brand New. .32
or .380 Cal. ....
Starr 9mm Autos.
Good $29.95

LLAMA AUTOMATICS

Brand New

CARBINE
Lots of Brass. Goad collectors item

Goad Condo ..............•........... $19.95
Very Goad Condo ..............•...... $24.95

RARE SWEDISH WW II
Bayonet & Saber-Very finest quality &w.~.a. rk
manship-Collectors find-mint can-
ditian-$4.95

~~~i~i~:" . tJe:.- . ,,'

Argentina.""'!' .
BaYOnet-~~"#"0~ .........
$4.95 ..- I

(Send 50c for Shipping) ___

... Genuine rare old Trapdoor rifles for
the collector and shooter. Model
1873,45-70 cal. Select Grade $59.95

Original blue finish. Walnut grips.
Goad condition. Ammo: $3.50 box.
Holster: $3.50.

COLT 45 CAL.
REVOLVER

$31.00

.,'

SPRINGFIELD 30-06 RIflES
Genuine Army Rifles-Hi Numbers, Milled Parts, like new cando .. $46.00

FRONTIER REVOLVER
SIX SHOOTER

Mfg. in Germany
Blue Finish Stag Grips

Full Size Single Action.
Weight 40 Oz.-5J1," Barrel.

.22 Magnum Caliber $39.95

.22 Short, Long & LR Caliber 39.95

0I!0I!"'=iil1'1=_.._~_;a~:J ANTIQUE REMINGTON RIFLES
~;q "iIiiI Fine c~l!ector specimen, l1mm,

..... _ blue finISh. Excellent mechan-
ical & shooting condo .... $22.50

ENFIELD
COMMANDO
.38 CALIBER

Six shot 5" Bbl. Double action
revolver. Excellent mechanical
and shooting condition. Only $19.95
Nickel Plated Gun Like New $28.75

TOWER FLINTLOCK PISTOL

$49.95

Exacl Copy of Early Tower Flint
lock. Polished Finish, Solid Brass

Mountings. Nice Calleclor's & Shooter's
piece. RARE NEW PRECISION 41 CAL.

PISTOL, 10" Bbl. $24.95

FINEST QUALITY LONG ARMS
Enfield SMLE Mark IV .303 Rifles .....•..•.•..... $16.95
Enfield Mark III Rifle 14.95
Enfield Mark V with Peep Sight ......•........... 19.95
Enfield Sniper Rifle .303 .....•..•....•.......... 44.95
Enfield Jungle Carbine .303 24.95

GREAT WESTERN
Catalog 50c

Completely illustrated, showing all
models of Great Western Arms. The
Single Action, Derringer, Bu.ntline,
Deputy. Also complete selecllon of
holsters and quick draw sets and
equipment. Parts, presentation case
and engraved models are also included.

Used by Germans in
WW11. Beautiful blue
finish. Excellent Cando
529.9S. LikeNewCond.
$34.9S. Ammo: $4.00
a box.

Original as issued. Beautiful

I!~::~~:"...~~,!..~~-:-:-~~~walnutStock, Blue Finish. Excellent Action.
~ Goad Shooter. Ammo $2.50 per box.

PRICE $24.95. MAUSER 7MM CARBINE $25.00

Authentic
All Steel
Quality Over & Under·
DERRINGERS .38 Spl. or
38 S & W. Blue Finish.
$59.95 - Made in USA.

RIFLE ACTIONS

MAUSER

MODEL
95

Good working condo
complete as issued.
Bargain $13.00.
Send $1.00 far

shipping.

EARLY &. MODERN FIREARMS, Inc.
P.O. Box 1248, Studio City, California

GREAT WESTERN SINGLE ACTIONS

PRICE SCHEDULE
.22 Caliber $ 91.50
.38 Special. . . . . . . . . .. 99.50
.44 Special .. 10S.50
.45 Caliber. . . . . . . . . .. 99.S0
.357 Atomic 10S.50
.4S ACP Caliber 124.50
.44-40 Caliber 124.50
.44 Magnum . . . . . . . . .. 124.50

CUSTOM QUALITY FIREARMS Choice of 4%", S1jz" or 7%" barrel

GREAT WESTERN PARTS AVAILABLE (Send For List)



RELOADS COMPLETE SHOTGUN SHELL
WITHOUT ADJUSTMENTS OR DIE CHANGES!

KEW PLASTIC-CRIMPER enables you to reload ANY plastic
shell and makes a perfect "Star" crimp as easily as you would
with conventional paper shotgun shells. Only $12.00 extra.

Four simple operations is all it takes to reload complete
shotgun shell with this production-type press. Each operation
is completed on positive stop assuring you perfect uniformity
and accuracy. Features-INTER;\IAL PRj<:SSCRE FOR
SEATI;\IG PRIMERS-ADJUST WAD PRESSURE FRO:\1
o to 120 LBS.-LARGEST PLASTIC HOPPERS FOR POWDER
AND SHOT-WAD COLU:\1!\' SEATED IN ONE OPERA
TIO;\I-SIl\fPLIFIED O!\'E-STEP CRIMPER FOR MAKIl\G
PERFECT "STAR" CRIMP.

Tells you
the basic things
every handloader
should know.

complete for one gauge,
including powder
and shot measure.
C-H SHELLMASTER
DIES for additional
gauges including
metering bars only
824.00 per set.
(/lvai/able for lit. 16.
ItO or 1t8 gao only)
Plastic-Crimper $12.00 extra

Send for FREE Handloading Booklet!r------------- -------,
I MAIL COUPON I

C-H DIE COMPANY, Dert. G·! I

C)
l P.O. Box 3284, Termina Annex - Los Angeles 54, Calif. I

mGentlemen: Please rush me your FREE I

H
handloading booklet and latest literature I
Name I
Address I
City State I

I Name of my sporting goods I
I dealer or gunsmith is: I
I IL ~

G-l

C-H DIE COMPANY
P.O. Box 3284, Terminal Annex, Dept.

Los Angeles 54, California

IN Canada:
1310 W. 6th St., Vancouver 9, B.C.

If you own a shotgun, like to shoot and want low cost
ammo then see your sporting goods dealer or gunsmith and
ask him about the C-H Shellmaster. It's first choice of
hunters, skeet & trap shooters the world over.
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